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This thesis describes research into an area of content based image retrieval (CBIR), that 

of feature indexing for the purpose of rapid retrieval. The techniques in this thesis draw 

from the field of text IR and demonstrate that individual image extraction algorithms 

can be optimised for use with an inwrted index, which could lead to CBIR systems 

capable of sub-second retrienll times on collections of millions of images. 

A novel global feature algorithm, Ql\U\S, is presented. which is capable of capturing both 

colour and texture information in a spa tially insensitive manner. Images are divided into 

regular patches from which dominant colour modes are dE'rin~d using the mean shift 

algorithm. The RGB bi-modal colour space is quantised giving a set of labelled feature 

terms with associated frequencies and the terms inserted into an inverted index. Terms 

in the index are retrieved 'with a TF*IDF algorithm. 

The performance of QMJ'\S and the index is measured b~' ('ompanson with an RGB 

colour histogram, an RGB CCV histogram, and the unqmllltised MNS features. Pre

cision and recall results show that the indexed feature performs equally as well as the 

other algorithms for an image collection of photographic images. An analysis of the 

distribution of each type of feature term was performed, showing that Zipf's law holds 

in each case. Quantisation parameters for the algorithms were varied, demonstrating 

that a tradeoff exists between vocabulary size. the average precision, and the speed of 

retrieval. 

This thesis indicates that the current generation of highly successfully text IR systems, 

which are implemented using inverted indexes, could provide the basis for very rapid 

image and multimedia retrieval. The optimisation techniques shown can be used for any 

quantisable feature, and allow retrieval to be performed without specialised comparison 

algorithms. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 'Finding Out About' 

Rik Belew's book on search engine technology, entitled 'Finding Out About'[13], empha

sises the cognitive aspects of information retrieval, and as such identifies a key aspect 

of the discipline. There are many applications where information retrieval is required 

in order to replace human operators with machines, and a highly desirable property for 

these machines to own is the ability to act as humans. \Vhen designing machines to 

replace humans it is therefore of prime importance to understand how a human would 

perform such a task. 

Possibly the reason that as hmnans we are as intelligent as we are is our ability to 

find out about things - we are adept at the skills of knowledge acquisition, storage, 

transformation and dissemination. Using our senses of vision. hearing, touch, smell 

and taste we are able to interpret and understand our enviromnent, and to determine, 

through beliefs about our environment and capabilities, appropriate actions that allow 

us to achieve certain goals that we may have. 

Of these senses, our vision is perhaps the strongest and most acute. It is certainly that 

which presents us with the most information on a daily basis, through the recognition of 

objects around us and our inherent abilities in written coml1111nication. Our brains allow 

us to interact with our physical environment by taking visual stimuli and interpreting 

these as salient objects in a three dimensional world. 'IVe are performing a continual 

process of information retrieval as we look at scenes t hat surround us, comparing objects 

that we see with objects that we have memories of. 

Whilst machines that have vision and intelligence comparable to our own are still a 

dream, we can use the knowledge we have about how we perform our own information 

retrieval to create machines that assist llS in searching through the huge quantities of 

1 



Chapter 1 Introduction 2 

information contained in our libraries. offices, hospitals, and of course, in the world wide 

web. 

The field of CBR (Content Based Retrieyal) will hopefully allow us to achieve some of 

these goals. There are, however, many aspects that must be overcome. Of particular 

importance to this thesis is the concept of 'information overload' - the owrwhelming 

amount of information which is generated and stored on computer systems. The mani

festation of this is the difficulty of attempting to locate desired information. It is the task 

of the information retrieval community to solve such problems. The now mature text 

retrieval field has already demonstrated that good qualit~· retrieval from massive cor

pora is possible (consider the Google web search engine). and with advances in natural 

language processing is getting better. 

This thesis aims to demonstrate to the reader that technologies developed for text IR 

(the inverted index and associated retrieyal mechanisms) are applicable to image, and 

other multimedia, retrieval systems. \Vhilst not demonstrated. it is t heorised that careful 

development and analysis of features 1 , their information domains, and the distribution 

of 'feature terms' will allow a multimedia database to store millions of documents, and 

to respond to client's requests in sub-second time. 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

The key aims and objectives of the research presented in this thesis are as follows: 

• To demonstrate that sub-second content based Image retrieval IS possible from 

massive image collections: 

Use available feature extraction algorithms, or develop a novel global colour 

feature extraction algorithm. 

Develop a technique for transforming image features into a form storable in 

an inverted index . 

• To provide techniques that allow analysis of the distribution of the feature space 

of different features: 

Identify how changing a feature extraction algorithm's paramet.ers change the 

distribution of points in feature space. 

Investigate the effects of different techniques of feature space quantisation. 

Present optimisations for indexed feature descriptors. 

IThroughout this thesis the term ·feat.ure', when used alone, will refer to either a semantic feature 
(for example coarseness is a textural feature), or t.o the data that is generated by a feature extraction 
algorithm for a particular image (also referred to as jcatw'c vedor or featuTc desCT'iptor. The sUTTO'uT/.ding 
pamgTQph w'ill deteTmine t.he context, 
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• To demonstrate whether feature term retrieval is flexible and extensible. 

- Show the potential for heterogeneous feature storage. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

This thesis is split into the following chapters: 

• Chapter 2 - Fundamentals of Information Retrieval: Background material 

on image features, feature indexing, the inverted index and retrieval evaluation. 

• Chapter 3 - Multimedia Information Systems: Background on applications 

and architectures of content based retrieval systems, and examples of a number of 

old and new MIS. 

• Chapter 4 - INVISTOR - An Inverted Index Multimedia Search En

gine: This chapter describes the software applications that were den>ioped for 

this research. These include the image processing API. the CBIR image indexer 

and query processor, the results analysis module and the index analysis module. 

• Chapter 5 - QMNS - The Quantised Multimodal Signature: The Q1\l1\'S 

feature algorithm forms the basis for a lot of the work ill this thesis. This chapter 

describes how the features are extracted and representeel. and presents tests which 

analyse the retrieval performance of Ql\ll\'S and ot her colour features. The distl'i

bution of feature terms is imoestigatecl. and it is shown that it is the lllost common 

terms for QMNS which are the best for retrie\'ing images. \Vork presented in this 

chapter is published in [142]. 

• Chapter 6 - Generalised Feature Indexing: Extending the work from the 

previous chapter, this chapter looks ill more detail at t he distribution of feature 

terms, how changes in the underlying Q1\fNS parameters effect this, and how to 

optimise the index by pruning terms which are not good discriminators. \Vork 

presented in this chapter is published in [141 J 

• Chapter 7 - Conclusion: The results of the research are outlined, and the 

aims and objectives listed above are shown to have been fulfilled by this thesis, 

presented as relevant contributions to the field of content based retrieval. Future 

work is discussed in the context of the work that has been completed. 



Chapter 2 

Fundamentals of Information 

Retrieval 

2.1 Introduction 

The use of computers to either assist, or replace, human operatives is dependant. 011 

a thorough understanding of the duty that their counterparts must perform - current 

technology is a long way from the ideal of generic, adaptive, machines capable of any task. 

The type of task will determine many of the functional requirements of the computer 

system which must be designed carefully from the outset. 

The field of computer vision and image underst.anding encompasses tasks where a com

puter is required to take data in t.he form of images and motion video l and extract salient 

information from it. There are two main application areas for such systems: Those that 

are for autonomous systems, requiring no interaction from un operator, and those where 

the system provides a (possibly) interactive seI'\'ice for an operat.or. 

Both applications require that the system is capable of allalysing an image (or a sequen('(~ 

of images in the case of video) and extracting succinct. illformCl tion that may allow for 

discrimination of objects and structure within that scene. They may also be required 

to apply knowledge they have t.o identi±~·, and reason about, those objects. This process 

will t.herefore need to involye ac:tiyities such as delineation of regions within the image, 

in order to determine object boundaries, and the comparison of the image, or parts of 

it, with other knmvn objects and images. 

It is this process, where the content of images are compared to find similarities (and 

hence similar objects), that forms a core part of computer vision2 , and is the topic of 

IBoth image and video media may originate from sources which are non-visual, such as x-ray, radar, 
or sonar. 

2Cognition and intelligence form the counterpart here, allowing a system to reason about. similar 
objects, and to then label with attributes those objects. 

4 



Chapter 2 Fundamentals of Information Retrie"al 5 

this thesis. The broad topic is known as Content Based Retrieval (CBR), and is a key 

part of a wide variety of subjects ranging from text retrieval to digital libraries. The 

following sections of this chapter introduce these concepts and the seminal, and state of 

the art, techniques that researchers hc1\"e developed OWl' the past few decades. 

The second section introduces the processes involyed in CBR and some of the resear(,h 

projects and real-,,'orld applications that use it. TIll' third section looks at the key 

entities that are involved in one form of CBR - document based retrieval - and how 

these are used to rate the similarit~, of images and other lllcdia. The fourth section 

looks at text retrievaL which is itself a form of CBR. anel the techniques that allow 

massiye databases of text to be searched inCTedibl~' rapidl~·. The next section moves the 

focus back to image retrieval, and reviews image processing algorithms for extracting 

low level features. Sections six and seven are about the indexing of these features, and 

present some of the core concepts that shall be explored throughout this thesis. The last 

main section discusses how the quality of results produced b~' CBR systems should be 

evaluated, in order to compare algorithms and systems. Finally the chapter concludes 

with questions about the future of CBR and presents the hypothesis again, this time in 

the context provided by this background work. 

2.2 Content Based Retrieval 

Content Based Retrie,'al (CBR) is a technique that will retrieve documents hom some 

form of store, or archive, such that the retrieved documents satisfy the informational re

quirements of a given query. This process typically involves extracting information from 

media in the query document, and comparing this with the information known about 

the media and documents in the archive. CBR results are normally ranked according 

to how 'similar' each document is to the query. Text IR is a form of CBR - documents 

containing the same, or similar, terms as the query string are returned, usually ranked 

by a function of the frequellcy of the matching Cjuery terms. 

As human beings we perform a form of CBR on a daily basis in allllost all activities. 

Every time ''''e look at something we are comparing the yisnal stimuli from our eJ'es 

with experiences we have in memory in order to find the best match. The processing 

capabilities of our brains, however, are significantly more complex than current CBR 

techniques, and we ha"e the ability to associate much higher level concepts with stimuli 

than a computer can. CBR is currently able to provide a measure as to how similar two 

objects are - but it cannot say whether, for example, one picture of a cup shows the 

same cup as another picture. 

Exactly how we perform such actions is still unknown, but there is extensive research 

into how we represent such associations between stimuli and experience in our minds. 

Semiotics, as founded by the linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) and Charles 
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Peirce (1839-1914), is the study of signs. Too complex a subject to describe here. it 

provides a foundation for describing cOlllmunication in terms of language and culture. 

Put very simply, a sign is some representation of an object. or concept, in the real world. 

The word CAR is a sign for an object that, in our culture. is deemed to be a car. The 

pixels that constitute the area in an image corresponding to a picture of a cal' are also 

a sign for car, and together are called a signature of the car. 

Given that there are an almost infinite number of image based signs for objects and 

concepts (let alone the ot her media in which signs exist, such as audio), it is unsurprising 

then, that sign based retrieval is a difficult task. As humans we have the intelligence 

to interpret our stimuli as signs very easily, but with computers we must compare a 

signature that we wish to identify \\'ith all other known signatures. \Ve assume that 

if we find two similar signatures then the tv;o objects that they signify must also be 

similar. It is these ideas that form the basis of CBR. 

2.2.1 Applications of Computer Vision and CBR 

The applications for which a vision and CBR system could be useful are endless. The 

following list includes some of the more typical applications, and research projects that 

have demonstrated them: 

• l\1edical Imaging: ?\ledical imaging systems - PACS (Picture Archiving and 

Communication Systems) - are designed to provide imaging support for dinical 

use. Originally defined by Huang in [G4]. these MIS allow operators to archive and 

retrieve the many different modes of image that are acquired by devices such as 

X-Ray, MRI and CAT scanners. These systems have to cope with huge quantities 

of image data, \vhich lllay be requested frolll remote sitf~s, and so t he storage and 

network functions of the system must be designed appropriately. CBR in PACS 

often involves image registration, the process of mapping 3D data from images of 

one source to those of another. 

• Web Retrieval: \Veb based retrieval would provjde access to the vast multimedia 

content available on the Internet. Such services \Hmld be provided by search 

engines such as Google, or by content portals such as Yahoo and MSN. 

• Digital Archives: Many institutions have large archives of books, artwork, and 

other physical artifacts which would benefit from the advanced cataloging and re

trieval functions of a computer system. Digital archives (such as those developed 

for the Artiste and Sculpteur projects) provide access to archive material that has 

been digitised and stored. Once the information is available on computer, analy

ses may be performed to extract more data, or to cross-reference. The Artiste 
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project employed techniques such as colour and texture analysis and crack detec

tion and classification to assist art researchers, restorers and enthusiasts in their 

work. Sculpteur extends the Artiste system by proyiding digiti sing and retrieval 

of 3D models. 

• l\1anufacturing Inspection: Components can be checked by vision systems as 

they come off assembly lines. In this case the system may be looking for the pres

ence, or absence, of elements in the component, or it Illay be measuring elements 

to check that they haye been produced correctl~'. 

• Autonom.ous and Robotic Systems: The military are the biggest inyestor in 

research in this area, developing surYE~illance equiPlllent and weaponry that are 

capable of performing their functions autonomously. To this end DARPA (the 

American Defence Adyanced Research Projects Agellc~T) are offering a $1 million 

prize to the first team that can build a yehicle to complete a lS0km course in the 

l'Ilohave desert3 . Deep sea exploration, mining, and space exploration are other 

examples of applications where the practicality of sending humans is a limitation. 

All of these applications share four common stages: 

• Acquisition: Images (and other media) must be acquired through SOllle source. 

This may be through a camera, or other sensor, or it lllay im'olve using existing 

media. Images are simply arrays of pixels. and so any sensor capable of generating 

an array of discrete data is a candidate for image acquisition. In the case of non

visual sensors, such as x-ray or radar, post processing lllay be required to create 

an image suitable for viewing by people. 

• Analysis: Once acquired the images are analysed according to application do

main specifics: Salient information that will in some way assist the application is 

extracted. The x-ray component of a PACS may be required to delineate certain 

bone structures, or if the source is that of a security scanner it may attempt to 

identify hazardous or prohibited articles. 

• Storage: The information extracted from the images, and maybe the original 

images, are required to be stored. Stored images and the extracted information 

can be catalogued, aiding future retrieval by showing positive examples of objects. 

The indexing of this information can then allow for rapid retrieval of the images 

in the archive. 

• Retrieval: \iVithout mechanisms for using the stored information, the application 

would be of limited use. This is perhaps the most important aspect, for which 

the other stages are only preparatory. Retrieval may be performed by browsing 

3At the time of writing (April 2004) the furthest a vehicle managed has travelled on the cOllfse is 
7km. 
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through catalogues, by providing an example of what is required, and even by 

sketching a composition. 

Now a well established research field, computer vision systems are now enjoying a large 

amount of high profile commercial success. bio-metric scanners that identify people 

based on the unique pattern of their iris have been installed at Heathrow airport as part 

of a trial by Virgin Atlantic, British Airwa~-s, and EyeTicket Corporation to allow rapid 

boarding of flights for first dass business customers [7]. Less highly regarded amongst 

the public are a new generation of speed cameras "which read the licence plate of speeding 

cars and automatically issue a ticket. 

A major reason for the increased commercial interest has been due to the ever reducing 

cost and size of electronic equipment required to provide such facilities. There is now 

much interest in personal assistant computers incorporating computer vision which could 

continually record what you do (yia a camera worn in a suitable location, for example in 

glasses) and then analyse the imagery and record certain relevant pieces of informa tion. 

They could, for example, record the text of a restaurant menu so that it could be recalled 

at a later date and emailed. Nokia have already deyeloped software called Lifeblog [8] 
which organises data from a phone and its camera into a multimedia blog. 

2.2.2 Paradigms of Information Retrieval 

The method by which we search for information is crucial to the quality of the results 

gained, and will depend on the scope of results which we deem will answer our query. 

Some queries require a very specific answer - perhaps a single document - whilst others 

may be less definitive, being answerable by any document which has a topic which is 

the same as the query's. Below are listed some of the methods by which information 

may be retrieved. 

• Query By Exan1ple: Perhaps the most COmlllOl] query form, QBE systems 

require an example which they compare with those in their database. They answer 

the question: "Find me documents l'ike this" . 

• Query By Sketch (or by Humming): QBS requires slightly more interaction 

±i'om the user, and allows them to generate a proxy document for which they wish 

to find similar documents. In image retrieval this could involve laying out coloured 

shapes to indicate where particular colours should occur in the desired documents 

[65]. In audio this might involve humming a tune to indicat.e the direction of the 

pitch (i.e. up, or down) [56, 18]. 

• Browsing: Browsing is perhaps the retrieyal technique which is used by most 

people on a daily basis when attempting to search for anything (not on a com

puter), and is primarily an iterative process. The first iteration involves locating 
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the collection of items in which the desired object exists. for example. a particular 

book will probably exist in a librar~·. The following iterations reduce the size of 

items through which to search. \Vitllin a library this will lead the searcher to the 

appropriate section (perhaps 'with the aid of Dewey decimal catalog codes) to row 

of shelves, then to a shelf and then to the books which are of interest . 

• Navigation: The concept of retrieving information b~T navigation is restricted 

purely to the domain of computing, and is best illustrated by the web, and HTML 

documents. ~ormally a link on a web page is static - it provides a path from the 

current document to another. A generic link, when clicked upon, will provide a 

selection of documents to navigate to. The documcnts will be determined. not 

statically, but dynamically, by using t he link anchor as a query passed to cOlltent 

based retrieval engine. 

2.3 Documents, Features and Signatures 

In information retrieval we are typically looking for an answer to some sort of question, 

presented in the form of a query. \Ve will direct our query at an appropriate source 

of information, and with luck and a well posed query, we hope to find that piece of 

information which we desire. Unfortunately, where information is stored digitally, and 

unlike 'querying' a human counterpart who is able to construct just the right allswer, 

we are unlikely to find the exact piece of information we reCjllire. 

Documents provide the core entity for information storage anel retrieval. A document 

can be defined as a source of information that shares in comllJOn some topic, and that 

has been authored explicitly to record - or document - that concept. A book contains 

writings that all pertain to the same topic, or in the case of fictiem, all pertain to the 

same, fictitious reality. An image contains representations of a particular scene, and a 

3D model represents a physical dimensions of an object., be it real or conceptual. 

This simple definition contrasts with the dogmatic dictionary definition, and does not 

reflect the richness of modern multimedia documents which are available. An alternative, 

more general, definition is that a document is a collection of signs all associated by a 

common topic, or concept (which is itself a sign). 

2.301 Documents and Media 

Documents have always consisted of a combination of text and image, and such forms 

of recording events as the hieroglyphics of the ancient Egyptians show the use of signs 

directly_ Today multimedia authoring allows us to combine different media very easily 
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into a document, and hypermedia allows us to control the order in which these media 

are viewed, providing a personalised yiew of the information. 

Electronic documents come in a wide \-ariety of types and formats. 1\lost share in 

common the ability to combine different types of media at diHerent locations, spatially 

and possibly temporally. Some formats allow for interaction with certain elements of 

the document In order to keep the model of a document simple such interactions shall 

be ignored, and a document will be consiclerpd to be a static Plltity4. 

Techniques for decomposing documents are necessary since information within them 

is spatially (and temporally in the case of yideo) organised - that is that pieces of 

information close together are more likely to be on t he same topic than those that. are 

far apart. 

1\lany documents are composed of diHerent types of media, ami depending on the doc

ument format, the diHerent media elements may be ill different. formats. Text may be 

plain ASCII, RTF, HTML or one of the many other formats. Images could be in bitmap 

or vector format, and possibly the most complex media t~-IW, video. comes in a myria.d 

encodings, sizes, frame rates, and audio formats. 

Any information system that deals with complex documents must have some method 

for parsing the media elements, so that they may be analysed and information extracted 

from them. How the system stores this extracted information, and \vhether it maintains 

document structure information (which may incur a high storage cost), is determined 

by the application of the system. 

2.3.2 Features 

The lowest level entity involved in informat.ion retrieval is the feature. A feature can be 

described as 'an entity which is a representation of some salient aspect of the document'. 

In text the features that are used correspond to characters, words, phrases, sentences, 

chapters and other constructs that \\'e typically use in natural language. Such features 

have an immediate 'semantic value', corresponding almost directly to the concept that 

they are a sign for. 

A good, and useful, feature is one which is both salient (important) and relevant in a 

given context. In the human vision system there are a limited number of cues with which 

we are able to interpret a scene presented to us. In particular our visual sensitivity to 

horizont.al and vertical straight lines is particularly strong. It is a form of bot.h condi

t.ioning and of inherent ability that we are able t.o accurately int.erpret and understand 

our surroundings using our vision. Inherent abilities in the human vision system seem 

4Documents, such as those in the HTML format published on the ViVVVV, which allow interactive 
navigation are still considered, since navigation does not change their authored content. 
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to take second place as we grow older and as our brains bccomc familiar \yit h visual cues 

they encounter. 

As with biological vision systems there are a number of primitive features that are used 

in computer vision: colour, texture and shape. \Ve can use the colour and texture in 

an image to segment regions that we belieYe might be salient objects, or we could trace 

edges that are found in convoluted reprcsentations of the image which may also give rise 

to shape. \Vc can combine these primitives to form more complex featurcs, or we can 

employ the information that they provide to focus on a particular area. \\Then designing 

a feature for use in image retrieval there are two key factors which must be taken into 

account: 

• Context: The information domains in which the stored documents and the user's 

query exist. In set terms this is an intersection of the topics that exist within 

documents ofthe corpus and the typical information requirement ofthe user issuing 

a query . 

• Retrieval Time: The size of the corpus, at both intra- and extra-document levels, 

and the speed with which results should be delivered to the user. \\There some 

applications may demand rapid response times by their very nature (such as real 

time medical and military systems). others suffer simply from the desired response 

time of their users - now! 

Image and other multimedia features vary in the level of abstractness that they COllVE'y. 

Some image features (described further in section 2.5) simply provide a count of the 

number of pixels of a certain colour \vhich are present. whilst ot hers are capable describ

ing much higher level concepts, such as the location. size and density of nlUscle tissue 

inside the heart. The first type of feature lies in the broad application domain. 'whilst 

the second is clearly in a very narrow application domain. III [125], and presented III 

table 2.1, Smeulders et al define the two applica tiOll dOlllaills sllccim:Uy. 

Their original table has been annotated to include some examples of typical applications. 

In general we know that the narrower the domain of t he application, the more specific, 

and hence the less data each feature needs to carry. It is important to note that whilst a 

feature may describe a complex entity within a specific context, the feature itself may be 

very simple. In [145] the primary information required is the size, defined by width and 

breadth, of Candida yeast cells. The template matching used by the feature extraction al

gorithm is relatively complex - requiring a model of the size and shape of the cell and the 

optical density. The resultant data output is a very concise representation for each of the 

cells as a six place tuple containing: < locx, locy, 'Width, breadth, angle, COT! fidence >. 
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Variance of content 
Sources of knowledge 
Semantics 
Ground truth 
Content description 
Scene and sensor 
Target application 

Type of application 
Tools 

Interactivity 
Eyaluation 
System architecture 
Size 
A source of inspiration 
Typical applications 

Narrow 
low 
specific 
homogenous 
likely 
objective 
possibl~' controlled 
specific 
professional 
model-driven. 
specific innuiants 
limited 
quantitative 
tailored database-driven 
medium 
ob.iect recognition 
rada.r - esp. defellce 
medical imaging 

Broad 
high 
generic 
heterogenous 
unlikely 
subjective 
unknown 
generic 
public 
perceptual, cultural, 
general invariants 
pervasive, iterative 
qualitative 
mod ulm interaction-driven 
large to very large 
information retrieval 
web documellt retriewd 
digit,d archin~s and libraries 

TABLE 2.1: I'\arrow versus broad domain in image retrienll (Smeulders et al [125]) 

2.3.3 Signatures 

12 

The signature of a document is a representation of features contained within that doc

ument. A signature is usually restricted to one type of feature, and so a document. 

will have as many signatures as types of feature extracted. Ideally a signature shouk! 

be unique to a document, but it should also be able to identify documents that have 

similar content. 

An important aspect of a signature is that it idea.lly needs to be a compact representation 

of the signified document. Small signatures may be stored easily and searched rapidly. 

but can only store a small, succinct amount of information - that which is extracted by 

the feature. 

2.3.4 Document Similarity 

Once document signatures have been generated and stored, retrieWll of documents may 

be performed. In a QBE system the user presents a query document for which they wish 

to find other similar documents. A signature will be generated for the query which must 

be compared with the stored signatures, and the results are presented to the user in order 

of similarity. Measuring document similarity is a process of signature classification, and 

it is the features that determine which information the classes are based upon. 

All signatures can be represented as either a single, or multiple points, within the n

dimensional space of the feature algorithm. As such, points that are close are similar 

signatures, hence represent documents that are similar - according to the information 

extracted by the feature algorithm. 
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Imagine that one has a particular quer~' that needs to be alls\\'(:'red. Consider an abstract 

information space where all the documents that answer the query are dose together, and 

those that do not are farther apart. The feature that is best suited to answering the 

query is the one where the useful documents are also close together in the feature space. 

The feature, hmvever, may not be an~' good for other queries. 

There exist a great number of methods for measuring how far apart points are in Euclid

ean space. The following list presents some of the most often used metrics: 

• Ln Measures. The Ln measures share the common form: 

(2.1) 

The greater the value of '11" the more a large difference in one component will 

differentiate the two points. As'll is increased the function will approach Ulax( 1:1"i -

Yil) (known in SOUle literature as the Chebychev distance). These measures are 

typically used where the values provided are interprded as being pO'ints, and not 

vectors, zn space. 

Ll (City block, or Manhattan Distance): The distance is simply the 

sum of the differences for each component, which 'in 2 dimensions is seen as 

two perpendicular l'ines. 

(2.2) 

L2 (Euclidean Distance): Possibly the most often used measur-e, the L2 

distance measure r"Ctur-ns the shortest line d'istance between two points: 

(2.3) 

• Correlation Metrics. These Uletrics are used to compare vectors and return val

ues between zero and 1, unlike the Ln metrics. They are used where the direction 

of the vectors being c:omapred is considered important. 

Uni-polar: ucO ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 is identity. To use as a metric 

(where 0 indicates no difference between two entities) 1 - 'UcO must be used. 

Bipolar: bc:O ranges from -1 to 1, where 1 is identity. To use as a metric, 

either 1 - bcO or l-~C() must be used. 

U ncentered (cosine): This metric treats the two vectors as points and 

calculates the angle between them: 

. :J'Y' 
dlsicosine(X, y) = 1 - Vx'X 

x'xvT/Y 
(2.4) 
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where ;];' and y' are the transposed forms of ;r and y . 

• Vector Set Comparison measures. In t he situations where a single signature 

is composed of multiple points a slight ly different approach must be used. Points 

in the two signatures must be paired in some manner so that some predicate is 

satisfied in each case. Various names exist for this type of operation, including 

jO'ins and stable rrwTTiage m,aiching. 

Hausdorff Distance. This measure compares each point in the source set 

to each point in the target, and then takes t he distance from t he point in 

the source that is farthest from any point in the target to the point in the 

target that is closest to it. The directions of the sets are then reversed and 

the maximum value taken as the distance. [32. GI]. 

Stable l\1arriage l\1atching. Giwn two equall)· sized sets of "17 objects.m 

and 'Ill, two n;:rn matrices are created where each row contains rank values 

for the corresponding object in the opposite set. The rank values are created 

according to some predicate. and each must contain a distinct value. In [54] 

Gale and Shapley state that there exists a valid and stable marriage for any 

combination of the rankings. A stable marriage occurs when there are 110 two 

pairs {mil Wj}, {mk. 'u't} such that w[ is ranked higher than 11'j by mi, and 'III, 

is ranked higher t han TIl k by w [. 

Earth Mover's Distance: This algorithm measures the distance between 

two distributions, calculating the minimal amount of \'l'Ork required to trans

form the source distribution into the target. It also provides for partial match

ing [114, 115]. 

As well as these generalised point and vector distance metrics, many CBR techniques 

employ their own algorithms. i\otably there are a large number of metrics dedicated to 

the comparison of colour histogram features [129]. 

All of these metrics are only useful for comparing identical feature spaces, and so for 

a document composed of multiple media, or for a single media element with multiple 

features, a query will return multiple similarity values. \Vhere the result of a query is 

to be presented to a human user these classifications must be combined into a single hit 

list. 

2.3.5 Classification and Clustering 

Simple similarity based searches using point comparison, as shown in the previous sec

tion, are a highly valuable tool, and are used to find document signatures which are 

like the query's. This is a simple form of classification - identifying which documents 

are in the same class as the query. By proactively classifying and labelling documents 
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according to the signatures that they contain the probability and ease of finding docu

ments that match a query are increased - if one document in a class matches then the 

others are in some respects guaranteed to also match. Immediately we h"lYe reduced the 

number of signatures we must searc·h through. 

Classification of feature vectors involyes finding the clusters of points in the feature 

space, and assigning each point to one or more clusters. There are a large number of 

techniques ,OI;hich can be used, ranging from the minimal spanning tree algorithm [Hi]. 

the K-means group of algorithms [84. 121] to the lllean shift algorithm [51, 28, 41]. A 

thorough reyiew of classifiers is proyided in [71]. 

The spanning algorithm initially treats all points III the space as individual dusters. 

and then using a distance measure appropriate to the data. finds the two clusters in the 

space that are nearest each ot her and merges t hem. This process is repeated until ei Iher 

the required number of clusters is formed, or the dusters reach a maximum size (either 

in number or volume). 

The K-means group of algorithms start by taking the 71 points in space that are farlhest 

apart, with n being the number of desired clusters. and assigning these points as I he 

initial clusters. l\ext the clusters are iteratiwly assigned the points that arc closest to 

them, after each point is added to a cluster its centroid is recalcnlated. The owrall effed 

is that the clusters will each move tuwarcls (but not reach) the centroid of all the points. 

The mean shift is another iterative algorithm which will cluster points. The method 

looks at each point in the population in turn and examines other points that fall inside 

a window centred on it. The mean position of this subset of points is calculated, and the 

current point is shifted by that vector. The process is iterated for each point until the 

mean move is less than a designated threshold. The mowment of the points will form 

clusters whose original points will not be outside the window centred about the clw;ter 

centroid. 

2.3.6 Combining Classifiers 

The author of a particular CBR algorithm that can classify 90% of documents correctly 

may believe that his technique is best and does not require the use of another algorithm 

that can only classify 20% of documents correctly (given the same sets of documents). 

If the correct documents classified by the second algorithm were part of the set correctly 

classified by the first algorithm, then the first algorithm is clearly superior and using 

the second can not improve the results. If however, the patterns of classification do not 

overlap, and the second algorithm can classify documents that the first can not, then 

there is a good case for combining the results of the two. 
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The field of classification crosses into nwn~T other different fields, providing mechanisms 

that allow decisions to be made when lllultiwu-iate, or multidimensional data is found. 

There are tvv'o primary approaches for decision making: 

• Centralised: A single inference mechanism receives all data inputs (that have 

possibly been pre-processed) and prm'ides a decision so to the classification of the 

data input given predetermined classes. 

• Distributed: Each data input is processed and a decision made. These decisions 

and then passed to a second level inference mechanism which produces a final 

decision. 

The second approach applies to most systems since 1993, and is referred to as classific',. 

combination. According to Kittler et al [71]. there are two reasons for combining clas

sifiers - efficiency and accuracy. Simple classification tasks may be achieved by using 

multistage classifiers, such that classification stops once an object has been identified to 

a desired level of certainty. l\10re complex objects may require additional features and 

additional procedures and rules. 

The key inference mechanisms that are used in basic AI and eBR are listed below: 

• Knowledge Rules: Decisions are based on boolean algebra. Each condition 

is either fulfilled, or not - there is no allov,:ance for errors in measmement. For 

example: (Condition A) AKD (Condition B) =? Condition C 

• Fuzzy Logic: A simple extension of knowledge rules where a condition is assigned 

a value that determines how well it has been fulfilled - there are various degrees 

of class membership. Membership functions are used to determine how much a 

particular object belongs to a class, based on a measurement. The fundion returns 

o for no membership at alL and 1 for complete llH~ml)('rship. Various rules similar 

to those for boolean algebra exist for bot h conjullctive and disjullctive reasonillg. 

• Probabilistic and Belief Approaches: These tcclllliques work 011 the ability 

to model the degree of belief that a particular evellt has occurred. Belief results 

from uncertainty, which may be due to a lack of information. Common models are 

the classical probability modeL the Bayesian modeL upper and lower probabilities 

model, and Demster's model. [GO] introduces logical models of inference, and 

[39, 122, 124] provide background material for the Demster-Shafer approach. 

• Bayesian Networks: An extension of the classical Bayesian probability model, 

where the interactions amongst knowledge entities are explicitly modelled. This 

makes Bayesian Networks simple to use and apply to other existing models. In 

[108] Pearl originally introduced the concept of the inference network. 
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• Neural Networks: Using the neurons found in nwn~' liying organisms as a f01111-

dation, neural networks are trainable structures that accept data measurements 

and provide a classification of the data. Each neural node can have multiple in

puts, and when the sum of those inputs exceed some threshold, the neuron triggers 

and sends messages on to other neurons. By applying known data to the inputs 

the network can be weighted so that it can classify unknown data. l\'eural net

works are often attributed to the work of Frank Rosenblatt [113] who deyeloped 

the percept ron neural network in 1957. 

Content based retrieval is ultimately a classification acti\'ity. \Ve wish to detennille 

whether a document fits into the same information classes. which we have in our mind, 

as our answer. \Ve may not know what these classes are, but we will know whether a 

document fits them. By creating a good model of classes of documents we are able to 

better group them so that \"hen we find one document that answers a query (by the 

user's standards) we have also found many others. 

2.4 Text Docun1ent Retrieval 

A great deal of work has been performed in the field of Contellt Based Text Retrieval 

(CBTR), beginning 'with such early work as Dewey's decimal system. His system allowed 

books containing similar content to be grouped together, so allowing a primitive form of 

CBR. Of course, this technique only proyides insight int.o the broad topic that a book 

is concerned with, and requires manual cat.egorisation. 

CBTR has a distinct. advantage over other forms of CBR, for example image retrieval, 

because of the inherent semantic content of \vords. The word WORD 5 brings about ideas 

of language, groups of characters, news (e.g. word of mo'uth) and ot hers. These concepts, 

whilst not being immutable. are defined by our language and culture, and maintain a 

very high level of semantic interpretation. 

Text retrieval systems are commonly known as seor-ch engincs and all operate on the 

same principles. The system is split into three core components: the indexer, the index 

and the retrieval engine. 

The indexer has two functions: inter- and intra-document parsing. Inter-document 

parsing involves the acquisition and maintenance of files that will form the corpus of the 

searchable index. This component is best called a document. management syst.em, and 

may perform actions such as crawling the web and downloading files, controlling access 

to the stored documents and other ancillary functions. The intra-document parser will 

extract the actual terms and phrases that are to be indexed. 

5The author shall assume the standard linguistic approach of using small caps to denote that it is 
the concept of the written word, and not the word itself, that is the object of reference. 
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The index is the data structure that stores information about docllments and the words 

that occur within them. It. can be simple, and indicate only the presence, or absence. of 

a word in a document, or it can be complex and store the location of each occurrence 

of a word. and even the locations of similes. Section 2.7 explains a particular type of 

index - the inverted index in detail. 

The retrieval engine provides the user wit h access to the documents stored in the index 

through queries. A query could be a couple of keywords. or it could be a complete 

document. In either case the retrieval is performed in a similar manner - documents in 

the index are compared with the query, and, in generaL those documents that contain 

the same words as the query are returned, in a ranked hit list. 

2.4.1 Lexical Analysis 

Intra-document parsing is performed by the lexical analyser, its task being to extract and 

count all the tokens within the document. In a plain text retrie"al system, the document 

would at this stage be blocks of plain text with other media elements removed, and so 

tokens will be sequences of characters. 

The types of sequences that could be extracted 'will vary depending upon the search 

requirements of the application's users. Some may require just words, or words and 

numerics, and mixed character sequences. 

• Words: Regular words that appear to be part of a sentence. The case may be im

portant for distinguishing names, and so tokens such as INTERI'\ET and INTER]\;ET 

could be treated as being different. 

• Numbers: There may be a requirement to record numbers. This may appear to 

be a burden to the index, however the string token may be converted into a more 

compact integer or floating point representation as required. 

• Mixed: As with numeric tokens, alphanumeric tokens may be indexed according 

to the search requirements. 

• Phrases: Some retrieval systems may also need to index phrases that relate to 

the search application's information domain, Technical search engines, and appli

cations requiring indexing of peoples full names are examples of such systems. 

2.4.1.1 Parsing Process 

The parsing process requires some form of grammar in order to operate. The grammar 

is specified by defining a finite state machine which will determine when a sequence of 
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[A-Z)[a-z) 

.. 
T 

[A-Z)[a-z)" ~ no more characters 

'"'. ","i 1'"'." .,~ [O.9)[WS)"~ no more characters 

WS ... 

[O·9)[ws) 

FIGURE 2.1: A Simple Text Parsing Finit.e Sta.te l\fa.chine, capa.b le of extracting English 
words . 

characters legitimately forms a token. A simple parser to extract only words wi ll have 

a very simple grammar: 

• Start 

If current character is a letter , ignore the case , add to current token , and 

proceed to next character. 

If current character is a number , whitespace or other then finish the current 

token. Increment the count for the current token, start a new, empty, token 

and proceed to next character. 

• No more characters: F inish 

This simple algorithm, illustrated in diagram 2.1, is a simple fini te state machine that 

will parse t ext. The letters ws indicate a whitespace character , such as a space, or 

punctuation . Execution starts at the left hand node of the diagram, and depending on 

the character moves to either the top or bottom node. \ i\Then execution is a t the top 

node it will stay there until either t here are no more characters left in the text , or a 

non alphabetical character is encountered. In either case on leaving the top node a new 

token will have been parsed . 

2.4.1.2 Token Handling 

\ i\Then a new token is found in the text it must be handled accordingly. ot all gram

matically valid tokens will actually b e a desirable token , and may be discarded based 

upon the granularity requirements of the index. This helps to reduce t he size of the 

index and makes it more concise. 

These stop-words (also known as noise words) are a list of words which it is not desirable 

to store in t he main index. These are words which are very common - words which it can 

be expected will occur frequently in every document . Such words do not aid retrieval 
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since they do not d'iscr-iminaie between the documents in an index. a point originally 

noted by Luhn [82]. Some of these are j1lTlC:i'ion wor-ds that may be important to the 

syntactic structure of sentences, but carry little meaning on t heir own - for example A. 

THE, IT, and A:\fD. Not all frequentl~- occurring words are noise words, with the words 

TJl\1E, WAR, HOl'V/E, LIFE, WATER and WORLD being among the top 200 words in English 

Literature [48]. 

The noise \vords are stored in a list known as a negative dictionary, and during the 

indexing process may be stored in a secondary negatiYe indf'x so that should a particular 

query require some ofthem, then t hey are m-ailable but are not affecting the performance 

and conciseness of the main index. 

2.4.1.3 Morphology 

l\lany of the words encountered in a text will present the same root meaning, but will 

have had syntactic pre-, or post-fixes applied depending on their exact meaning within 

the sentence. Stemming is the process of removing these surface markings. Since IR 

is normally only concerned with the presence or absence of a particular sign, the dif

ferent words ENGIl\EER, El\GINEERS. E:\GJl\EERIl\G, ENGJ!'.'EERED, and RE-Er\GJl\EER 

can all refer legitimately to the sign ENGI:\EER. which invokes concepts of the design, 

construction, industry and of engines. 

The lexical analyser will have certain generic rules to remove suffixes that denote plu

rality (-s, -ES etc), past tense (-ED), ownership (- ·s. -s), and others, in the form of a 

context-sensitive transformation grammar [48]. This will be backed up by other rules 

for words which do not adhere to the grammar, for example - WOl\lAN/WO!l1EN. 

2.4.2 Text Indexing 

V,Jhen complete, the lexical analysis will provide a list of terms, possibly stemmed, and 

categorised as noise, or non, and the frequency with which they occur in the text - the 

document frequency, d f.. Advanced systerns may also contain for each word a list of 

the locations where that word occurs (the \Vordnet system [45]), and pointers to similes 

(IBM's STAIRS system). 

There exist three primary techniques for storing the information provided in this list - the 

inverted index, signatures, and bitmap files [119, 13], each having certain advantages and 

disadvantages. In [149] Zofel et al provide a good comparison of the first two approaches, 

by examining the effect of different types of compression of the different indexes . 

• Inverted Index: Otherwise known as an inverted file, this data structure consists 

of a list of terms present in the text corpus. For each term there is a list of the 
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term I frequency I 

information 43 1 01 23 

I 02 17 

I 04 

retrieval 15 lu 1 01 10 

I 03 

FIGURE 2.2: A Simple Inwrted Index 

documents in which that t.erm occurs and the corresponding document. frequency, 

and depending on the granularity of the index, additional information such as term 

location. Diagram 2.2 shows an example of a simple inverted index. Section 2.7 

discusses this data structure in greater depth. 

The inverted index is suitable in situations where the corpus is very large, or where 

additional information is required about each indi\'idual occurrence of a term. It 

is very fast to retrieve documents ,,,hen there are only a few query terms. and III 

general slower for large numbers of query terms. but certain implementations (such 

as distributed indexes, see section :2.7.4) can allow docmllent-document similarity 

to be calculated very rapidly. 

This type of index suffers from poor update perfonw1llce, due to optimisatiolls 

which are applied to the postings list - which can be very long ill a large corpus. 

Typically a secondary update index is used to store incremental changes to the 

index, which is then merged with the main index periodically . 

• Signature Files: This type of index employs ha.shing techniques to create a 

signature for a document which allows the calculation of the probability that a 

particular term will occur within a document in the index. After lexical analysis is 

complete each term is assigned a binary hash strillg. One t.echnique for generating 

the hash is to use three different functions that retUl"ll it \'<llne that is at most equal 

to the number of bits in the hash string. This will mean that the striug can have 

1, 2, or 3 bits set in it. 

Even when a hash collision occurs, there is no Heed to change the hash because the 

second stage of indexing involves combining all the hash strings for all the t.erms 

in a document to produce the signature. The hash strings are or'd together to 

produce a final signature. To test if a term is present the hash string for the query 

term is generat.ed and if all the releyant bits are set in t he signature then it was 

probably present. Other combinations of term hash strings might have created 

the same pattern as the query term, and the probability of this can be calculated. 

This probability will be a function of the number of the number of documents anel 

terms in the corpus, the length of the hash string, and the hashing function. 
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If the signature is of a suitable size then nlan~' documents can be eliminated rapidl~' 

fi:om a query because the correct bits aren't set. The other documents must be 

scanned to determine whet her the term does actually occur. Various enhancements 

have been deyeloped for signature files inclllding bit slicing where the bits that 

correspond to the same terms are stored together on disk - a technique which 

makes the index very similar to an inwrted file . 

• Bitmap Files: These are the simplest way to store document-term information, 

and consist of large bit strings with as many bits as there are documents in the 

corpus. Presence, or absence, of a term in a docllment is shown by setting the 

bit for the document at the appropriate document's index in the term's bit string. 

These bitvectors are perfectly suited to Boolean retricyal since the wdor for each 

term in the query is combined using the appropriate Boolean operation. The reslllt 

is a bit vector which indicates the documents that satisfy the quer~·. 

Since the number of documents could be very large each bitvector can be C0111-

pressed, however a compressed bitmap file is very similar to an inverted index, alld 

the performance advantage is lost. Bitmap files are not regularly used because of 

the sheer size that they occupy - ='J documents * n terms bits. 

2.4.2.1 Term Weighting 

Not all terms in a document will be related to the subject that a document is about, in 

particular the stop-words. There wilL however, be certain words in the document which 

are definitely about the subject, for example the title, the introduction chapter, or the 

abstract. If we know about the structure of a document, then we can apply a weighting 

to these elements as they are inserted into the index (we could apply a weighting later, 

however this weighting does not take into account their location structurally in the 

document). To make these terms more important we could choose to count each term in 

the title 10 times, and perhaps each term in the abstract [) times, or apply a weighting 

that is some fraction of the size of the document. 

2.4.3 Text Retrieval 

The previous section illustrated some of the data structures t hat are commonly used 

in text retrieval and the advantages and disadvantages that they have. Aside from the 

differences in retrieval performance their purpose and uses are nearly identical. The 

process of retrieval involves looking for terms that are present. in the query and finding 

which documents also share t.hose terms. 

The signature and bitmap techniques offer some limitations in querying since they do 

not store the document frequency for terms, and as such two documents that contain 
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the same query terms, regardless of frequency, will be judged to be equally similar. The 

inverted index, however. is able to rank documents based on the number of times that 

the query terms occur. A thesis often attributed to Lulm's seminal work [82] is that 

a term must be releyant to a document's content if that term occurs often within the 

document. 

As such, a document that contains a query term once will be rated lower than another 

that contains it many times, This effect is enhanced by lexical operations such as 

stemming since it is the stem and not the ·word that is counted, 

Another consideration in text retrieval is that a document that contains frequently a 

term that occurs rarely within the corpus as a whole lllust almost definitely contaill 

content that is related to that term. From this it can be deduced that the terms that 

are best for retrieval are neither those that occur frequent ly wit hin the corpus, nor those 

that occur rarely, but those that lie in the midrange. By remmoing noise words the shape 

of the curve is changed so that it becomes close to an exponential curve. 

This premise lies behind much of the thinking that forms the basis of some of the retrieval 

techniques in the following sections. 

2.4.3.1 Boolean Retrieval 

Documents are retrieved according to the presence, or absence of terms. An expression 

is formed using Boolean algebra to determine which documents match, for example: 

information AI\D retrieval AI\D (bitmap OR signature) 

Enhancements to the simplest type of Boolean retrieval, which only determines whether 

documents match, or do not match, the query, include term-document frequency ranking 

and fuzzy Boolean matching. The first technique ranks clocmnents according to a fum:

tion (normally the sum) of the frequencies of query terms, so the more often a document 

contains a query term, the higher its ranking. Fuzzy Boolean matching again employs 

the term-document frequency, but uses fuzzy Boolean membership functions (see section 

2.3.6) where the frequency of the terms determines the size (and hence fuzziness) of sets. 

Lee et al provide a comparison of these two extensions to Boolean retrieval in [78]. 

2.4.3.2 Weighted Retrieval 

Much like extended Boolean retrieval with only conjunctive operators, weighted retrieval 

uses the term-document frequencies available in the index. Since this technique relies on 

these frequencies it is only a viable option for an inverted index. For each query term 

the term frequencies are retrieved from the appropriate postings list in the index. 
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The simplest scoring function sums the term-document frequency tfi] (for further math

ematical definitions, refer to the mathematical section of the glossary): 

scar'ej = 2::: tfij (2.5) 

'i iE(QnTj ):#0 

This is a very simple form that can be used for keyword queries, since it does not take 

into account the frequency of query terms. The general form of a weighted retrie,"al 

extends equation 2.5: 

SCOTej = 2::: q'Wi . qTi . Wij . Ti] (2.G) 
'iiE(QnTj):i#O 

Here q'W'i refers to a weight applied to the query term i, and qTi is a Telative tcnn. 

fTequency value. The other values 'Wij and Tij refer to the weight and relative frequency 

for term i in document j. The relative term frequency values are calculated from the 

term frequencies, and can simply count the presence of a term, 

Tij = 1 (2.7) 

or the actual frequency in the document, 

Tij = tfi) (2.8) 

or a normalised frequency, shown here according to the number of terms in the document, 

tnj, 

tfij 
Tij = -

tn.j 

and can incorporate a logarithm to minimise the effect of large frequencies, 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Values for the relative query term ti:equencies, qTi, can be calculated similarly. The 

document frequency can be used to promote documents that contain many occurrences 

of a query term which occurs in few other documents. According t.o Luhn and Zipf's 

relevant. hypotheses (section 2.4.3), this weight needs to be high when the document 

frequency is low, and so the inverse is used. Typical calculations are: 
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(2.11) 

(2.12) 

and 

(2.13) 

where N is the number of documents in the corpus and tfm is the largest term frequency 

in the index. Again, values for the query term weighting, qw;, can be calculated similarly. 

\Vhenever the term frequency tfij increases monotonically, and the document frequency 

dfi is used in a monotonically decreasing way (as in equations 2.11 to 2.13), the similarity 

heuristic is known as TFxIDF - Term Frequency times Inverse Document Fl.'equency. 

There are many different combinations for the weightings and relative term frequencies, 

however a commonly used combination for keyword queries is: 

N 
qw; = I09c(1 + rifi) . 1 

Wij = rij = 1 + l0getfij (2.14) 

Here the relative query frequency qri is 1, since query terms should only occur once, 

and is multiplied by the inverse document frequency of the term. The term weighting 

is equal to the relative term frequency. 

2.4.3.3 Vector Space Models 

If we consider that V, the vocabulary, contains all possible terms, and create an n

dimensional space, where n is equal to the number of terms in V, then vectors in this 

space can represent documents. \Ve can then use the metrics defined in section 2.3.4 

to measure the similarity between a query and a document. Using the Euclidean, L2, 

distance we have: 

(2.15) 

If the relative term frequencies have been normalised then this method will compensate 

for different length documents, but if they haven't then documents closer in length to 
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the query will automatically be fayoured. In most situations the direction of the vector 

is more important, and we can measure the difference in direction between two vectors 

using the cosine Tule. For two vectors X and Y the angle e between them can be 

calculated: 

X·Y 
cosine(X Y) = case = IXIIYI = (2.16) 

Substituting Xi 

documents. 

q'Wi . qTi and Yi 'Wij . Tij gives the cosine similarity heuristic for 

2.4.4 Advanced Text Retrieval 

The techniques for text retrieval presented above provide a common framework that is 

adopted by most text retrieval applications. There are a number of advanced features 

that have been developed to extend t his framework. 

• Relevance Feedback: A query specified by a user may not always be well formed, 

or the terms used relate to a synonym that is semantically related, and so the 

document desired is not returned, hut others that are of some relevance are. By 

allowing the user to indicate which documents that he we been retrieved by a CJuery 

are genuinely relevant, and those that are not, the retrieval system can adjust the 

vector of the query by moving it towards the cC'utroici indicated by the relevant 

vectors. 

Conversely it is also feasible to adjust the index so that documents are moved 

toward common query vectors. If an index is searched repeatedly using similar 

queries the documents considered relevelIlt to that query by users will be moved 

towards the query centroids. Documents that are rarely retrieved or are marked 

non-relevant move to the fringes of the query space . 

• Spatially Sensitive Retrieval: Quite often the tenns m a query will form a 

phrase, or part of a sentence, or paragraph, that the nser wishes to he present 

in the target document. In such a situation a document that contains the query 

terms many times, but very spread out, should be rated less relevant than one 

which contains the terms once only, but clustered ,'ery close together (and even 

better) in the specified order). 

To support such a query the index will need to record term location information, 

and depending on the granularity and target size of the index will record the loca

tion of each occurrence of the term. The character, t.erm, sentence and paragraph 

position within the document are all viable location descriptors which could be 

included in the index. 
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• Adaptive Information Retrieval: I\Ianual indexing. and categorisation, of doc

uments provide superb resources that are coherent and effective in use. The num

ber of corpora which have actuall~' received thorough attention is, however, very 

Io-w. Automated document classification tools attempt to perform the same task 

for digital collections. 

Because there are some collections that have been manually indexed they provide 

data with which to design, test and twin automated systems. Classification sys

tems attempt to cluster document vedors in term space. A query that is 'within 

the cluster will then retrieve all the documents in t he class. 

All of the techniques shown in section 2.3.6 are applicable here . 

• Content Based Navigation: Described briefiy in section 2.2, CBN provides 

linking in a hypertext environment such that selecting a word in a document will 

provide a list of links to other suitable documents in which that word occurs 

(derived directly b'om the postings in the index). In order to reduce the number of 

documents shown the system may only display those that are in the same document 

cluster (see previous item) and contain the same term. 

This section has introduced the very basics of text retrieval, which is a very broad topic. 

Section 2.7 examines the im'erted index in greater detail. 

2.5 Image Features 

The concept feature, as introduced in section 2.3 denotes some element of an image 

such that it is useful for discriminating between images. For each application where 

content based retrieval of images is required, features that provide a high discriminating 

power should be selected. Some applications may require more than one feature for 

identification of objects, and could have a highly specific feature, or one that may be 

very general. Medical imaging requires features that are highly accurate and are capable 

of stating a confidence factor for features extracted [19, 140]. General purpose retrieval 

for large databases of unrelated images requires an approach that is less exact and must 

take into account the image as a whole. 

2.5.1 Colour Features 

Colour forms a significant part of human vision, and without it many everyday tasks 

would prove very difficult. 'We are able to distinguish objects very effectively based on 

colour alone. Lai and Tait [131] have used our perception of colour to directly index 

and navigate around retrieved images. This was extended to create the CHROMA [76] 

image browsing and navigation system. Mojsilovic presented a vocabulary and grammar 
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of colour patterns in [95] obtained through subjective experiment and demonstrated 

through colour features. 

The simplest form of colour feature is perhaps the colour histogram [129] as (Tea ted by 

Swain and Ballard. The histogram is created by a quantisation of the colour space, and 

typically each axis is divided by 4, so that in an RGB histogram there are 64 separate 

partitions, or bins, in the colour space. Each of the bins is assigned a labeL and for 

every pixel colour that falls into that bin the bin value is incremented. The resultant 

signature is a 64 dimensional vector that can be compared to others by simple Euclidean 

distance, or by more complex methods like the quadratic formula [46] and histogram 

back projection [129]. 

The image histogram IS a very flexible construct and has been used extensively for 

image retrieval. The Colour Coherence Vector (CCV) [107] takes a two stage approach 

to generating the signature. Firstly the image is segmented by reducing the lllu1l1wr 

of colours in the image, and then the pixel values that are in regions sized above a 

particular threshold area are stored in a coher-ent vectoL anc! those that are under the 

threshold size are stored in an 'incoheT'cnt ,'ector. Results are presented that show that 

the CCV is better at retrieval than the sinlple histogram. 

Different images of real life objects will rarely show the sallle colours in a histogralll. 

This is due to changes in surroundings, ambient and directed lighting. orientation amI 

scale. It is particularly necessary to attempt to make retriend invariant to illumination. 

and colour features that are immune to lighting changes are much sought after. Funt amI 

Finlayson take the original work by Swain and Ballard and histogram the ratios of RGB 

values to provide colour constant indexing [52]. Drew et al [42] investigate the transforlll 

that the RGB channels undergo when illumination is altered and demonstrate a linear 

transformation that may be applied to features to make them illumination invariant. 

2.5.2 Textural Features 

Texture in images is a function of the intensity, or colour, difl'erence between pixels in an 

image. Tamura et al [130] were perhaps the first to extract textural features in images 

that the human visual system is highly tuned to. They showed that coarseness, contrast, 

directionality, line-likeness, regularity and roughness are attributes that we are sensitive 

to, but they could only implement sensors for the first three. 

The characteristics of texture that Tamura highlighted have proved to be fundamental 

to textural analysis. The Fourier transform will turn a signal into representation of the 

frequencies within that signal, and for images the signal is the 2D discrete set of pixels. 

Not all signals make sense in the frequency domain, but the regularities and frequencies 

displayed by t.extures are ideal. A simple texture feature would involve histogmmming 
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the discrete Fourier signal of an image. The more advanced \Vawlets [135] display better 

localisation and the resultant signal is generally smaller than the equivalent Fourier. 

2.5.3 Shape Features 

Shape features are extracted from regions in images that have been segmented in some 

way. Shapes can be represented in IllallY ways, from chain codes that follow individual 

pixel outlines to splined vector formats. Simpler representations can also be used, such 

as the quad-tree which is a binary representation of a 2" x2" grid, or descriptors that 

describe the boundary of an object. 

2.5.4 Hybrid Features 

Hybrid features use a combination of techniques to form a retrieval system. Pecenovic 

takes colour histogram and ,,'ave let texture descriptors and incorporates them into a 

single index using LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) [110, 109] and presents encouraging 

results. In [138] \\Tang uses a variation of the TF /IDF text term weighting technique 

with features - RF /IPF (Region Frequency / Inverse Picture Frequency) to index regions 

within images, and combines this ,vith text retrieval. Paek also uses a similar approach 

in [106], however his system requires training in order to classify regions and objects 

within a scene so that they may be labelled and introduced to the index. 

2.6 Feature Indexing 

A key problem with content based retrieval lies in the process of searching through 

signatures to determine their similarity with the query. In a large collection this 0(71) 

operation can take a long time, and be compute intensive. By indexing the signatures 

it is hoped that the retrieval speed can be significantly improved, and also that the size 

of the signatures is reduced. 

2.6.1 Representation of Features 

Any signature can be represented as a point, or points, in a Euclidean space of some 

number of dimensions. In the first case document comparison is a simple matter of point 

to point comparison, however multiple feature vectors require a more complex approach 

such as the stable marriage matching algorithm [881. 
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2.6.2 Multi-dimensional Indexing 

Feature yector similarity may be calculated as the distance between two points, or the 

distance between a point and the centre of a "Volume. Other tests may be required, such 

as whether a point is inside a volume, or 'whether a yolullle is inside a "Volume. In [53] 

Gaede, et aI, gives a clear review of what is required from a multidimensional database. 

and then introduces a large number of techniques for storing and retrie"ing such data. 

The majority of the data structures designed to store lllulti-dimensional data use the 

approach of dividing space into sections, yariousl~' called l)Uc].;:pts. cells and bins. Each 

cell may be subdivided when it has too man~' entries. or the space lllay be completely 

re-divided. By searching through each cell descriptor first it is possible to deterllline 

which cells do, or do not, contain useful data, so that they lllay be searched thorollghly. 

Many of the structures employ a hierarchical, or tree, structure, so that whole brillH"hes 

of cells may be eliminated from the search very rapidly. 

The B-Tree (Balanced Tree) [11] is such a structure. but is designed to store ollly OIlP

dimensional data. Each node in the tree has a lower and an upper bound for the Ilulllber 

of children (descendants) that it can contain. A node can onl~' be created if there ,up 

sufficient entries to go into it - until then the entries are held in ot her nodes on the tree. 

\Vhen a node reaches its upper bound it must be split - a procedure which may recurse 

through the whole tree. This guarantees that the branches of the tree are loaded fairly 

equally. 

GRID files [102] subdivide multi-dimensional space usillg orthogonal grids. III two di

mensions this can be seen as a series of infinitely long horizontal and vertical lines, 

splitting the space into rectangles. Each of these cells corresponds to a data-page (the 

smallest single unit retrieved or written in a single operatioll hy a disk operating systelll) 

inside the GRID file, so it is the operating system that deterlllim~s the number of entries 

in each cell. \Vhen a cell exceeds the size of its data-pagp it lllust be split by introducing 

another hyper-plane into the space - splitting any nthp)" c('lIs t bat are ortbogonal to the 

splitting cell. There are a number of wuiants on the GRID file, the Two-Level GRID 

file [62] where the first grid is a directory that points to a second level of GRID files, 

and the twin GRID file [66] which employs two different grids in the same spacc, points 

are allocated to the file that best accommodates them. 

A multi-dimensional version of the B-Tree is Antonin Guttman's R-Tree [59] which uses 

hyper-cuboids as cells, stored in a balanced tree. The upper and lower bound for each 

dimension must be stored for every node, so the actual size of the nodes (not including 

actual data) becomes an issue for the data structure. This more complex tree requires 

significantly more complex algorithms for inserting and removing data, for splitting and 

merging cells when their bounds are breached, and for searching through the tree. 
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F1Gt:RE 2.3: Dill1ensionality Heductioll 

Many yariations on the R-Tree exist: the R*-Tree [12] which has modified insertion 

and splitting algorithms, the Hilbert R-Tree [G9] that uses the integer yalue of the 

Hilbert space filling curve to locate points dose to each other. and the distributed GPR

Tree (Global Parallel R-Tree) [50] which is designed to work on a Co\V (Cluster of 

\Vorkstations). Berchtold et al [17] take a different approach by pre-computing the 

distance between points, which demonstrates high efficiellc~·. Their technique is also 

dynamic and allmys points to be inserted (but not l"t'lllO\·ecl). Allot her variatioll of the 

R-tree is the yantage point tree [30] which automaticall~' selects the appropriate start 

position and scope to search through in a tree structure. Yet <111other is the :'I'1-Tree [2q] 

for which a generalized hyperplane approach is taken for splitting the ;\-space. 

These are just a few of the data structures and algorithms, however there are many more 

in existence, each claiming to be more efficient at some aspect of multi-dimensional data 

storage than the others - and unfortunately there are few comprehensive reviews of the 

techniques, and no independent performance tests. \Vhich algorithm to use will depend 

on the dimensionality, the qnantity, and the distribution in space of the data to be 

indexed. Other factors such as the speed of insertion, retrienil. npdate, deletion and the 

target size of the data structure must be considered. 

2.6.3 Dimensionality Reduction Techniques 

Another solution which can be used in conjunction with multidimensional indexing in

volves reducing the number of dimensions ill feature space. The principle behind this 

is that within the data there may exist correlations that would allow dimensions to 

be collapsed without much detriment to the information held within them. Figure 2.3 

shows an example of a 2-dimensional cluster which would be suitable for collapsing into 

1 dimension . 

• PCA - Principle Component Analysis: PCA directly identifies the planes of 

correlation in the data through the generation of eigenvectors. The small eigen

vectors correspond to the minimal variations in data (the axis perpendicular to 

the line of best fit in figure 2.3) and may be discarded. The result is a trans

formation matrix through which is applied the raw data and generates the lower 

dimensionality data. peA is the most often used reduction technique [133, 701 
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• K-L transform: The Karlmnen and Loeve transform [139, 134] is nearly identical 

to PC A, but achieves the same results through a differeut set of computations . 

• Kohonen Self Organising l\1aps: An ordered form of neural network. the self 

organising map [72] will adapt its weights by dimensionality reduction. 

Because many multi-dimensional index structures do not operate well with high dimen

sional data, due to the oyerhead incurred by management of the bucket or cell structures. 

data is often reduced, using the techniques above, first. Ultimately there is a limit to 

the dimensionality of data before it becomes too expensiYE' to process - hence the well 

known phrase 'the curse of dilllensionali ty'. 

2.7 The Inverted Index 

Introduced in section 2.4.2, the inverted index has many different variations and optimi

sations. It is a very flexible data structure and is perfectly suited to parallelisation. As 

with many data structures, if it is to work well then it must be ordered, and in particular 

it must be kept ordered. The first sub-section here describes the nature of the term data 

that is stored in inverted indexes for text IR, the second describes structural variations, 

and the third presents some of the typical optimisations that can be llsed to enhance 

retrieval. 

2.7.1 Zipfian Distributions 

A property of many types of groups of object is that their distributions obey a form 

of the power law. There are many groups which contain a small number of the object 

and a small number of groups which contain many of that object. In his 1949 book, 

human behaviour and the principle of least effort [148]' George Kingsley Zipf observes 

this in many elements of the universe, including galaxy sizes, city populations, and the 

distribution of words in natural language. 

Known as Zipf's law, this form of the power law provides an excellent model for text 

based term indexes, and allows quite accurate approximation of posting list lengths. 

The law states that the frequency rankings of terms in a text are inversely proportional 

to the corresponding frequency: 

log fr ~ C - z log r (2.17) 

Where fr is the fi .. equency of the term at rank r, z is the exponent coefficient (near to 

unity) and C is a constant. There has been some work in identifying C for different 
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natural languages, with Gelbukh and Siborov showing that English and Russian texts 

could be identifiable by the term distribution alone [55]. 

In order to determine the distribution it is necessary to analyse the number of collections 

which have a particular size. Chen provides a good technique by assigning an index to 

sequential observations of the data [27], which has been used throughout this thesis for 

the analysis of term distributions. He presents two representations of the distribution: 

Rank-count and rank-frequency. Four entities are observed in the analysis (this excerpt 

taken from his paper): 

• word count n: the number of occurrences of a certain word contained in a text 

• count frequency f (n): the number of words of each count 

• word rank r: the cumulative frequency of words of the same or greater count 

• rank frequency 9 (r): the number of words of the same rank 

Figure 2.4 illustrates the two types of distribution for the same data. The rank-count 

data cannot be plotted as a curve due to the lack of ulliqllC'lJess in the count variable, 

unlike the rank-frequency data which is shown as a clear curve. The shape of the curve 

is significant, and this is investigated later, in chapter 6. 

This simple model allows the length of postings lists to be approximated (the document 

frequency of a term in a corpus is proportional to its overall term frequency), so when 

given a corpus of text of a known size and language it is possible to approximate the 

size of the index. 

\Vhilst a simple index may benefit only slightly from such knowledge, a distributed index 

(see section 2.7.4) can be managed such that the size of each part of the index can be 

predicted. 
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2.7.2 The Index Structure 

The index may be a simple structure, but its effectiveness lies in the implementation 

used. Figure 2.5 shows how the index structures are typicall~· configured. The main 

index is stored in main memory whilst t he posting lists are stored as files on secondary 

storage. The main index will contain a pointer for each term ·which specifies where the 

postings start, and also a pointer to the posting in a secondary update index. 

The update index is required because rebuilding a postings list is an expensive procedure, 

without which the postings file would become fragmented. An index will typically be 

rebuilt at a time ·when the load on the index is minimal (or the index is offline) anel 

the update index has grown to a size where it is no longer efficient. This approach 

guarantees that the main postings file will be contiguous, and that a posting list can be 

retrieved sequentially from disk. 

The implementation of the data structures Yaries, howeyer the majority of systems use a 

B-tree to store the main dictionary, \vhich for each term points directly to the postings 

list, be it in memory, on disk, or on another node. 

2.7.3 Index Optimisations 

Small, and fixed, document collections only require optimisatiolls for the index retrieval 

operation, since updates to the index are rarely (if ever) required. Large collections 

containing many gigabytes of documents require more care when they are generated, and 

the indexing must be performed on disk. Frieder et al proyide a clear review of efficiency 

considerations for text indexes in [49].The topic of such optimisations is very complex, 

and outside the scope of this work, and so this section will concentrate on optimisations 

to the index file that benefit retrie,'al performance. There has however been much 

research into dynamic index update strategies: Cutting and Pedersen were among the 

first to develop algorithms [34], and Clarke et al [31] describe another distributed system. 

The majority of index retrieval time is spent in searching through postings lists, anel it 

is through the careful construction of these that the best performance increases can be 
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achieved. In man:\, retrieval algorithms the term frequency for each document is mwd 

to calculate the amount that a term contributes to the document's score (in particular 

the TFxIDF algorithms). B~T ordering the postings list by decreasing frequency the 

number of postings that need to be retrieved can be reduced, since there will come a 

point in the list where the term frequency is so low that adding it to a document's score 

'will no longer change the rankings of the retrieved documents [21]. Similarly the index 

is queried in descending order of quer)' term frequency (should the query terms haW' 

frequencies greater than just 1). 

2.7.3.1 Index Compression 

Reducing the size of the index on disk can scwe in both storage alld access time. A 

significant amount of work has been done in this field b)' ~loff'at, ,\Vitten and Bell, III 

various publications [94, 143]. This can be achieyed by compressing the postings data, 

and can result in considerable sayings. The information stored in a simple posting is the 

tuple < docID, freq >, requiring 8 b~,tes if both fields are integers. If the document. ID 

list for the posting is ordered by descending frequency t hell the difference can be stored. 

Rather than storing thesis .6. yalues as smaller integers. we can cncode them into variable 

bit length represent.ations. One such binar~T code is the unary code which takes a nOll 

zero, non negative, integer .r and encodes it as .1: - 1 l's followed by a sillgle zero. The 

unary code for 4 is then 1110. ,\Vhen the delta values are small this code is vcry efficiellL 

but when they are larger it can consume a very large number of bits. An alt.ernative is 

the I code which represents x in two parts. The first part llses uuary coding t.o represent 

1 + log x and is followed by a code of log :r bits that represents the value of :r - 2/()f]:1:. 

For 4 this gives the two part code 110 00. There are a number of ot her suitable codes, 

including the <5 and Bernoulli codes. 

2.7.3.2 Limited Retrieval 

A technique that can be used in conjunction with others is to restrict the amount of 

terms retrieved by a query. The removal of stop-words from (J query significantly reduces 

the time to retrieve postings lists and also the number of documents that are retrieved. 

Zig-zag database joins allow significant improvements in retrieval time where a conjunc

tive query has more than one term. Consider a query with two terms, one term which 

occurs frequently in many documents, and one which is rare. Retrieved documents must 

contain both terms, and so it is the intersection of the two postings lists that are re

quired. The zig-zag join allows selective retrieval of postings from the long list given the 

set of documents from the short list. 
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2.7.4 Distributed Indexes 

Much work has been done in the field of distributed retrieyal engines, mostly for inyerted 

indexes, and is split into two primary groups: Parallel building of inverted iudexes, aUlI 

parallel retrieval from inverted indexes. In the first category is the work of Ribeiro-l\eto 

et al [112] who describe a number of algorithms that run in a distributed shared-uothing 

architecture, also l\1elnik et al [92] who examine the use of a pipelined architecture with 

an embedded database system. In t he second C<I tegory, Tomasic and Garcia-l\ loliua 

[132] examine the performance of queries aud identify the yariables which most strongly 

influence response time and tradeoff, ;\lamalis et al [8Ci] implcment a pnrallel systt'm 

that nms on a distributed memory multi-processor euyironmcnt, anel FriedeI'd al [4D] 
look at general considerations for parallelisation. 

Distributing the postings files (and the main dictionary, which points to the postiugs) 

can benefit smalL as well as large, indexes. The index can easily be split so that the 

postings for different terms are spread across multiple machines, allowiug the retrieyal 

of some to be performed concurrently. Martin et al [89] describe some of the strategies 

for dividing the index in an early parallel system that adapteel IBM's STAIR.S retrieval 

engine. Figure 2.6 illustrates four such strategies: 

• A. Here each node contains a complete database - the dictionary, index and text 

files. Each node contains a subset of the database, and each must be queried 

separately. 

• B, A vertical split allows each node to be dedicated to a particular task, in this 

case a node for the dictionary, index and the text files. 

• C. A horizontal split spreads one or more of the functions across multiple nodes, 

allowing some parallelisation of the function. 

• D. Another type of split creates redundancy in the functions such that concurrent 

operations on the index can be balanced across the nodes. 
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Each of these strategies has its ach·antages and disadn1lltages, and the choice of which 

one to use will depend on the demands required of the system in terms of: Its ability 

to be updated (static or dynamic index), the size of the collection (a few megabytes or 

many gigabytes) and the quer:r load (occasional keyword queries or multiple document 

comparisons) . 

2.8 Evaluation of Content Based Retrieval 

The performance of retrieyal systems can be measured by how many documents returned 

for a particular query are actually releyant to a query. If the query is very simple like n 

boolean text query then the correctness of a retrieval can be exactly calculated, however 

a more human query such as "Find me documents that arc on the samc subject as this 

document" is incredibly subjective. To solve this problem collections of documents must 

be created where distinct categories are manually created. Only documents from within 

the known categories are used as queries, with a substantial amount of filler material 

used to bulk up the corpus. This approach has been used with much success in the 

text retrieval community for conferences like TREC (Text REtreival Conference) where 

there is a standard corpus of documents and categories, and a well defined system for 

retrieval engine evaluation. 

2.8.1 Precision and Recall 

Measurement of the accuracy of a query performed with known categories is achieved 

using precision and recall metrics [85, 119, 136, 81, 126]. The precision of a query 

is defined as the ratio of relevant documents to non-relevant returned by a retrieval 

system6 . Recall is a measure of how many documents from the relevant category were 

returned, and is defined as the ratio of releyant retrieved documents returned to the 

total number of relevant documents. 

preczs'/.on = 
retrieved relevant 

ret7'ieved 

retrieved releva.nt 
reca.ll = ---:-----

Televa.ni 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Precision and recall are normally represented on a graph on opposing axes. This data 

is created by calculating the precision and recall up to each of the rankings in turn, so 

forming a graph containing as many points as documents retrieved. Equation 2.20 is 

6Precision and recall metrics assume that there is a limit to the number of documents returned - the 
size of the hit list returned. Perfect recall will always be achieved if there is no limit to the number of 
documents returned 
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called the precision at n, where n is a particular point in the hit list. Similarly rccall 

at n is calculated as in equation 2.21. Here reli is 1 if the ith document is relevant and 

zero if not, and R is the total number of relevant documents for the query. 

~ reI; 
prec'/,swrI j = ~ -.-

. 1 . J 
t= .. J 

~ Tel; 
recallj = ~ If 

'(=1..j 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

This is, however, not entirely sufficient since it does not take into account how well the 

documents were ranked. A perfect retrieval would return all relevant documents ranked 

sequentially from the top hit. In figure 2.7 graphs a and b are for two queries where the 

same number of relevant documents are retrieved, but in the second graph the rankillg 

is not perfect. Since the first few documents in the second query were not relevant the 

initial precision is not 1.0, and so the graph starts low. A perfect retrieval as in graph (" 

where only relevant documents are retrieved would form a straight line (prccision = 1). 

By calculating the area under the graph we obtain the average precision for the query. 

This metric does take the ranking of the relevant documents into account and so provides 

an ideal measure for retrieval effectiveness. 

Taking n to be the number of documents in the hit list, average precision is defined as: 

precision . . rel . 
Average Precision = L R .l J (2.22) 

j=l..n 

As well as the average precision there are also other measures that can be calculated 

from precision and recall: 

• R-Precision is the precision at rank R where recall becomes 1 - when R is equal 

to the number of documents in the category . 

• Initial Precision is the precision when recall is equal to 0, as calculated by inter

polation. 
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• Fallout is a measure of how qui('kl~" precision drops as recall is increased, and is 

defined as: t'allovt = 110117'dc1'al1t ,.ct,,;c1"cd. Recall - fallout curves can be plotted to 
. nom'derant lotal 

show this measure. 

2.9 The Future of Content Based lInage Retrieval 

The potential of content based image retrieval systems is very great, and in ccrt ain 

domains is being fulfilled. In narrow domain applications, where much is knmnl about 

the entities which must be identified. it is possible to extract features and to reconstruct 

a certain amount of a scene in real time, but only where the acquisition of the scene is 

controlled. 

The far harder task of retrieving images where the content of both the query and the 

searchable database is uncontrolled is still beyond the horizon. \Vhilst the paradigms 

of query by example and query by sketch are prm"ing to be wry useful in providing a 

basis for retrieving using content, they still have fixed notiolls of content and use a \"t~ry 

limited semantic domain. 

\Ve are far away from understanding how the human brain interprets visual stimuli, and 

associates them with abstract and concrete concepts and ideas that it has learnt allC! 

experienced. Bridging the semantic gap that exists between low level features nne! high 

level concepts is not impossible, but will take time. 

The growth of the Internet, and the advances in technology which provide lllllCh faster 

bandv,"idth network connections are increasing the feelillg of information overload. It. is 

true that the capacity of storage devices is increasing at a silllilar rate to the speed of 

processors, and also to the quantity of data prodm'ed by image acquisition devices. This 

results in situations where data can be produced far faster t heU! it can be analysed. Text 

search engines on the web struggle to keep up ,vit h continually changing information, 

and users desire only the most up to date information in thf'ir s(~arches. 

A possible solution to this is to ensure that as m11ch as possible of the feature extraction 

is done at the point of origin, and that feature information is stored together with the 

original data. The choice of feature would then become vcry import.ant. A suitable 

feature might offer a sensible blending of colour, texture and shape information. The 

MPEG-7 content description layer [87] is making some progress towards offering such 

content description for video as an additional stream. 

Other future technologies which 'would place a strain on systems are those which have 

a requirement for continuous content retrieyal. Applications such as video security sur

Yeillance, automated control systems (in particular vehicle control), autonomous robotic 

devices (such as those deployed on extraterrestrial planets) and personal assistants (when 

combined with a personal software agent) must not onl:;' be able to continuously receive 
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and interpret information, but they are also required to store new information. and, to 

an increasing degree, generate semantic associations. 

The combination of such future technologies will result in requirements for larger data

bases to store information, and the need to be able to share information. A common 

problem with current CBR techniques is that the feature algorithms must be ayailable 

not only for the feature extraction, but also for signature comparison. \Vhilst some sig

natures can be compared simply as vectors in n-space it is common for features to haye 

complex comparison algorithms. The heterogeneity of features creates restrictions on 

how extracted information can be used. The work presented in this thesis shows an index 

in which heterogeneous features may be stored together, and additionally demonstrates 

that the feature term.s that it uses are highly portable. 

2.10 SUlTIlTIary 

In this chapter a lot of material has been introduced, covering a wide variety of topics. 

Information retrieval has been shown as an actiyity exercised b~' humans on a continuous 

basis, as a fundamental aspect of our society today, Applications of information retrieval 

are not only restricted to humans, but to autonomous systems. The way in which queries 

are presented to the information source is discussed, demonstrating the need to have an 

understanding of the structure and scope of stored information. 

In order to make the information accessible tu the target llser suitable features lllust lw 

selected. The information requirements of the user, and the domain of the informaticlll 

may be well defined, which would allow the llse of a specific feature. A suitable algorithl1l 

can be developed to locate this feature, allowing queries to return precise answers. On 

the other hand, the corpus of information l1lay be fonned frOlll very diw~rse SOlUTPS, 

with equally diverse demands from the user. The features required in this situation 

would need to be less specific, resulting in less precise allS\HTS. These ideas lead to the 

definition of narrow (specific) allCl broad (general) illforlllation sources and CIIlPries - iln 

important factor in the design and implementation of a rc~jrieYcll system. 

Regardless of the type of feature used, a content based retric'Yal system must be capable 

of measuring the similarity between the features of a user's q\HT~', and thc" features COll

tained in the stored documents. Classification and clustering techniques are yit.al to this 

process, providing quantitative measures for the similarity of the features. Techniques 

are shown which draw from Euclidean mathematics and artificial intelligence. 

Techniques in text retrieval haye been eyolving for a nlllnber of decades, and a signifi

cant amount of literature has been produced on the field. The extraction of tokens and 

identification of terms which are equiyalent is highly illlportant, and will define the gran

ularity of a text index. The field of linguistics provides mechanisms such as morphology 
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for finding the root meaning of words which can increase the precision of retrienll and 

also reduce the size of the index. 

The storage of extracted terms is a key factor in the success of a text. retrieyal s~'s

tem. Different data structures offer different performance characteristics and need to 

be selected based on the application: Quantity of documents, frequency of index up

date (addition and removal of documents) < t he t~']W of query being performed and the 

volume of queries. The index and quer~' terms can be weighted to emphasise, or lower. 

their importance. Various automated weighting schemes have been de"ised which use 

properties of the term distribution to determine the relenlllce of t.erms in text. 

The distribution of t.ext terms is shown to adhere t.o a form of the power-law - ZipCs 

law. This law relates the frequency of terms to the ll111llber of t.erms which occur with 

a particular frequency. This law is important. in the COllstnH'tioll of inverteo indexes 

because it will allow the size of the index. and the specd of retrie,'aL to be estimated. 

A variety of different. types of image feature types are illustrated. Colour forms the 

basis of all image features, and leads to secolld order features like t.exture. Image fea

tures consist of multi-dimensional data which leads to clifficlllties in the managemellt. 

and comparison of them. 1\fulti-dimensional illdexillg attempts t.o overcome some of 

these problems by transforming the data into a more manageable form, or by ])l'oyidillg 

complex data structures which support comparative queries. 

Given a complete cont.ent-based retrieval system, with a (,Ol'])US of documents, suitable 

features and an index, it is necessary to quantify the usefulness of the retrieval. Precision 

and recall metrics provide a measure of the accuracy of the documents returned by a 

hitlist, and the average precision gives an overall measure, takillg into account how close 

to the top of the hit list relevant documents are. 

There are many topics in CBR, of which only those releyant to this thesis have been 

examined. For a more comprehensive review of the field, with great.er attention to image 

features, the reader is referred to Smeulclers paper - Content-Basecl Image Retrieval - at 

the End of the Early Years [125]. 
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Multimedia Information Systems 

3.1 Introduction 

The aim of research in the field of content based retrieyal is to proyide rapid, coherent, 

and useful, access to the '\vealth of information which we llOW store in computer based 

systems. Returning to the ideas outlined in the introduction chapter, we wish to provide 

systems with which people are able to find o'ut a.bout topics which are of interest to them. 

It is also absolutely necessary that the information is stored in a flexible mcumer which 

allows not only for the querying of it, but for its growth and transformation. !'Ifultimedia 

Information Systems Ct"lfIS) offer complete computer based solutions for the tasks. 

Such systems can be largely divided into two main categories - aCacl('lllic aml research 

systems, and commercial and military (or other g(wcrnment) s.n;tems. In the research 

domain the aim is to either investigate the worth of an information retrieval framework 

or to proyide a fixed framework \",hich facilitates the developmC'nt of other componcuts 

of the system. Commercial systems will transfer research technologies, and engineer an 

application t.hat may be accessed conc1lrrently by lllauy differeut users, possibly ill real 

time, through an interface that allows t he user t.o express their iufonna bon req1liremcuts 

adequately and accurately (within the relewmt infonnatic)]l domain). There are also 

the hybrid systems which lie some\,"here between the two categories, proyidillg both 

a practical environment in which to test techniques and algorithms, and also a viable 

information retrieval application. 

111S provide two core areas of functionality: Information storage, and information re

trieval. Emphasised in systems whose primary objective is to archiye mat.erial, the 

storage aspect of MIS is equally as important as the retrieval aspect. According to a 

reyiew of human information production, Lyman and Varian [83] state that medical 

and astronomical applications already produce many petabytes of data yearly, with the 

volume increasing in line with Moore's law. 

42 
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This chapter presents the types and architectures which ~fIS adopt, examining the types 

of image corpus which is stored. the domain of the queries, and the storage and retrie"al 

architecture of the index. Section 3 presents some of the classic CBR systems, including 

QBIC, MARS and MAVIS. 

3.2 Types and Architectures of MultiInedia Infonnation 

Systems 

Section 2.2.1 introduced some of the applications of computer vision and the environ

ments in which they operate. \Vhilst these systems all have a COlllmon set of components 

their architectures will all be quite different. There are a nlllnlwr of factors which l1lust 

be taken into consideration 'when designing the architecture of an MIS system, which 

can be split into two overall groups - the source of the information (i.e. documents 

and images) and the user (not necessaril? human) from whom queries are elicited and 

responses returned: 

• Inforlnation Source: \Vhere the source information originates from is "ery im

portant and will define many aspects of the system. 

Domain and Scope: Is the information domain ill which the processing is 

to be performed restricted (narrow) in any way? Does the retrieval system 

have to interface with any domain dependant systems? If t he information 

domain is restricted then is the scope of the domain liable to change? 

\\There the domain is restricted, the information extracted by features will 

also be restricted. This means that the algorithms used are liable to be more 

complex but will also be highly specific. Measures of accuracy will become 

important as a qualitative assessment of the objects that are being recognised 

needs to provided. 

Volume and Detail: \Vhat is the quantity of information to be analysed? 

\Vhat is the format of the source information - are illlages of a high resolution? 

How much information must be extracted from the source? 

If the source is providing very large numbers of images then this will mean 

that the system will need to be able to provide sufficient processing power to 

analyse them. This becomes a serious consideration where the system must 

process incoming data in real time - a factor which applies to video sources. 

It may be required of a system to archive the original source, to allow for 

normal viewing alongside feature data, or for additional post processing. 

• Target Users: 
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Response Time and Availability: How nwny concurrent users are ex

pected? Is the s~'stelll running in real time'? 'ViII users expect to wait for a 

result to be returned? l\lust the system be (wailable 24x7? 

The answer to the first question will h<:1\'e a large impact on the architect1ll'e 

of the system, for if multiple concurrent users are accessing the system then 

additional loads ,vill be placed on the retrieyal engine. If the arc'hive is up

dateable by users t hen an update mechanism must be proyided on t he index 

to prevent updates from blocking retrieyals. 

A real time system such as the Eye Ticket biometric system [7] must respond 

within a matter of seconds and must hm'e an effectiw uptime of 100% which 

will lead to architecture that provides fail-owr systems. If the processing 

demands are sufficiently slow then an offline queuing S)Tstem could be used, 

like that in the Artiste and Sculpteur s~·stems. 

Retrieval Accuracy: Does the system haye to return a true or false response 

to a query, rather than a set of matching results? Could harm be ca used b~' 

inaccurate results? 

Certain applications will reqUIre an automated system to be entirel~- au

tonomous and so must make decisions based upon the results of retrieyal 

(comparison) operations. 'Vhere this is true there must be a dear ullCler

standing of the consequences that will occur should all incorrect judgment he 

made. For example, in a medical PACS which diagnoses patients. an incorred 

result that is automatically processed could result in harm to the pn bent, allel 

on the other hand a missile might be designed to commit to strikillg when it 

has positively identified its target. In general it lIlay be better to err on the 

side of caution and provide false negatives rather than false positiyes. 

3.2.1 Information Retrieval Environments 

3.2.1.1 Medical Systems PACS 

Medical Picture Archiying and Communication Systems [G4] present a number of the 

issues described above. Perhaps the most difficult. of these problems to cater for is 

the heterogeneity of the systems involved. Image acquisition sources in a clinical envi

ronment will be very ,-aried, including Computed Axial Tomography (CAT), l\1agnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), X-ray as well as reg

ular photography. Each sensor system must be linked into the PACS so that image files 

are correctly associated with an individual clinical session and patient, for which the 

records may reside on another external database. A single examination may produce a 

few hundred megabytes of image data which must be stored and analysed. 
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~ot only must the data be stored. but images and records nl1lst also be secure which coule! 

lead to problems where an institution has policies about holding and transmitting clinical 

data off site. The storage facilities t hemselYes must be both reliable and permanent. 

which leads to the use of hierarchical storage s~·stems. Incoming images will be stored 

onto disk (RAID) arrays where they may be kept ,y hilst analysis is performed. Once this 

is complete they may be moyed onto tape based offline storage until they are required 

agam. 

The emphasis in PACS is on the proyision of rapid storage of incoming media from het

erogeneous SOUlTes. with analysis and retrieyal functions placed by necessity in second. 

Major deyelopments in the area include GRiD [47] tecllllologies to support distributed 

processing of images, the Semantic \Yeb [137] to enhance interoperability, and a nlriety 

of novel image processing algorithms. One actiye research project combining elements 

of these fields is I\IIAKT (I\'1edial Imaging with Adwll1ced KnO\yledge Technologies) 

[35, 146, 63]. 

3.2.1.2 Digital Libraries 

The key aim of digital libraries is to proyide electronic access, and all that that entails, 

to arc:hiyes of items. The most literal instance of a digital library is one which contains 

textual material - both documents that haye been produced electronically as well as 

those that haye been captured from paper or other media. The web sites of academic 

journals provide advanced retrieyal functions to allow precise location of papers ii'om 

often very large collections. In such a system the library may not actually contain 

the documents themselves, proyiding only an information rctrieyal service wit hOllt the 

storage facilities. 

The Malibu project [61] defined a framework for sharing disparate resources between 

academic institutions, centred on the humanities disciplines. It offers an infrastructure 

to combine distributed collections into a hybrid library t hilt is accessed by COIlllllOll 

tools. Citeseer [77] provides a highly specialised digital library that indexes research 

papers, extracting citation information using ACI (Autollomous Citation Indexing) and 

providing a c:lean and easily navigable interface. 

The architecture of such systems is as varied as the subject matter which is contained on 

them. Some may offer indexing services, whilst others will proyide only the framework 

required t.o connect others together. It is the development of a uniform and coherent 

which poses the biggest challenge, requiring methods for querying the composite systems 

and presenting the returned information. Agent architectures have proven to be suc

cessful in this area, with ontologies providing the means to interpret information from 

heterogeneous sources. 
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3.2.1.3 Web Retrieval 

The public internet search engine Google [20] has achiewd a well deserved amount of 

success and is currently not rivaled by any of its older competitors (Altavista, Yahoo. 

"\VebCra\Yler, etc.). Its success can be Im'gel)' traced to a clever ranking algorithm, an 

architecture that has scaled successfully [91, and an aggressive crawling strategy. The 

PageRank technology deyeloped by Google will rank highly documents (and complete 

websites) which haye a high number of links to them from other pages. This in effect 

states that people consider a site to be relevant and wort hw hi Ie because they are ref

erencing it, even though this takes no account of the aetua] content of the site. The 

Google index provides a document cache containing text only copies of each page in the 

index from the last time that they were indexed. This means that a hit for a page which 

may haye changed since it was last indexed can still be "ie\\·ed. 

Given the enormous quantity of documents available a('ross t]1(' internet, \veb retrieval 

engines must employ state of t he art techniques in oreIer to be successful. Not only do 

they have to index millions (if not billions) of HTI\IL pages, uut they must keep popular 

pages in the index up to date, and they must serve millions of requests that must be 

answered in a matter of seconds. Google's chosen architecture is one of Illassive levels of 

parallelisation using inexpensive sen·ers. A hierarchy of machines provide front. cluster 

(network) and rear cluster (index processing) balancing, with minors situated across 

the globe. 

This approach is not only highly scalable, but it is sustainable. As equipment prices 

drop and processing power rises new servers are purchased and placed onto the network, 

moving older machines into less demanding roles. So far this approach has enabled the 

search engine to keep pace with the expansion of the internet, both in t.erms of t.he 

volume of web pages and the number of users. 

3.2.1.4 Life Recording 

This aspect of information retrieval has only started to emerge as a viable research field 

in the past few years due to the continued miuiaturisation and reduction in cost of 

electronics. The aim of this technology is to allow t he continuous recording of one's own 

life, with two main outcomes: The user is provided with an enhanced memory through 

the retrieval functions of the system, and can publish a multimedia diary of their life 

(to those who wish to know about it). 

An element of such systems is the ability to determine what the user wishes to remember 

- it would be \'ery ambitious to request of the system that it record all events - and to 

reduce that information to a manageable quantity. Incorporating a personal assistant 

would remove the need for intervention by the user in determining the events that are 
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recorded (and the detail in ,yhich they are recorded), but introduces room for errors in 

judgment on the part of the system. 

An obyious requirement for a life recorder is large amounts of storage, but this should not 

be physically located with the recording deyice itself - which needs to remain portable. 

Instead the system needs to reduce the information in real time as much as possible so 

that it can either be uploaded across a wireless network, or, where a link is una\'ailable, 

can be saved in the limited local storage. 

HP's CoolTown project [10], the European Equator project [1] and others have been 

spearheading research into the applications of portable (and indeed wearable) computers. 

Companies such as Xybernaut are selling compact personal computers which can be worn 

on a belt, and are supplied with high resolution display monocles. 

3.2.1.5 Consumer Content Delivery 

The general public are a good reference point for the maturity of technology - compli

cated and unusable systems are rejected by the market. Personal content delivery is 

starting to become a reality with the cn'ailability of broadband home network connec

tions, and cheap digital AV recorders (set t.op box DVD and hard disk recorders). The 

Sky+ package provides a hard disk recording system and a stream of channels from 

which the user selects the programs they would like to watch. They are then able to 

watch at their leisure, 

The ability to proyide a useful content layer is therefore becoming highly desirable - not 

least because the media industry themselves would be a primary user. The MPEG-7 [El7] 

standard is attempting to proyide flexible descriptors, and has support for SOllle image 

features. The BUSMAN (Bringing User Satisfaction to Media Access I\Tetworks) project 

[6, 68, 144] looks at how such content description streams can be successfully managed 

in heterogeneous environments, with the potential for media to become transformed or 

corrupted on its course from source to destination, 

Some of the objectives which the BUS!\1A;\f project hopes to, and indeed has, achieved 

are: 

• Access to and delivery of multimedia content on consumer devices (digital televi

sion, computer systems, information kiosks, mobile devices), 

• The integration of delivery channels such that content will be transformed from 

the source to the destination seamlessly. 

• Content protection throughout the delivery channel by advanced watermarking 

techniques capable of withstanding transformations. 
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• Content based search facilities with a ,vide range of content descriptors. 

The architecture developed for this project has two key server components, and two 

client types. The input unit part of the sern~r prm-ides ways to submit content to the 

system and the annotation client allmys professional users to annotate the content -

adding, for example, semantic and shot boundary met.aclata. The 'injormai'i,on SC'I''l1cr 

connects to the end-user tenninal and prm-ides conteut tailored for the terminal type 

(two types have been deyeloped: fixed PC desktop and wireless. mobile, termiuals). ami 

the query engine functionality. 

Data is embedded into yideo content using watermarks tailored to both MPEG-2 aud 

l\IPEG-4. These techniques will insert a Digit.al Hem Identifier (DII) into the video 

stream by using a narrow band signal over the "vide band of channel of the yideo signal 

which attempts to minimise visible artifacts being introduced. The DII contains a 

Busman Content Tag (BCT) which will allow a sener to determine t.he appropriate 

metadata for the content without having to send metadata with the content itself. 

The metadata used with BUSl\lAN is in accordance 'with the MPEG-7 standard, with 

visual descriptors ( 

3.3 Image Retrieval Multimedia Infonnation Systems 

3.3.1 QBIC 

QBIC [46, 101] v;as the first commercially ayailable CBR system, available as a extension 

to IBM's mainframe DB2 database system. It provided bot.h image and yideo retrieyal 

together ,vith a browseable user int.erface and a novel query by sketch interface. The sys

tem is broadly divided into four subsystems - image and I-ideo analysis, media database, 

feature index, and user interface. 

Media Analysis Subsystem 

QBIC has three levels of feature extraction: Scenes, which inclllde (global) spatial colour 

and texture features; Object, 'which includes location, shape and user defined colour and 

texture features; and Video, which includes object and camera motion features. 

Object extraction in QBIC is performed using a combination of manual and automatic 

methods, as required by the user. A foreground/background (threshold) model is pro

vided, for which the results may be augmented by selecting background pixels to enhance 

the thresholding. A region growing algorithm similar to a flood fill is also provided, where 

the user initiates the region with the selection of one or more pixels. The threshold of 

the homogeneity constraint that determines whether the pixel is part of the object. or 

not, is user adjustable. The third technique is based on snakes, which the user can 
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sketch around an object before allO\\'ing the algorithm to iteratively adjust the shape of 

the snake to the object. 

Video features are limited to shot detection (shot boundaries exist where global ('olom 

change or global motion exceeds a threshold) and motion detection. l\lotion in the im

age is calculated using a specifically developed algorit hm that computes the global view 

transformation while remaining insensitive to local changes caused by objects and bright

ness changes [120]. Object identification is performed b)' examining the motion flow for 

coherent areas of motion: if this is lacking and t he global motion is uniform, then cam

era motion is assumed. Identified objects hecome candidates for the object extraction 

techniques described above and are stored in a layered structural representation. 

Image Features 

A number of colour coordinates are extracted: (H.G.B), (Y.i.q), (L.a.b) amI .:\'lT1\1 

(Mathematical Tl.'ansform to 1\hmsell) [93]. A complex series of algorit I1ms are used 

to extract a colom histogram, which begins with the generation of a 1G3 = 409G hin 

histogram. This histogram is populated with HGB values from the image or object. 

and then the l\1Tl\1 coordinate of each cell is calculated. and these coordinates clustered 

using the minimum sum of squares to find the 'best' 25G colours, called super-cells. 

Histograms are compared by calculating the weighted Euc:lidean distance of histogram 

vectors, allowing the user to. for example, reduce the influence L has in an (L.a. b) Cjuery. 

Described in detail in [43], the texture extraction technique emplo)'s Tamura's notions of 

contrast, coarseness and directionality (see section 2.5.2). The algorithms were modified 

to make them computationally less expensive and so lllorC via hIe for an enterprise scale 

system. Texture comparison is also b)' means of weighted Euclidean distance 

Shapes in QBIC are described by a combination of heuristics: Area, circularity, eccen

tricity, major axis orientation and moment invariants. Each shape is also stored in the 

database as a binary pixel mask. To support the query by sketch function, images are 

reduced to single band luminance, then passed through a Canny edge filter. The image 

is then reduced to G4x64 pixels using a filter that maintains edge structures. 

User Interface and Queries 

A query may be formed of an entire image, an object, or a set of object attributes. Both 

colour and texture pick palettes are provided, as well as a shape creation tool (with 

various drawing tools) and the query by sketch interface. Shape creation can be based 

on an existing image in the database, which allows the use of the snake outline tool. 

Indexing 

The index in QBIC is built as a modular component so that it could be updated as 

faster multidimensional indexing techniques are found. The indexing used by QBIC in 
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its early phases relied on either a flat file. or Starburst relational database, for the image 

features, which were retrieved sequentially. The R*-tree was tested, and interest was 

shown in linear quadtrees and grid-files (see section 2.6). 

3.3.2 MARS 

The ?liARS project [65, 105, 104. 103] has been highl)' successful, and produced lllany 

papers (over 45 at the time of writing) on a large number of CBIR topics. Of particular 

note are the contributions to yideo representation [147, 118, 11G] and multidimensional 

indexing [23, 22]. Like QBIC, ?liARS/IRS (MARS Image Retrieval S)'stem) is divided 

into four primary systems, supported by the Postgres SQL database serwr. 

Image Analyser 

The early versions of ?liARS used three salient image properties. and did not provide 

support for video. An HSV colour histogram proyided the colour featme. thE' colom 

model being chosen due to its perceiYed uniform colour space. The histograms are 

compared using Swain's intersection method [129] which allows better matching where 

query and target histograms have a subset of similar colours, for example in images with 

the same central object on different backgrounds. 

Texture similarity was prm'ided by a 3D texture histogralll. the components being 

Tamura's coarseness, contrast and directionality. The neighbomhood around each pixel 

is examined for the strength of the three measures, and the appropriate bin incremented. 

The decision to use a histogram was made because of the potential for indexing, unlike 

Tamura's scalar approach. 

Shapes are extracted by clustering in the spatial-colour-texture space provided by the 

colour and texture histograms using c-means clustering. Like k-means this approach in

volves iteratively pairing c starting cluster centroids to their nearest unpaired neighbom. 

The process is repeated until convergence occurs. The res1llting areas will be divided 

until they are spatially contiguous, or discarded if they fall below a threshold area. A 

threshold is set in the colour-texture space to determine objects and background using 

an attraction (gravity) based method [117]. 

Images are represented on two levels - the global and the object. The global descriptors 

consist of fixed text metadata and free text, and low level image properties (colour and 

texture) for the entire image. Objects have the same descriptors for their pixels, but 

also include the shape only properties of area and centroid. 

Indexer 

Initially the indexing subsystem used flat files and R* trees, however the index did not 

scale to the large image databases and complex feature spaces required by the project. 
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Later efforts include a localised met hod for principle component analysis [24] ane! a 

hybrid tree that combines techniques from data partitioning structures (for example the 

R-Tree family) and space partitioning structures (for example the kDB-tree). The index 

also contains a text processing component, \\"hich is used for textualmetadata associated 

with images and objects. 

User Interface and Querying 

The query interface provides three types of query: simple, complex and similarity. III a 

simple query a colour and texture palette are provided to allow the user to select colours 

and textures that should be present in the images retrieved. Complex queries may be 

constructed by creating objects with attributes which are desired in the target images. 

A graphical interface allows shapes to be created, to which colour and textures may be 

assigned. The last query t~'pe is the global similarity quer~', in which all features, be 

they global or object, are compared with the query image. 

3.3.3 VisualSEEk, MetaSEEk and WebSEEk 

VisualSEEk provides a comprehensive diagramming query s~'stelll which will return im

ages based on the relative proximity Clne!location of similar objects in the quer~·. Regions 

in images are extracted using colour set back-projection [127]. and a 1GG colour hist.ogram 

(created by transforming RGB to HSV and quantising into 18 hues, 3 saturations, 3 val

ues and 4 greys) is derived. Regions are compared by non-spatial attributes first, then 

the locations of the ident.ified regions hom the candidate images are transforllled into a 

2-D string which is compared with that of the query image·s n~gions. 

\VebSEEk [2G] extends the architecture of its predecessor wit 11 web spiders that download 

web pages, following links, and retrieving images allCi video to inci('x. Unlike VisualSEEk, 

\VebSEEk does not store the images themselves, only the images features and metadata 

that it has extracted. Similarly l\1etaSEEk [15] is a web based system, but has no active 

image analysis components. As a meta-search engine it selects target visual search 

engines and scripts queries to them based on the query that the user gives to it. A 

core part of its functionality is the ability to learn the characteristics of its target search 

engines, and provide relevance feedback during the query process. 

3.3.4 VideoQ 

The key attribute in VideoQ [5J is that of motion, which can be sketched in the user 

interface. This allows video objects (defined as sets of contiguous regions of pixels that 

are homogenous according to a low level feature that display consistency over a number 

of frames) to be retrieved based primarily on their motion. Care is taken in the work 

to ensure that the size of video data does not affect the user's retrieval experience, and 
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so candidate video shots that match a quer~' are displayed to the user as key frames. It 

is shovm that in most cases this is sufficient for the user to determine whether the shot 

will actually be a desirable match. 

3.3.5 MAVIS 

The Microcosm system [36, 37] explored hypermedia techniques for linking documents, 

and navigating between them. The linkbase and generic link was proposed and demon

strated, a function that performs a query against knmnl documents based on the text 

contained in the link. The l\/IAVIS (Microcosm Architecture for Video, Image and Sound) 

project [79] delivers the same functionality for non-textual media. The user is allowed to 

select multimedia elements in a document with which the system will execute a contcllt

based retrieval query against other media elements in the database, resulting in a list of 

generic links. The l\IAVIS II [80] system moves into the semantic: domain by adding a 

multimedia thesaurus that extends the functionality of the linkbase. Media elements in 

the database can be linked to concepts, which are stored hierarchically. 

3.3.6 Artiste and Sculpteur 

Both of these projects have developed digital libraries for nlUseUlll artifacts. The first, 

Artiste [57, 25, 3], produced a system for cOlltent based retrieval and anal)'sis of paillt

ings. A core framework and API [4] for image analysis and iudexing was developed. All 

important factor in the design of the system ,vas to be able to process and store very 

large images - of up to 10k2 pixels, for which low level feature processing demands are 

very high. Ql\1l'\S, the algorithm presented in chapter 5, was implemented as a fea

ture for Artiste, and the API was used throughout this thesis to compare the retrieval 

performance of the tested features. 

The Sculpteur (Semantic and Contellt-based mULtimedia exPloiTation for EURopc<l1l 

benefit) project [2, 58] introduces technology from the semalltic web comnnmity, com

bined with 3D object storage and retrieval, to provide a comprehensive, interoperable 

MIS. 

3.3.7 Viper and GiFT 

The name of the group that performed the research, and of an implementation of a 

CBR system, Viper (Visual Image Processing for Enhanced Retrieval) has three pri

mary assets: MRML, the Multimedia Retrieval Markup Language [100], provides an 

abstraction of content based retrieval systems. Many aspects of the field have been cov

ered, inc:luding: support for multiple query paradigms, relevance feedback, metadata, 
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and evaluation. The Viper retrieyal system [128, 98] uses ~IR~IL to provide image re

trieval from an inwrted index. \\7hilst the low level features themselves are not novel 

(a HSV colour histogram and reaL circularly symmetrical Gabor texture filters) they 

demonstrate good retrieval at yery high speeds. 

The GiFT (GNU image Finding Tool) [99, 97] is a framework for content based retrieyal. 

built with modular components for multimedia storage. processing, feature extraction 

and indexing, retrieval and evaluation. Access to the framework is yia an l\fRML enabh'd 

client. The Viper system was re-implemented as a plug in for t his framework. 

3.4 SUffiluary 

There are many different uses for content based retrie\'aL as illustrated by the second 

section of this chapter. It is very hard to think of any computer based application where 

content based retrieval would not be usefuL be the source of information 11 relational 

database system, or a video feed. Architecturally the systems are all very similar. There 

is a component to store documents, one to analyse them, a index to store the features 

in, a query processor and some form of user interface. 

Some architectures are designed for fiexibility, to be adaptable and allow the addition 

of new components, and, indeed, to research the suitability of the architecture itself. 

Others are intended for proof of concept of one, or more. of the individual s~'stCl1ls. 

In order to understand how well the system is performing it is necessary to evaluate 

retrieval, and it is in this area that the field is currently lacking. The Viper group have 

been involved in the Benchathlon network [96] which is attempting to form an evaluation 

community and resources similar to that provided as part of the TREC text retrieval 

conference series. Until a standardised eyaluation technique is available, it will be very 

difficult to compare CBR systems. 
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IIlvistor - An Inverted Index 

Multimedia Search Engine 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the systems that were used for the research work presented in the 

next two chapters. Using a mixture of C, C++ and Java, the systems create a complf'te 

platform for generating, testing, and analysing binary signature and feature term based 

indexes. Split roughly into three categories the systems cover feature extraction and 

indexing, index data analysis and retrienll cyaluation. 

This chapter is divided into four main sectionCi after t hiCi introduction. The first deCicrilJes 

the overall architecture of the system. The second section presellts the largeCit cOlll]lOncnt 

of the system - the CBIR image indexer. which extracts the actual features from images 

(and potentially any document) and stores them in the inverted index. The third part 

describes the techniques and algorithms used to extract data about the distribution of 

the feature terms held in the index, and the fourth describcs the Java program that 

generated the metrics used to measure the performance of the retrieval system. 

After these sections, in section 4.G, there is a short discussiclll on potential improvements 

to the system, issues of scalability and the architecture of a future system. Finally the 

chapter ends with a brief conclusion. 

4.2 The Architecture of Invistor 

The architecture of the Invistor system is divided into two parts - the systems that 

perform processing, and the databases, Figure 4.2 presents an overall view of the ar

chitecture, showing each of the key components in the system. On the left are the 

54 
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processing modules , including t he CBIR image indexer , the retrieval results analysis 

module, t he Artiste image analysis library and the index data analysis module. Oil th 

right are t he two databases, one of which stores metadata about the documents and the 

other which contains t he main index. The information that is transferred bet-ween the 

modules is shown by arrows . 

The CBIR image indexer is responsible for most of t he processes that are involved in 

the system. A user is able to submit images to the ind exer which are processed by the 

Artiste image analysis library. The library outputs signatures in eit her a binary form , 

or a feature term form. These signatures are then inserted in to the metada ta and ind ex 

databases. A user is also able to query the system by submitting a singJe image to 

t he indexer which is processed and then compared with the other images in the index. 

Results are provided in a formatted HTML report , and a tabulated text format . 

The retrieval results analysis module accepts test scripts containing cat egories of images 

which form the ground truth for recall-precision metric generation. The module will 

then execute a series of queries by calling the indexer and analysing the results that are 

returned by it. Once all tests are complete it produces a report of the recall-precision 

data. 

The distribution analysis module performs only one task , which is to generate a Zip£" 

distribution for the data in a specified featme term index. 
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4.3 The CBIR In1age Indexer 

\Vritten in C, the CBIR image indexer proyides the core functionality for the whole sys

tem. Controlled yia command line options in a UNIX environment it has five commands: 

Initialise database, index one image, index multiple images, compare two images and 

query image against index. 

• Initialise Database: This command 'will create a document metadata database 

in MySQL, and will either create a blob index for normal signatures, or an inyertecl 

index for feature term signatures.(See the next section for details on the signature 

data structures). 

• Index Single l111age: This command takes a single image filename and the codes 

for the desired Artiste image processing class, and generates the signature. If a 

feature term signature is required a switch can be enabled that ''lill cause the image 

processing class to generate a feature term signature, which may be inserted into 

an inverted index. The name of a yalid da ta base is also passed wit h t his command. 

• Index Multiple Images: Extending the preyious commll11d, this function allows 

the user to index all the images listed in a file. 

• Conlpare Two l111ages: The first of the two datalmse q11erying commands. this 

function will compare two images, returning a similarity score. 

• Query Index: The last main command will query the index and generate a 

hitlist for the best retrieved images. If the query image is already in the index its 

signature is retrieved and is compared against all signatures. \iVhen the comparison 

is complete the first image is ignored since it is the query itself. 

4.3.1 The Relational Database Index 

The indexer stores information about images, and the signatures of the images, in a 

relational database - MySQL. The use of such an RDBMS removed the need for design

ing and implementing some complex data structures. The database system provides a 

reliable and efficient means for storing data, and allowed efi"orts to be focussed on the 

core func:tionalilty of the systems. 

The database system is used for two purposes - storing metadata about the images 

submitted to the index, and storing the actual signatures themselves. Since the indexer 

supports both raw binary signatures (of an arbitrary format, known to each image 

processing alorithm) and feature term signatures, two versions of the database were 

created. Figure 4.3.1 shows the two tables required for the binary signature index (top) 

and the three tables required for the feature term index (bottom). Table 4.1 describes 
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images features 

imagelD: integer [Il~ 
path: string [I] 

~ fileStatus : integer 
imagelD: integer [I] 

indexStatus : integer 
signature: long blob 

lastlndexTime : fioat 
imageX : integer 
imageY: integer 

images features bintotals 

imagelD : integer [I] 
path: string [I] ~ 

~ fileStatus : integer 
imagelD: integer [I] 

indexStatus : integer 
binNo : long integer [1]-~ bin No : long integer [I] 

lastlndexTime : fioat 
totalBins : integer 

binFreqNorm: double bin Freq : integer 

totalFeatures : integer 
binFreq : integer 

imageX : integer 
imageY: integer 

Binary signatures 
database 

Term signatures 
database 

FIGURE 4.2: Re]ational Tables: Top. Binary Signatures. Bottol1l. Feat.ure Term Sig
natures. Pnderline indicates primary key, [I] indicat.es indexed field 
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the purpose of each of the fields Il1 the tables, indicating wlwre fields are common, or 

not, to the h';o types of index. 

Table Database Field Description 
images both imageID A unique ID for each image doclllncnt 

path The path to the image 
fileS tat us Status of the file - exists, 110t exist, c()rrupt 

indexStatus St a tus of the siglla t me - u11illc!exc,d, illClexillg, imlex('c! 
lastIndexed Date and time that the last iwlex of t he image started 

lastIndexTime TimE' (in millis) (ha t the last index took 
imageX Vvidt h of thc image in pixels 
imageY Height of the imagc in pixels 

term tot alB ins The total n1llnber of difi'ercllt terms ill the illlage 
totalFea tures The total l1l.lIllber of features in the image 

features both imageID The image ID 
binary signature The binary featme signature 
term binNo The unique term identifier 

binFreqI\ orm The normalised frequency of the term in the image 
binFreq The freqnency of the term ill t he image 

bintotals binary binNo The unique term idelltifier 
binFreq The number of documents in which the term occurs 

TABLE 4.1: Index database t.able definitions 

4.3.1.1 The Image Metadata Table 

The metaclata table stores a small amount of information about each image that is 

submitted into the index. The path indicates the location of the file, and may be in any 
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format. The CBIR indexer uses the Ul'\C file naming conventions. Only the dimensions 

of the image (in pixels) are recorded since it is assumed that all of the feature extraction 

algorithms provide t heir own met hods for converting different images from their original 

colour model to that which they require. 

A flag to indicate the status of the file is provided, so that the indexer is able to indicate 

"d1et her the files submitted for indexing are valid files and has the following values: 

unknown, ok, docs not crist, CO'r'I'l1pt, non-image. The indexer can determine some of 

the possible states together with the image algorithm retul'lling either corrupt. or non

image should it be unable to generate a "alid signature for t he file. 

Also provided is a flag to indicate the status of the signature in the index, should it exist. 

There are four possible index states: unknown. 'indel:ed, inde:I:'i'ng. 'uninde:rcd. \Vhere the 

file status indicates anything other than an ok status the index Hag is set to unindc:z:cd. 

Since multiple copies of the indexer may be run con('urrentl~' (see section 4.:3.:~.1) the 

indexer is able to set the index status to either indexed, or indexing. This also allows 

another CBIR client to perform queries "whilst an index update is being performed. 

The metadata table for a feature term index includes two further fields that record data 

about the feature terms in the image. The totalTerms field shows the number of unique 

terms within the image (the vocabulary size). and the tota/Features field shows how 

many feature terms existed in total in the image. 

4.3.1.2 The Index Tables 

The index tables used to store the signatures for the image are entirely difl'erent for the 

two types of index. The binary index uses only one table, whilst the feature term index 

uses two. 

The Binary Index The binary index stores signatures which are of an arbitrary format 

determined by the image processing algorithm usee!. A single <'ntry ill is stored ill the 

table for each image, containing the image ID and the binary object (blob). 

The Feature Term Index The data stl'1lc:tlll'es required to build an efficient and 

reliable inverted index are complex. The preferred technique for building an inverted 

file is to use a B-Tree like structure and a flat file. This B-Tree provides rapid access via 

the data key to the information stored in the Hat file, and should ideally exist entirely in 

main memory. Since J\1ySQL provides good indexing on tables it was decided that there 

was no requirement for a bespoke inverted file implementation. The index provided by 

MySQL is implemented as an abstract B-Tree that can store any datatype, provided 

that a suitable comparison for the datatype is available. 

To simplify the index flll't her each term posting is stored separately. This allows the 

index table to adopt the structure shown in table 4.1. The normalised term frequency 
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is provided because it can not always be calculated from the term frequency and the 

image dimensionso This will occur when a feature extraction algorithm does not alwa~os 

generate the same number of features for a particular imnge size. The QI\Il\'S algorithm. 

for example, does not create features for some patches, whereas the histogram algorithms 

(the RGB histogram and the CCV) alwa~os count every pixel in an image. 

The second feature term index table, te77l1.toio,l8, provides c!at a for scoring algorithms 

which require the document freq'uency of a feature tenn. This table contains only two 

fields - the term number and the document frequency. 

The term number field in both tables is indexed causing I\IySQL to generate a B-Tree 

for the table keyed against it. \Vhen querying tlw SQL table for all postings that are for 

a particular term the database will lac-ate the desired entr~o in the t.able index and is then 

able to return those postings without further searching. In the current implement a tion 

this does, howeyer, still incur a significant overhead in elisk atTt'Sses. 

4.3.2 The Artiste hnage Processing Library 

The Artiste image processing API [4] "oas developed by Stephen Chan for the Artiste 

project to allow for a modular, extensible, architecture. Implemented as two C++ 

classes, the interface provided two functions t hat an image processing algorit hm had to 

implement: The ability to generate a signature for a giwn image, and the ability to 

compare two signatures. Each algorithm implemented in the API had t.o sllpply its own 

image processing library, however it was the VIPS (Vasari Image Processing Syst.em) 

that was used by most researchers. 

Here follows a list of the image processing modules created. and the authors of the 

module: 

• RGB Histogram (Dupplaw): A simple RGB histogram capable of quantizing each 

axis of colour space independantly. 

• CCV (Chan): A colour coherence vector histogram that provided 8 levels of quan

tisation. 

• MCCV (Chan): The CCV above, but extended with a multiresolution spatial 

encoding. 

• QMNS (\Vestmacott): The QMNS algorithm, as described m chapter 5,sec:tion 

5.2. 

• P\VT (Fauzi): A Pyramid \Vavelet Transform algorithm for extracting texture 

features. 
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• D\VT (Fauzi): A Discrete \\'avelet Transform algorithm for extracting texture 

features. 

The two classes provided are the ImageProcessor, which contains the code to generate 

and compare signatures, and the Feature Vector dass, which contains code to store the 

signature as a machine independant binar~" object (in database terminology a BLOB). 

The Artiste project used the modules by linking them with the database, and referencing 

each one individually. Since t he modules were in a st a te of continuous development, 

and more 'were being written, a librar~" to contain t hell! in was created. Each of t h(' 

modules was altered to take advantage of the inheritance fcatmes of C++ so that allY 

module had as its parent either an ImageProcessor class. or a Feature Vector class for 

image processing functions and signature storage functions n'spccti\"ely. The library 

is implemented using the Linux dynamic C librar~', \\'hich allows binaries to be loaded 

dynamically during program execution. Because this librm)' is writtt'n in C, aud the 

Artiste API is in C++, it ",:as necessary to implement class factories that would rcturll 

a reference to the required Artiste class. 

The final stage in creating the completed Artiste library \vas to provide Olle fmtll('r 

function on the feature vector iuterface which would couvert i\ binary signature iuto 

a list of feature terms. Since each biuary signature is unique to its image processillg 

algorithm, this function is implmented by each feature vector class. The output from 

this function is an alTay containing the terlll nUlnber, the doclllllcnt frequency allCi HIe 

normalised document frequency. Each of the image processing algorithms has a unique 

range of term numbers which allows heterogenous features to be st.ored in a single index. 

The completed library provides a means for any researcher to access the image processillg 

algorithms using one library file via a short number of calls (provided they use a Linnx 

environment and program in C or C++), together \vith a great deal of flexibility over 

which image formats may be processed. 

4.3.3 The Index Operation 

Regardless of the technique used to start indexing, each individual image is indexed in 

the same manner, with some differences depending on whether a binary or feature term 

signature is required. The indexing operation follows this simple algorithm: 

• File Check: The file supplied is checked to see whether it is a valid file (as opposed 

to an incorrect filename or a directory) on the file system, and also to find if it is 

already in the index or uot. If the file is invalid then execution ceases here. If it is 

valid then an entry in the document metadata table is created (or replaced if the 

filename already exists) and the indexing flag is set to indexing. 
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• Signature Generation: The appropriate Artiste image processing modules will 

already have opened during initialisation of the indexer, and now the valid file is 

passed to the module. 

Format Check: The image processmg module will attempt to load the 

image file and conwrt it into a format suitable for feature extraction. 

Feature Extraction: l\ ext the module will generate the set of features for 

the image. 

Signature Creation: Once the extraction process is completed the module 

will store the feature data in a feature vector class, and will return control to 

the indexer. 

• Signature Indexing: The indexing '"<uies depending on the type of signature 

required: 

Binary Signature: The indexer will take the feature vector class retunl('d 

by the image processing module and request the binary signature. This binar~' 

signature is then encoded as an ASCII string for insertion into the l\'1:ySQL 

feature table. 

Feature Term Signature: The indexer will request the quantised. labelled. 

version of the binary signature. The feature vector class will generate the set 

of feature terms and frequencies and package them as an array for return to 

the indexer. Once returned the indexer will insert each feature term into the 

index: 

* The posting is inserted into the Jeat'Ur-es table. 

* The relevant record in the ter-mtoiaLs table is illcremented by 1. 

• Index Update: The indexing flag in the irnages table is updated to indicate 

indexed, and the other fields in the record are populated accordingly. 

4.3.3.1 Parallelisation of Indexing 

The generation of image features is a very compute intensive process which called for 

some method for parallelisation of the indexing process. The chosen method allows 

multiple instances of the indexer to compete to index images. Each instance of the 

indexer is passed the same list of files to index together with the database in which the 

index is to be stored. 

Each indexer will perform a file check on all the files in the list. This is necessary since 

each indexer process may be running on different physical machines. Once each indexer 

has a list of valid files to index it will begin indexing, checking the index status of each 

image in the database, and generating a signature for an image if it is not present, or is 
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marked as unindexed. In order to maintain s~'('hronisation of the processes the follmying 

procedure is used when indexing: 

• Lock Table images This is required so that no other process can insert a new 

record, or update an existing record ,"'hilst the current process is checking it. 

• Index Check If the image to process is not in the index then create a new record 

and mark the index status as indexing. If the file exists and is unindexed then 

mark the index status as inde:ring. For all other cases the table is unlocked and 

the next image in the list is processed. 

• Unlock Table images 

• Generate Signature 

• Lock Table features (and termtotals) This lock is required so that any processes 

which may be querying the index do not retrieve partial signature data. 

• Insert Signature 

• Unlock Table features (and termtotals) 

• Lock Table images 

• Update Metadata The last stage is to update the metadata in the im.a.ges table 

and set the index flag to indexed 

• Unlock Table images 

4.3.4 The Query Operation 

The difference between binary and feature term retrievals is quite substantial, warranting 

an explaination for each. In both cases the retrieval is performed and then a hit list 

generated. The hitlist holds entries that contain the filename of the image and its 

similarity score. This list is sorted using a quick-sort routine. By default the 100 most 

similar images are listed to the console together with their similarity scores, and if 

required an HTML results file may be produced which proyides icons of the images. 

The time taken to index the query image, and the overall retrieval time are recorded 

and included in the output. \Vhere a binary signature database is being queried the 

time taken to compare each individual signature is also recorded. 

4.3.4.1 Binary Signature Retrieval 

Binary signature retrieval is performed sequentially and all signatures in the database 

must be compared. The database is queried for all images which have a valid signature, 
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which returns individual records on demand to the indexer. Each record contains tht' 

image details (filename and dimensions) and the signature. The test signature is ex

tracted and a new feature vector class created with it. The test feat.ure vector cla.ss and 

the query feature yector class are then passed to the image processor for comparison. 

The image processor will return a similarity (or dissimilarity) score for the test image 

which is recorded. Once all images have been processed the hit list is generated, sorted 

and the results output. 

4.3.4.2 Feature Term Signature Retrieval 

Feature term retrieval considers only the images in the database which have features 

in common with the query. Once the query feature terms have been extracted t IH-'ll 

retrieval is complet.ed by generating a score for each image which has the same features 

as the query. The method with which the amount a particular term counts t.owards all 

image's score is discussed in chapters 5.1 alld 6.1, and will, to a high degree, determine 

the quality of the retrieval operation. 

Inspired by text retrieval techniques the different. feature term scoring algorit hms req1lire 

different information about the terms and the images to which they belong. Cl\lR1 

requires no information about the frequenc)' of terms since it C01lnts only the number of 

terms cornman to the query and test images. Cl\lR2 requires t he query term frequellcy, 

and Cl\1R3 requires both the query and test image·s normalised frequencies. CMR4, 

which is a TFxIDF scoring algorithm, requires the query and test image frequellcies 

(not normalised) and also the document frequency for each qucry t.erm with which the 

TF jIDF weightings are calculated. 

4.4 The Index Data Analysis Module 

The purpose of the index analysis module is to gellerate a Tank-frequency (see 2.7.1) 

curve for an invert.ed index. Using this dat.a it is then possible to test whether the index 

conforms to a Zipfian distribution, and also to approximate the index size for a given 

number of images. 

The algorithm used to calculate the rank-frequency curve is t.aken from the work of Chen 

[27], which compounds different approaches for rank-frequency distribution calculation, 

and provides techniques for analysing the different sections of such distributions. 

As a module that was not intended for frequent use, the analysis module was written in 

Java, and with no a.dvanced data structures. As such the performance of the module, 

which performs a number of loops over large arrays, is not excellent, but is entirely 

satisfactory for its purpose. The module is written as two java classes - the analysis 
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class which accepts as input term-frequency tuples and outputs rank-frequency data, 

and an executable dass \yhich provides a method for cOllnecting to and extracting term

frequency data from a particular index via the command line. 

This module was used to generate the rank-frequency graphs for the RGB Histogram. 

the CCV and the Q~l~S algorithm that are shown in section G.3. For each algorithm 

the quantisation lewl was varied. which has a positive correlntion wit h the \'ocabulary 

size, and an index generated. Each of these indexes was then nnalysed using the analysis 

module, \\'hich produced the data for the graphs. 

4.5 Retrieval Results Analysis Module 

The final member of the Im'istor collection of CBIR components is the retrieval results 

analysis module. The decision to use the precision-recall (see 2.8) family of metrics to 

measure the quality of image retrieval from an index, and t he requirement to be able 

to test multiple indexes meant that a flexible method of results generation and analysis 

was required. The solution needed to be able to apply the same sequence of queries 

against multiple indexes and generate overall recall-precision mt'trics for each test, and 

group of tests. 

Inspiration was taken from the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) which has ]J<:'cn 

running for over a decade. The conference is dedicated to the evaluation of new text 

retrieval algorithms and techniques, and for each conferellce sels of documents ranging in 

size from a few gigabytes to a hundred gigabytes are provided. Contributors index these 

collections and query their retrieval engines using sec:olldar~' sds of query docuIllents. 

\Vithin the collections are ground truth categories - suuse!s of documents which have 

been manually indexed - with which the quality of retrieval may be measured. 

Queries from each ground truth category are executed agaillst a collection and recall 

and precision metrics are calculated. Once all queries in a cil1"egory have beell CX(Tllt(~d 

then the average precision for that categor.y can be calculated. This metric illdicates 

how good the retrieval engine is at retrieving documents from that category. The averge 

precision over all categories is then calculated to provide a final, overalL indicator of the 

quality of the system. 

This is the basis behind the results analysis module, which can perform quenes 111 

groups and will calculate recall-precision and average precision metrics over different 

indexes with different algorithms. In order to be as flexible as possible the module runs 

executable programs and reads the results which it prints to the console (as long as these 

are in a particular format). 
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4.5.1 Input File 

The input file contains three distinct sections. The first defines the executables that will 

be used in the tests, the second defines the ground truth categories and the last section 

sets the combinations of executables, categories and databases that will form the tests. 

Because the analysis module was dewloped in parallel with the core image anal~'sis 

components it was necessary to ensure that there was plent~' of fiexiblilit), in the ,,'a)' in 

which each executable could be controlled. A simple met hod ,,,as to provide a replace

ment mechanism that could insert the filename of a query, the name of an SQL database 

containing an index and the name of a results file from which the query results are read. 

Figure 4.3 shows an excerpt of the executables section, showing hvo different algorit hms. 

The CBIR image analysis module provides two command line switches (-mid and -fid) 

for selecting the Artiste image processing and signature modules, query and databw,e 

selection switches (-query and -database) and another for setting the output result.s file. 

The -v option enables verbose output. 

EXECUTABLES: 3 
EXECUTABLE: rgb 1 
cbir -init 
cbir -query \% q -database \% d -res \% r -mid 1010 -fid 1009 -v 
EXECUTABLE: qmns-cpr1 1 
cbir -init 
cbir -query \% q -database \% d -res \% r -mid 1008 -fid 1007 -q 1 
» -mns rapid_qmns -v 
EXECUTABLE: qrgb 1 
cbir -init 
cbir -query \% q -database \% d -res \% r -mid 1010 -fid 1009 -q 2 -v 

FIGURE 4.3: Execut.ables sect.ion. The» symbol denotes a brokell lille cont.inued from 

above. 

The first executable uses the RGB colour histogram algorithm and will store and retrieve 

the signature from a binary index. The second executable llS(~S 1 he 1\11\'S algori! hill, and 

enables feature term retrieval from an inwrted index by giving the -q switch. The pa

rameter supplied with this switch determines the CMR feature term scoring algorithm; 

for example -q 1 selects Cl\IRl. The -mns switch selects one of the preset l\1l\'S para

meter configurations. Also provided (but not illustrated here) are switches which allow 

complete control over l\1l\S parameters. 

The third executable uses the RGB colour histogram agalIl, but this time with a feature 

term index and the CMR2 scoring algorithm. Whilst the C~TR (Colour Mode Retrie,'al) 

algorithms were originally designed for retrieving quantised 1\11\S features (hence mode) 

they were also perfectly applicable for use with RGB and CCV feature terms. 

The next section defines the ground truth categories, with each category being defined 

by two sets of filenames. The first set of filenames must correspond with images in 
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an index for whom it has been determined share SOllle commonality. In the case of 

the ground truth categories used throughout this thesis the image categories share high 

level semantic features (objects, layout and colour). The second set of filenames are 

for queries that shall be executed against an index. Images from the first set that are 

retrieved will allow precision and recall metrics to be calculated (see the next section). 

See Appendix B for the complete pink flowers category. 

CATEGORIES: 1 
CATEGORY: PinkFlowers 4 3 
general/06340031.jpg 
general/06340032.jpg 
general/06340033.jpg 
general/06340034.jpg 
QUERIES: 
general/06340031.jpg 
general/06340032.jpg 
pinkflower001.jpg 

FIGURE 4.4: Categories section. 

The last section sets the actual tests themselves, declaring the executable that will be 

used in the test, the categories which will be tested, and the databases against which 

each category will be tested. In all the tests run for this thesis only one database was 

used at a time because the recall-precision metrics are calculated across individual tests. 

TESTS: 1 
TEST: rgb-dbl 2 1 
rgb 
PinkFlowers 
BeachScenes 
RGBDBl 

FIGURE 4.5: Categories section. 

4.5.2 Precision and Recall Calculation 

The results analysis module accepts two parameters when run: a valid input filename 

and a file to write results to. Tests are executed in the order in which they appear in 

the input file, as are categories within each test, and the queries within each category. 

Each executable is expected to output query results in the form of a hitlist formatted 

as 1 result per line, containing the rank of the result, the filename of the result and the 

similarity score, delimited by whitespaces. The CBIR program could return a result for 

all images that are in the database, howeyer there is little point since it is guaranteed 

that all images from a category would be returned. A user will rarely look at all the 

results returned by a search engine, instead being only interested in the top results. The 

default hitlist length in returned by CBIR is 101 results. 
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The reason for returning 101 results (ranked 0 to 1(0) is that the query image is in 

the database, and is always expected to be returned. first - since the signature in the 

database will be identical to the signature generated for the CJuery. This assumption can 

only be employed where the signature extraction algorithms are deterministic and are 

guaranteed to always return the sallle signature for a particular image. This determinism 

was exploited to speed up the testing process by examining the database for the existence 

of the query signature. If it exists in the database then the signature is retrie\'E'd and 

the database queried, otherwise the signature is generated first. ~ote that this does 

not affect the speed of the retrieyal itself. This functionality was only implemented for 

binary signature indexing, and not for t he feature term index. 

Once the executable has returned the hit list is seare'hed for the existence of any of the 

other images from the query's category. The position in the hitlist of any matches are 

recorded and a new PR object instantiated to calculate the PR yalues. 

4.5.2.1 PR Class 

This class proyides for storage. and calculation, of PR metrics. The only data that is 

required for PR calculation is the size of the hit list. the number of relenll1t images in 

the category that the query belongs to. and the positions in the hit list at which releYi1nt 

images occur. 

From this information it is possible to plot each point on the graph - the precision alld 

recall components being calculated as in equatiolls 2.20 allC12.21 (chapter 2, sed ion 2.8). 

This single hit list graph will typically be very jagged in appearance, with characterisic 

steps moying from the upper left down to t he lower right. 

The class is able to calculate the average precision for the query which is equal to the 

area under the PR graph, using equation 2.22. Another method allows the averaging 

of multiple PR objects, which is used to combine query results from a category illto a 

single graph, and then the category results into all overall test graph. All averaged PH 

object is created by taking interpolated precision points at regular intervals along the 

recall axis from each of the source graphs and finding the average. In all cases the recall 

axis is sampled at intenals of 0.1, ranging from 0 to 1. The salllple at recall value 0, is 

the initial precision, and provides an indication of the relevance ranking of the top few 

hits. Similarly the sample at 100% recall indicates the precision that would be obtained 

by extending the hitlist until all relevant documents have been retrieved (if they haven't 

already). 
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4.5.3 Output File 

After each category within a test is complete the precision-recall data from the PR 

objects for each of the queries are output. Formatted in a similar fashion to the the 

TREe results, each query has the following dat.a output: 

• Interpolated Precision-Recall: 11 point interpolated recall-precision points, from 

o to 1 in the recall a.xis. 

• Recall at N Documents: The recall \'alue in the hitlist every 5 documents. 

• Precision at N Documents: The precision value in the hit list every 5 documents. 

• Raw Precision-Recall: The precision-recall values at each relevant retrieval. 

• Average Precision: The AP for the query. 

The individual query PR values are then merged together to form a category PR graph, 

and the points from this are output together with the category average precision. Simi

larly, each category PR graph is averaged to form the overall test result. 

4.5.4 Subimage Testing 

As well as full image matching, the algorithms needed to be tested for their subimage 

matching capabilities. In such tests precision and recall are meaningless since the re

trieval must be evaluated on the presence, or absence, of just one image - the source (or 

parent) of the subimage. 

Sub image testing is enabled by providing just one image in the test category. the parent 

image, and one image in the query section of that category - the subimage to be matched. 

A command line switch changes the evaluation metric frolll precision and recall to the 

subimage comparison metric (section 5.4.2). This metric enduates to 1 for a hitlist in 

which the subimage parent is at rank 1, and 0 if the suLimage parent is not retrieved at 

all. A metric to calculate the subimage performance over a series of sub image queries is 

also provided, evaluating to 1 where the subimage parent is retrieved at rank 1 for all 

queries, and 0 where the sub image parent is never retrieved. 

4.6 Scalability and Future Work 

The Invistor system has a very simple architecture. The Artiste image processing mod

ules have allowed different feature types to be used, but there is no modular indexing 

capability. The two index types were implemented separately, and allowed little flexbility 
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in their operation. An~' future S~"stelll would require significant architectural reworking. 

and would be better replaced by an exisiting research framework - such as the GiFT (see 

section 3.3.7). This freely m'aila ble package already contains indexing components that 

could be modified to test alternatiye indexing and retrienl1 strategies, and a COlllmon 

GUI which operates on the MRl\IL ,,"hich would not require an~o modifications. 

The index itself is also \'ery modest. a reflection of the work presented in this thesis 

which is less concerned with the implementation of an index but with the data which 

is stored within it. This said. the index would benefit from any of the compression 

techniques described in section 2.7. 

4.7 Summary 

The research in this thesis required a system capable of supporting binary signatures amI 

an inverted index, and performing precision and recall eyaluation of queries. The col

lection of applications written fulfil these requirements adeqnately, allowing t he desired 

research to be carried out effectiyel)o. 

This chapter has described the different components of the system: 

• The CBIR image index which uses t he Artiste image processing library and a 

relational database to store signatures and features terms. 

• The results analysis module - a Java application that executes groups of queries 

with the CBIR indexer, and generates precision and recall data for test sets. 

• The term distribution analysis module - another Jcl\"a application that reads term 

data from an index and calculates the Zipfian distribution from it. 



Chapter 5 

QMNS - The Quantised 

Multimodal Neighbourhood 

Signature 

5 .1 Introduction 

The chapter presented here introduces the core research in this thesis. A novel global 

colour algorithm, Ql\1~S, is presented which is implemented for the Invistor retrieval 

application as a module in t he Artiste API. 

The process by \vhich QMNS features are extracted is discussed, then the index opera

tions (insertion and retrieval) are described. Following this section is a description of the 

evaluation of the test algorithms, covering the test image collection and ground tnlth 

categories, and the individual test scripts executed. The first part of the test determines 

the best parameters for the l\'INS algorithm, cOlnparing with an RGB colour histogralll 

and an RGB colonr coherence vector histogram. The best l\1:\S ccJllfiguration is selected, 

and put forward into two further tests - full image and subilllage tests. Both of these 

tests use the image collection a t different scales. The results for these tests are then 

presented and discussed, and it is shown that the retricval algorithm based on TF*IDF 

is most successful. 

An extension to the QMNS algorithm is given, which increases the feature's term vo

cabulary. The distribution of the new vocabulary is discussed and a series of tests 

evaluating the different types of Ql\1NS terms are analysed. The results demonstrate 

that for QMNS it is the common terms which are most important for retrieval, and not 

the rarest. 

The work presented in this chapter has, in part, been published in [142]. 

70 
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MNS Signature Generation 

Original Image with Grid 

Signature 

Extracted 
Neighbourhoods 

I 

Bi-colour 
Neighbourhood 

Mono colour 
Neighbourhood 
(d iscarded) 

Colour Clustered (filtered) 
Neighbourhoods 

Colour Pair 

F IGURE 5.1: Generat ion of MNS Signature 

5.2 MNS - The Mult imodal N eighbourhood Signature 

T he MNS algori thm [90, 74, 73 , 91], created by J iri Matas and Dimitri Ko ubaroul is of 

the CVSSP group at the University of Surrey, was originally intended for indexing vid eo 

sequences for t he purpose of rapid content-based retrieval, and also to a llow t racking of 

objects t hrough the sequences . As a statistical (low-level) image feat ure MNS prov ides 

only hints as to the ac tual content of the image, in the form of co lour pairs that are 

prevalent in the scene. These colour pairs form a signature for keyframes from video 

data which are stored in a sequent ially accessed database. 

Aimed at applications such as archive footage recovery for television program production 

and at home for video on demand, the algorithm wou ld be used on massive amo unts 

of video data. T he size of the frame signature generated by MNS is typically very 

small at around 100 bytes for an average frame. The ret rieval algori thm that computes 

signature similar ity compensates for differing lighting conditions. As well as invar iant 

colour features the algorithm is not affected by changes in scale, rotation, t ranslat ion, 

and it is resistant to noise . Generation of the signature is very rapid , without req uiring 

any spat ial segmentat ion or fi ltering. In [73] a high match percentage is claimed on 

the Simon Fraser University [75] image database, and with their own data, a hit rate 

(percentage correct of images returned for a query) of 92% on a database of video frames 

is reported in their papers. 

As with all low level image feature algorithms, MNS is sp lit into two dist inct processes 

- signature generation (involving feature extraction ) and signature comparison . T he 
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extraction of t he colour pair features follows a three stage process. Firstly the image 

is split into a grid of neighbourhoods which are perturbed by a small random amount 

to ayoid aliasing problems. and then the colour distribution of each neighbourhood is 

identified using the mean shift algorithm [5l. 28. 41. 40]. ::\eighbourhoods that contain 

two significant modes (the largest t\H) modes must occup~' at least sewn eighths of the 

area of a neighbourhood) have the bi-modal yalue stored as a six dimensional vector 

representing the RGB colour pair. This space' is denoted RGB2 space. The set of colour 

pairs that is most representatiw of the image is then foullll using the mean shift in the 

RG B2 space. providing the final signature. 

The signature comparison process is a form of the stable marriage matching problem 

[88] between two (not necessarily equall~' sized) sets in Ol'der tu determine the distance 

(or how similar) the two sets are. This problem attelllPts to match pairs of elements 

from the two sets such that each pair satisfies some predicate. This is quite similar to 

the Hausdorff distance [32] which is it measure of t he similHl'it~, between two sets. awl 

also to the similarity join in databases [53]. The original ]\ll'\S algorithm was aillled at 

video databases and so the author developed similarity predicates that were based 011 

physical surface reflectance characteristics, such as the rjjogonal model of'illu'mi'lla/.'io'/l. 

change [52]. Here the two sets are composed of t he six dimensional colour-pairs from 

a query image and a test image. The matching algorithm first builds a matrix of all 

the pain,vise distances between the two feature sets, then orders these nducs ill a list. 

It then moves along this list from minimal pair distance to lllaxilllal t akin)!; t he first 

occurrence of each feature in the query set amI adding the clistallce to the image's score. 

The algorithm penalises any unmatched query featmes by adding a fixed penalty for 

each unmatched feature - this implies that the llUlnber of query featlll'es should lJe lower 

than the number of test features and so the algorithm is tryillg to match a sub-image. 

The more query features that are matched to test features, the lower the overall score, 

and the more similar the signatures and hence images. 

5.3 QMNS - The Quantised MNS and the Colour Mode 

Retrieval Algorithnls 

In order to label colour pair features for inclusion in an invert.ed index the RG B2 feat.ure 

space must partitioned in some manner. The most. logical method and the best starting 

point was to create evenly sized bins in the feat.ure space like those made in t.he three 

dimensional space for colour hist.ograms. Initially we chose to use a division of 4 units per 

axis giving 46 = 409G bins in the feature spa.ce, a.lthough other divisions were examined 

for suitability. VI"e treat these partitions, or bins as being equivalent to terms in a text 

index, and are sometimes referred to as a.tom'ic 'inde.T 'iteTns. \\'hilst bins and teTTns are 

synonymous we shall use bin to describe the partitions in feature space and the word 
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tCTTTL or phrase jcatuTc tCTm to refer to a particular bin in the feature space t ha t has a 

frequency of features associated with it. 

5.3.1 Implementation of the Index 

A generalised ilwerted index in its raw form is quite a simple structure, making imple

mentation straightforward. A straightforward implementation will however, not supply 

the performance that is required from a data structure that n!a~" hold hundreds of thou

sands of data entries. The main consideration for designing a fast inverted index is 

to consider the top level - the term level. A typical query will be to retrieve all the 

postings for one, or a number of. terms. Rather than adopt the most COlllmon and 

efficient approach, a B-Tree of terms pointing to a fiat file of postillgS, \w han~ chosen to 

implement the index in a relational database. This has allowed \IS to COllct'lltrate cm the 

functionality of the index application and the retrieval algorithms, amI lean' the data 

management, lllulti-user transactions, back-up alld \lse1'-coutrol to t he DB~IS. 

\Ve chose to use the l\1ySQL relational database primarily clue to its availability. \Vhilst 

:MySQL does not yet support all SQL (Standard Quer~" Language) commands or nested 

statements, BLOBS (Binary Large OBjectS) are a supported data type. and the tables 

can be indexed allowing for wry fast access. Iu [lll] Putz describes acl\"lI11ccd tech

niques for creating and maintainillg an iuwrted text index usiug a fully fea tllrl'd T-SQL 

(Transactional-SQL) relational databa::;e server. 

Two approaches for creating the index as tables are available - one which u::;es two 

tables and another that uses just one. The first type is more dlicient ill tenllS of storage, 

however under l\1ySQL the time performallce difference between the two is negligible due 

to table and column indexing. \iVe chose the second option since it is less complicated 

to update and allowed us to make modifications to om algorithms very easily. Section 

4.3.1.2 describes the relational tables used in the index. 

5,3.2 MNS Quantisation 

The last phase of 11NS signature generation is to find the modes of all the colour 

pairs in RG B2 space using the mean shift. Since this has a clustering effect we haye 

omitted it from the quantised signature generation. A simple partitioning algorithm, 

shown in figure 5.2, transforms an N dimensional vector into an N digit decimal coded 

representation of the feature space. Each of the digits ranges from 1 (indicating the bin 

that is closest to zero for a particular component) to the number of bins required per 

component. To illustrate take the RGB colour pair < BLACK, VV HIT E > which is 

represented in RGB2 space by the point (0,0,0.255,255,255). When the feature space 

is quantised by 4 it becomes a value in the bin represented by ll1444. 
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double ~IAX: 
double \'ECTOR!!: 
int CO~IPONENTS: 
int BINS: 
int bin; 

bin = 0; 

/ / !\laximum value of compollcnts in the \'('('tOl 
// Ann,Y contuilling \'('ctor \'alue's 

1/ Number of (,OIll)WIlCllt::. in the V('ctOl 

1/ Number of partitions in eoeh nxi::; 
/ I The d('cimnl cuded bin 

1/ Set bin iulw\ t,o Z('fO 

for (int i=O: i<COMPONENTS: i++) 
{ 

/ I For ('uch component in the v(,ctor 

for (iut x=O; x<BINS; x++) II And for each partition 
{ / j Calculate which partition the vulue b in 

if( ( VECTOR!i] >= x • (MAX/BINS) ) && (\'ECTOR!i] <= (x+l)'(MAX/BINS) ) ) 
{ 

bin += (int)(BINS - x) • pow(lO.i); 
break; 

/ / Add applopriatc hin at applO)lI iute )10\\'(,1 of 10 
/1 T\'cxt 

FIGURE 5.2: Feature Term Labelling Procedure 
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Since the term is in an integer form a single term lookup in the index table will be all 

atomic integer lookup - ~1ySQL uses the table index to find all occurrences of an elltry 

in a column which due to the nature of ~1ySQL's index will be in a group. This meallS 

that all the postings pertaining to a particular term will be recovered very rapidly. 

A second index table is employed to record the frequency of a particular t.erm - its 

document frequency which is required by the TF jIDF scoring algorithm present.ed ill the 

next section. Together with a metadata t.able that describes each image and its C1llTl'nt 

index status this table completes the relational database componellt of om inverted 

index. 

5.3.3 Operations on the Index 

Rather than develop all four methods of the CRUD (Create, Retrieve, Updat.e and 

Delete) database paradigm we found it was not necessary to define an Update algorithlll 

- since our database is not intended for rigorous updates a delete followed by a cn~atc 

suffices. 

5.3.3.1 Term Insertion 

The insert operation places a new entry for an image iuto the database. Firstly the 

metadata table is queried to check whether another process is already tryillg to index 

the given image. If there is no entry one is created and t.he entry marked as inde:ring. 

The Ml'\S signature is then generated and quantised. At this point the inverted index 

and document frequency tables are locked for both read and write operations. Each 

feature term is then inserted into the inverted index table, as the four place tuple < 
ImageID,BinNo,NormFreq,IntFreq >. ImageID corresponds to the unique integer 

created for the image in the metadata table. Bin:\fo is the integer number of the bin 

that the feature term refers to. The IntFreq component is the frequency of the featme 

term - that is the number of colour pair features that occurred within the bin that the 

10 
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feature term refers to. The floating point ::\ ormFreq cOlllj)mwnt is the rnt Freq yahit' 

normalised by the ma.ximum possible number of individual features in the image, which 

is the total number of neighbourhoods in the image. After each term is inserted into the 

index table, the document frequency total table must be updated for that feature term. 

The two index tables can nmv be safely unlocked. To end t he operation the metada t a 

entry for the image is set to indicate a successful index operation. 

5.3.3.2 Term Deletion 

The delete operation will remoye a term from the index alld decrease the document 

frequency for the feature term across the entire index. All tables are locked for the table 

updates. The posting for the term is retrieyed from the index table and then deleted. 

1\' ext the terms document frequency is retrieved, then decremented by the frequellcy 

retrieved in the posting and then updated. The tables are then unlocked. 

5.3.3.3 Term Retrieval 

The retrieval operation should not be confused with an image query. A single index 

retrieval will retrieve all the postings for a particular term - the retrieval term. All 

postings for the term are retriew~d from the inverted index table using all SQL query. 

A single term retrieval does not require t he index tables to be locked. 

5.3.4 Querying the Index 

A complete image query consists of a term retrieval for each feature term from the Cjuery 

image, and then a process of merging the postings to form a similarity ranked list of 

images in the database. Each of our four QMNS algorithms takes a different approach 

to this merging and scoring process. The four CPR. (Colo1lr Pair Retrieval) algorithms 

follow the same outline process, as illustrated below. The first step is to gellerat.e all the 

QMNS feature terms for the query image. For each of these feature terms a term retrieval 

is performed on the index, and then for each of the postings returned a running total of 

image scores are updated according to the particular CPR algorithm. The following is 

an outline description of the matching algorithm: 

a Generate QMNS signature and extract feature terms for the query image 

• FOR ALL feature terms in the query signature with a non-zero frequency 

Retrieve Document Frequency for query term 

Perform SQL query for postings matching the query term on the inverted 

index table 
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V the set of all terms 
D the set of all image 
N thenumbffclimag~ 

9 the nUlllber of neighbourhoods in the query 
fj the number of neighGourhoods in image .i 
Q the set of query terms 
Tj the set of terms in image j 
qi the frequency of quer)' term i 
tij tbe frequency of terlll i in image j 
q; the normalised frequency of query term i 
t: j the normalised frequency of term i ill image j 
di the document frequency of term i 
c the document frequency cut off fraction 

TABLE 5.1: Definitions for the CPR Algorit 11l11S 

FOR ALL postings returned 

* IF CPRI THEN Increment posting image score by 1 

i(i 

* ELSE IF CPR2 THE;\! Increment posting image score by the integer quC'ry 

term frequency 

* ELSE IF CPR3 THEN Increment posting image score by weighted, nor

malised term frequency 

* ELSE IF CPR4 THEN Increment posting image score by TF /IDF weighted 

queTY term frequency 

• Rank by ascending score: Highest score is most similar 

5.3.5 CPR! - Original Algorithm 

CPRI is the simplest algorithm, awarding 1 for every feature term in an image that is 

also in the query image. Since the score is integer t his version of the algorithm suffers 

when the results are ranked - many images will share the same rank. 

SCOTej = 2:= 1 (5.1) 
If iE(QnTj ):if-o 

5.3.6 CPR2 - Sub-Image Matching 

CPR2 takes advantage of the term frequency information stored in the postings in order 

to favour images that contain the query as a sub-image. For each feature term that is 

also in the query image an image will have its score incremented by the integer query 

term frequency. This gives greater weight to terms which occur frequently in the query 

image. The algorithm is designed to best match images that contain the query image at 

any size - it is scale invariant. 
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SCOTej = 2: qi (5.2) 
ViE(QnTJ):i,iO 

5.3.7 CPR3 - Full Image Matching 

This version of the algorithm is aimed at situations where a full image, scale inclependcllt 

match is required. For each feature term that is also in the query image an image will 

have its score incremented by a weighted normalised term frequency. The term frequenc)" 

is normalised by the maximum number of features in t he image. 

The query terms are weighted such that the closer the query term frequency is to data

base image term frequency the higher the score awarded. This benefits images where a 

feature term is present in the same ratio as the query. \Ye h<:1\'e also adopted a process of 

eliminating feature terms that are COllllllon across the corpus, the documt'nt frequt'ncy 

cut-off point, denoted by c, for these tenns ranging bet"ween 2S rX and 75% of the images 

in the corpus. This is analogous to removing stop words in text, and has the eHect of 

speeding up the retrieval by reducing the number of index lookups that need to be per

formed. Equations 5.3 and 5.4 give the normalised term frequencies for a query image 

term and a test image term. 

I qi 
qi =

g 

I tij 
tij = -f . . ) 

5.3.8 CPR4 - Weighted Full Image Matching 

( 5.:~) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

The fourth algorithm has its roots in text retrieval, being based on the TF jIDF weighted 

scoring method for inverted text indices. \Ve have employed this technique since analysis 

of the distribution of QMKS features terms throughout our primary image datahase 

showed large numbers of features that occur in the majority of images. \Vhilst using 

a cut-off for some of these common features is usefuL it does not penalise other terms 

that still occur in large quantities. Like in text retrieval these feature terms are deemed 

to not have very good discriminatory power. \Ve chose to use the log of the inverse 

document frequency (equation 2.11). 
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Category 
Beach Scenes 
Pink Flowers 
Buildings at Night 
Sea and Sky 
Sea World 

Description 
Images containing scenes of beaches 
Images of pink flowers on a background of foliage 
Images of famous build ings illuminated at night 
Images containing views of the sea and or sky 
Images from Sea World 

Images 
15 
10 
20 
47 
6 

TABLE 5 .2: T he categories se lected from the Genera l image co llect ion 

Beach Scenes Pink Flowers Buildings at Night Sea and Sky 

F IGU RE 5.3: Example Images From t he Co ll ec Lion 

N 
SCOTej = L q,i . l og( -) 

d'i 
V iE(QnTj ):i#O,d; <!'f ' 

5.4 Evaluation of QMNS 

5.4.1 Image Collections 

Ocean World 
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(5.6) 

One image dataset was used in the testing . I t contains 769 digitally photographed images 

of a wide variety of subj ects and locations and has been t itled tbe 'general' collect ioll , 

Whilst the images are very diverse there are also a number of d ist inct image categories 

contained within , Table 5.2and figure 5.3 show examples of these categor ies . T he image 

collection has also been scaled to form two collect ions that are half and double the 

size of the original set in order to be able to test the effect iveness of algor ithms when 

querying a collection that is at a difI'erent scale, The scaling algori thm Llsed was a 

bilinear interpolation . 

5.4.2 Evaluation Metrics 

In order to measure the efI'ect iveness of the algorithms preClSlOn and recall metrics 

(described in section 2,8) have been used which provide a clear , overall indicator to the 

performance of the algorithm. These metrics, represented by graphs, are interpolated 
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and averaged across each quer)' to proyide results for each of the image categories and 

tests. 

Subimage tests require a slight 1)' different metric since it is only a single image that we 

are attempting to retrieve. Given an ordered set that contains N images returned for a 

sub image query, containing the correct full image at rank 'i, a suitable metric is: 

(N + 1) - i 

N 
(5.7) 

\Vhich will giye 1 for a perfectly ranked image and zero for an image that is not retrieved 

at all. If we perform T subimage tests, and use Tj to record the number of queries for 

which the correct image is retrieved at rank i then an overall metric is: 

'\' (N+l)-i 
L-i=l..N N . T; 

T 
(5.8) 

5.4.3 Test Harnesses 

Two test harnesses have been developed for running tests using each of the algorithms 

and for extracting precision and recall data. The first harness, a signature generator and 

storage application named CBIR, uses image processing modules written for the Artiste 

project [57] to create signatures which are stored as binary objects in a MySQL database. 

The Artiste image processing API supports two main hlllctions - signature generatioll 

and signature comparison. In normal use t he data base lllay \)(' queried sf~CJll('ntially to 

build a ranked list of images in the database that are similar, presented as an HTl\IL 

document. The CBIR test harness also contains the QI\'INS specific code, allCi in the 

application's second mode access to the inverted index in l\lySQL is enabled. 

The second test harness is a Java application that nms individual queries using CBIR 

and generates precision and recall data. This silllple program takes lists of files thai 

are known to belong to a category a pTiori and sets of queries that should be run, the 

databases to query and the algorithms with which to query them. All query data is 

saved and the program will generate all precision and recall data for a test, interpolatp 

and calculate average and overall test results. 

5.4.4 Computer Hardware 

Primarily one computer system v,as used for all development and testing. This system 

is an HP LT GOOOr Server with Six 70Q1\1Hz Xeon processors, and 1.7GB 133MHz ECC 

SDRAM. This is supported by ten 3GGB disks (10k rpm Ultra2) and two 74GB disks 

in a RAID configuration 
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5.5 Test Specification 

The evaluation of Ql\1J'\S was been divided into three separate areas. The first test was 

needed to help determine the best parameters for the !\1l\'S algorithm on the image sets 

being used. The second test measured the effectiveness for retrieving similar images from 

a database when using a complete image as a query. The third test was to determine 

how well the algorithms perform at retrieval from a dataset when using a randomly 

selected sub-image extracted from some of the images. E\'er~' test iYCtS performed on 

each of the three differentl:y scaled image sets. 

5.5.1 Test Algorithms 

The algorithms tested are as follows: 18 ycuiations of the !\l:\S algorithm. indmliug :2 

that use a 5 dimensional chrominance feature rather than the (j dimensional RG B2 one. 

There are then 8 versions of the Q!\l:;\S algorithms - 1 for each of the CPRl, CPR:2 allo 

CPR3 variations, and then 5 for the CPR4 variation. A table presenting the parameters 

changed is given in Appendix A, table A.2, followed by a written description of the 

algorithm. Tvw variations of the Ql\l:\S algorithm are called :3 Bin qMNS and 5 Bin 

Qfi.1NS. The numbers refer not to the total lHnnber of bins, or terms but to the oivisions 

along each dimension of feature space. 

Before testing was performed all the signature indexes needed to 1)(' created. Thir

teen different databases were generated for the l\E\,S variations, five were generated for 

Ql\ll\'S, and one database each for the CC\!. RGB Histogram and MCCV algorithms. 

This process i,,'as repeated for each of the image scales, resulting in 63 signature indexes. 

Once all the indexes had been generated, mctadata was extracted from the databases. 

For the l\1T\S and QMNS algorithms and \"ariants t his included index time and feature 

statistics, but for all others only time statistics were recorded. 

Test 1 Variations of parameters within the l\1NS algorithnL 

TEST OBJECTI\'E 

• To determine the best parameters of the base 1\1;\,S algorithm for different datasets. 

TEST METHOD 

• For each of the adjustable parameters in MNS, perform tests with the parameter 

varied. Measurements are based on precision and recall metrics. Refer to Appendix 

A for the parameters descriptions. 

• Use all five categories and use all images in each category as a query. Perform 

retrievals and calculate precision and recall metrics for each test, then average for 

each category, and then for each algorithm. 

• The test shall be run against each scale of t he three image collect ions. 

TEST OUTCOllIES 
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• Precision and recall data for each of the different variations of the l\INS algorithm 

at individual query, category (md test levels. 

• l\linimum. awl' age and maximum ret rieval speeds for each different parameter change 

at. each image scale. 

Test 2 Evaluation of each Ql\1NS algorithm for full image retrieval. 

TEST OBJECTI\'E 

• To determine whet her CPR3 and CPR4 display bett.er full image retrieval perfor

mance than ot her algorithms. 

TEST l\IETHOD 

• Use all five categories alld use all images in each category as a query. Perform 

retrievals and calculate precision and recall metrics for each test, then average for 

each category, and t hen for each algorit hm. 

• The test shall be run against each scale of the three image collections. 

TEST OUTCOMES 

• Precision and recall data for all Ql\L',\S algorithms, CCV and an RGB Colour [-lis

togram at individual query, category and test levels. 

• l\linimum, average and maximum retrieva1 speeds for each algorithm at each image 

scale. 

Test 3 : Evaluation of each Ql\1NS algorithm for subimage retrieval. 

TEST OBJECTIVE 

• To determine whether CPH2 is better than other QMNS, and MCCV algorithms at 

su b- image retrieval. 

TEST METHOD 

• Use all images in the randomly extracted subimage collection as queries for each of 

the QMNS, Base MNS, RGB Histogram and l\ICCV algorithms. 

• The test shall be run aga.inst each scale of the three image collections. 

TEST OUTCOMES 

• Subimage metrics for all Ql\lNS algorithms, l\lCCV and an RGB Colour Histogralll. 

• Minimum, average and maximum sub-image ret rieval speeds for each algorithlll at 

each image scale. 

The first test was run with 13 variations of the 1\11\'S algorithm. The parameters for 

the M1\'S variations are explained and given in Appendix A. The first and second tests 

used all of the images from the 5 categories in the general ("ollection as queries with the 

precision and recall metrics from each query being averaged across each category, and 

then the averaged values averaged across the whole test. The third test for sub-image 

accuracy used a 100 sub-images extracted randomly from the images. The sub-images 

were restricted to a minimum size of 64x64 pixels or 1090 of the original imagp dimensions 

and a maximum size of 50%. Measuring the effectiveness of sub-imagp queries was a 

matter of performing a query and finding the rank of the full image that t he sub-image 

,vas extracted from. Overall effectiveness was calculated using equation 5.8. 
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Category :PinkFlower~ Query Image :general/06340031. jpg 

Recall - Precision values: 
at 0 1 
at 0.1 1 
at: 0.2 1 
at 0.3 1 
at 0.4 1 
at 0.5 0.833 
at 0.60.75 
at 0.7 0.778 
at 0.8 0.8 
at 0.9 0.191 
at 10.191 

Recall : 
at 5 docs: 0.4 
at 10 docs: 0.8 
at 15 docs: 0.8 
at 20 docs: 0.8 
at 25 docs: 0.8 
at 30 docs: 0.8 
at 35 docs: 0.8 
at 40 docs: 0.8 
at 45 docs: 0.8 
at 50 docs: 0.9 
at 55 docs: 0.9 
at 60 docs: 0.9 
at 65 docs: 0.9 
at 70 docs: 0.9 
at 75 docs: 0.9 
at 80 docs: 0.9 
at 85 docs: 0.9 
at 90 docs: 0.9 

at 95 docs: 0.9 
Precision: 
at 5 docs: 0.8 
at 10 docs: 0.8 
at 15 docs: 0.533 
at. 20 docs: 0.4 
at 25 docs: 0.32 
at 30 docs: 0.267 
at 35 docs: 0.229 
at 40 docs: 0.2 
at 45 docs: 0.178 
at 50 docs: 0.18 
at 56 docs: 0.164 
at 60 docs: 0.15 
at 65 docs: 0.138 
at 70 docs: 0.129 
at 75 docs: 0.12 
at SO docs: 0.112 
at 85 docs: 0.106 
at 90 docs: 0.1 
at 95 docs: 0.095 

Recall and Precision: 
0.1 1 
0.2 1 
0.3 1 
0.4 1 
0.50.833 
0.60.75 
0.70.778 
0.8 0.8 
0.9 0.191 

Average Precision for All Points: 
Avg 0.735 

FIGURE 5.4: An Example of the Precision and Recall Dat.a Produced 

5.6 Results 
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The Java test harness outputs test results in a format similar to that output by the 

SMART database used in conjunction with the TRECEVAL program developed for 

the TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) conferences. For each test in a batch the t·est 

description is printed together with a list of the image categories that are to be tested 

against and the executable file to be used. Following this the precision and recall data for 

each query (as illustrated in table 5.4) are presented followed by the category averages. 

Once all the category results in a test have been printed the overall average results are 

listed. 

When the test harness is processing subimage results the precision and recall data are 

not presented since they are not rele\"ant. Instead the ranking of the correct full image 

for a query is given, or zero if it was not in the top 100 results. 

5.6.1 Test Group 1 - MNS Variations 

Figure 5.5 and table 5.3 present the indexing speeds for the different MNS variations 

compared with the three histogram algorithms .. RGB Histogram, CCV and MCCV. 

Eight of the variations (Base MNS, Fixed I\1l\S, Rapid ]\11\'S (Random 0.5), Enhanced 

MNS, Reduced MNS, Large Mode MNS and Small Mode I\1::'\S) all have approximately 

the same indexing times for each of the three scales of image collection. This is easily 
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FI GU RE 5.5: MNS Var iat ion Indexing T imes 

Algorithm Index in g Til11 C (5) A vel'Elge Colo Ul" Pa il" Fea turos 
Ha lf Norma l Doub le Hnlf N orm a l Doubl e 

Bu:;c MNS 3.09 2 12 .395 5 1.025 8 .437 10.8 08 10 .663 
F ixe d IVINS 3 . 138 12.263 50 .660 8 .363 10.7 18 10.58 ,1 
Big IVINS 15.095 55.25 1 146.9 19 6 .3 16 9 .286 11.408 
B igger MNS 77 .865 276 .060 700 .8 09 3 .792 6 .5-10 9.5 1.1 
R a pid IVINS (0.5) 0 .795 3.'l88 17 .845 8. 137 10 .5 74 10. 1S5 
R a pid iVINS (0 .3) 0 .3 48 1.8 08 13 .375 9 . 155 11 .6 ·16 10 .957 
R a pid MN S (0 . 1) 0 . 774 3.299 16.268 6 .049 8 .28 3 0 .6 18 
Rap id tvl NS ( Ra nd o m 0.5) 3. 159 12.303 50 .79 3 8 .48 1 10 .743 10 .64<1 
Enh a nced MN S 2.773 11. 09 1 t18.82 0 26.8 14 l15. 628 69 .5 2:1 
Red tl ccci Tvl NS 2.967 11. 23 0 112.682 2. 192 2 .239 1. 8 17 
Large Mod e MNS 3 . 165 12 .56ll 52.355 9.027 11.403 I l. 75 2 
S m a ll Mo d e MNS 3. 152 12.464 49.798 7.395 9 .8'19 9.2!l9 
Base C h ro min a ncc iviNS 3. 1'13 12 .625 48.'l03 1·J. 1·10 2 2.9 17 266 1:l 
R GB Hi::;t.ogl'a m 0.0 19 0.072 0.3 11 

I CCV 0 .818 0. 828 0 .829 
MCCV 0 .265 0.986 5 .085 

TABLE 5.3: IVINS Va riat ion Index ing T imes a nd Average Feature Sta t isLics 

explained by the MNS generation process - the parameters for these varia t ions do not 

alter or add to the overall complexity of the process. The parameter altered in Big MNS , 

and Bigger MNS has a profound aflect on the indexing tim e. T hese two variat ions have 

a neighbourhood size of 16x16 pixels and 32x32 pixels respectively, compared to 8x8. 

This results in 256 and 1024 pixel RGB trip les being passed to the mean-shift algo ri thm 

for modality derivation instead of just 64. Our implementation of the ll1ean-shift is 

not effic ient and suffers from O(N2) complexity ([33] presents an effi cient algori thm for 

the mean-shift ). Since the number of neighbourhoods varies linearly with the area of 

neighbourhood to total image area these two resul ts are unsurprising. 

An alternative approach is to use less of the pixels in the neighbourhood to determine 

the modes, and the first three Rapid versions of MNS show a satisfactory decrease in 

indexing time for images, however Rapicl MNS (0.1 ), which uses a tenth of the pixel 

data for each neighbourhood, is slower than Rapid lVINS (0.3 ) which uses a third. The 

results for this variation are invalid due to the incorrect configuration of the parameter 

set; the results are inclucled here for completeness . 

All the versions are much slower at indexing images than the histogram techniques -
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F I GU RE 5.6 : MNS Variat ions Average Prec ision 

probably due to the poor implementation of t he mean-shift algori thm and other over

heads associated with calculat ing neighbourhood modali ty. Attention is draw n to the 

CCV results , which do no t display an increase in indexing time that is exponent ia lly 

proportional to image size - in fact all three scale' of image are indexed in the ame av

erage time. This is most likely due to a process of normalising the image to a parti cular 

size before extracting the coherent and non-coherent histograms. 

Figure 5.6 presents the overall average precision values for each of t he 1\ INS variat ions 

at each of the image collection scales. The majority of the variations d isp lay ret ri eval 

accuracy that is slightly lower for both the half and double scale collections, although 

there are some exceptions to this. Increasing the size of t he neighbourhoods has a neg

ative effect on accuracy, more so for the Bigger M IS algori thm , although bot ll of t hese 

variations display better retrieval on the larger scale collect ion. This can be expected 

since the query images are taken h'om the normal sized co llection , and so llsillg neigh

bourhoods that are double the normal size on images that are also dou ble the norma l 

size will result in approximately the same feat ure set for the same query and datal ase. 

Analysing only half of the pixels in each neighbourhood resul ts in only slight ly lower 

precision levels, as demon trated by Rapid Ml S (0.5). Using a third of t he pixels 

results in better retrieval rates , and this could be explained by a reduction in noise levels 

that result in a more accurate representation of the colour modes of a neighbourhood. 

Rapid MNS (0.1) offers worse performance since the sampling rate is too low and t llC 

colour modes become less accurate, however the tradeoff between retrieval accnracy and 

indexing speed is still worthwhile. 

Creating more image features by reducing the size of the window used by the meanshift 

at both the neighbourhood and feature clustering stages results in a considerable increase 

in performance. Retrieval rates for Enhanced MNS with the double scale dataset are 

nearly twice those of the Base MNS algorithm. The normal scale is also considerably 

better, however performance for the half scale set do not show the same level of increase. 
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F IGURE 5 ,7: IvINS Var iat ions Test Average a nd Ind ivid ua l Query P rec isioll a nd Reca ll 
Curves 

85 

F igure 5. 7 presents four recall-precision curves for three of t he MNS variat ions. T he main 

graph shows overall averaged and interpolated curves for an entire test run . T he t hree 

smaller graphs show curves for a single query at the three different image scales . Siuce 

the area under a recall-precision curve is the average precision a response that ex tends 

into the top right indicates that a part icular algorithm is good . III t he illdividu al queries 

t his can be seen very well with the Enhanced MNS algor ithm being clearly better than 

the other two for the normal and double scale collections - in both cases achieving perfect 

precision for over half of the documents in the category being queried. 

T he results from this test have shown that increasing the number of features that are 

extracted from the image has a very positive effect on retr ieval rates , and tha t using 

less of the pixels in a neighbourhood still provides very good results . A var iat ion that 

employs both of these parameter changes should be tested to see whether the same 

retrieval rates for Enhanced MNS are achieved with the same indexing spee Is as Rapid 

MNS (0.3). T he Enhanced MNS variat ion has been put forward to be tested with the 

QMNS algorithms 

5.6 ,2 Test Group 2 - Full Image Tests 

Since both MNS and QMNS algorithms are similar apar t from signat ure generat ion , the 

indexing t imes for QMNS shown in figure 5.8 are nearly the same as for MNS. T his 
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FIGUR.E 5.9 : QMNS Variat ions Average P rec ision 

second test compares the QMNS algorithms (both indexing and retrieval parts) against 

a CCV and a Multi-Scale CCV. RGB histograms display excellent indexing t imes as do 

CCVs . The Multiscaled CCV (MCCV) is indexed in the same time as Rapid QMNS 

(using the Rapid MNS (0.3) variation) . 

Figure 5.9 shows average precision values for the different combinat ions of datasets and 

retrieval algorithms (the database used is shown vert ically above the retr ieval a lgori thm) 

and clearly demonstrates t hat QMNS has better precision than j ust MNS alone. Whilst 

the first three CPR algorithms show li ttle difference in performance , CPR4, which uses 

logarithmic term weighting, outperforms them. Using the same signature generation 

parameters as Enhanced MNS do es not make a significant difference to the retr ieval 

for CPR4, in fact overall the results are worse for Enhanced QMNS than for the Base 
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Algorit.hln Index Overall Test Avm'uge Precision AV(~rHgp Rt.'tl'il'vul 
Half Scale- !'\Ollllai Scale- Double Scale Overall TiIlH." (s) 

CPR 1 Q~l!':S O.2i'G 0.32U (U~~ 0.318 11.ti·HI 
CPR2 QMNS O.2ti[) O.:l~~ 0.369 0.333 11.tlGO 
CPR3 QMNS 0.279 0.:130 0.:301 0.303 11.57[1 
CPR4 Q~lNS 0.319 O.~H17 OA12 O.37£i 1 1. fl7f) 
CPR4 EllhancC'd QMNS 0.304 0.398- 0.3~1 0.348 10.624 
CPR4 3 Bin Q~l!':S 0.34~ 0.3(;9 O.3fIO 0.354 11.~90 

CPR4 5 Bin QMNS O.:~{)9 0.408 0.431 0.403 11.533 
CPR4 Rapid QMNS 0.393 0.413 O.3R2 O.39G 1.522 
Ba::.e J\1]\;S Ba~(' 1\1N'5 0.212 O.:24[) 0.:232 0.230 1 .. 1.1:22 
RGB Histogram RGB Histogram O.36G 0.367 0.369 O.3£i7 0.198 
CCV CC\' 0.410 0.408 0 ... 107 0.40B O.-Hi:l 
l\lCC\' MCCV I'~~>~'\:~:: 0.300 0.311 0.306 12.526 

TABLE 5.4: Ql\INS Overall A wrage Precision and A \'erC1ge Retriend TillIe'S 

c)
l"'1 

QMT\'S index. The normal scale results for Enhanced Ql\Il\SjCPR4 are good, but the 

half and double scale results are worse. 

Using 3 bins to partition each dimension 1Il the GD feature space, VI' hich results ill 

less possible feature terms, also has a slightly detrimental effect when CPR4 is llsed for 

retrieving the features, yet using five has a positive effect - overall reaching slightly abon' 

QMKSjCPR4. A very encouraging result is for Rapid Ql\1l\SjCPR4, which together 

give very good retrieval performance ,vith good illdexing times. 

Table 5.4 giYes overall average precision and average retrie\'al times. The retrieval time' 

includes the time taken to generate the image signature, and clearly shO\'\'s that usillg 

the QMNS inverted index is as effective as using a sequential index. \Vhibt the timp 

for the histogram features is very low the difference betweell allY of the Ql\1:\S inc\l'xPs 

and retrieval algorithms is nearly three seconds, with Rapid Ql\lI\S beillg over twdw 

seconds faster. 

These results are disappointing ill the sense that !lIE' CPR:~ retrieval algorithm was 

designed to provide scale independent retrievaL )'et overall it scores the worst ill t hest' 

tests, behind even CPR] the prototype index retrieval algorithm. Overall CPR 1, CPR2 

and CPR3 offer full image retrieval performance that is \'e])' similar. Like the JVIl\S 

Variation tests, the results for the double scale collection me sometimes better t hall the 

normal scale collection, but rarely worse than the half scale collection. [t is highly likely 

that this is due to the way the l\!NS algorit.hlll extracts fcat1ll'ps from lleighbo1ll'hoods 

which stay the same size, no matter v,hat the image sc:a1e is. This could have a. positive 

effect in some cases since a particular area in an image will be larger at a large scale, amI 

so more neighbourhoods will occupy the same area than for a smaller scale image. CPR3 

uses normalized feature frequencies in order to combat this scale problem, although the 

results do not indicate that this has helped the situation. 

The results for CPR4 are very good, especially when used with the Rapid Ql\1:\S index

ing algorithm, and make any further enhancements to the algorithms very promising. 
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F IGURE 5 .10: Subim age Ret rieval IVieLrics 

A lgorit hrn Database R e tr ieva l I n dex 
H" lr Scn le Norm a l Scale D Oli b le SCD-Ie A ve r age 

C PR! QMN S 0 . 744 0 .833 0 .827 0 .8 0 2 
C PR2 QMNS 0 .778 0 .839 0 .8:32 0 .8 1 G 
CP R:l QMNS 0 .834 0 .82 <1 0 .853 0 .8:37 
CP R4 QMNS 0.80G 0 .839 0 .83 0 0 .825 
CP R4 E nh a nced Q l'vl NS 0 .825 0 .85 0 0 .847 0 .8 ·11 
C PR4 3 Bin Qtvl N S 0 .74 7 0 .780 0 . 755 0 .76 I 
C PR4 5 Bi n QMN S 0 .839 0 .8G8 0 .8 38 0 .8 49 
C PR4 R a pid QMNS 0 .842 0. 820 0 .822 0 .828 
Base rVINS Base MNS 

I 

0. 849 0 .92 \ 0 .85 ·1 0 .875 
RGB Histog ram R GB Hi ::iiogrum 0 .855 0 .8 22 0 .85 3 0 .8-13 
M CCV MCCV 0. 85 2 0.9 \ 9 0 .955 0 .909 

TABLE 5.5 : Sub image Ret ri eval Met r ics - Averages 

5.6.3 Test Group 3 - Sub Image Tests 

Graph 5. 10 and Table 5.5 presents the subimage retrieval metrics (eq uat ion 5.8) froln 

the second test. Like in the previous tes t , the four CPR algori thms achieve very similar 

results with the QMNS index. CPR3 do es however have a marginally higher average 

score, even though CPR2 was designed to be bet ter at sub-image retrieval. Again Ll sing 

the Enhanced index resul ts in better performance, again by a slight amount. 

The index created with 3 bins offers worse average performance, ye t the index with 5 

bins offers better than average performance . The exp lanation behind this again may li e 

in the difference fact that more bins results in features that are more distinct ive , and 

hence are better discriminators. 

Again the Rapid index performs very well , proving that it is a very prac tical and useful 

improvement over the original signature generation varia t ion . 

The three control algorithms all perform better compared to the QMNS variations, 

with the Base MNS algorithm outperforming QMNS . Interest ingly Base MNS does not 

perform well at all scale levels, and a very good score for the normal scaled collect ion is 

not reflected in the half and double scale collect ions. A general explanation for why any 

MNS algorithm does not work well in such a situat ion is provided by the posit ioning 
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of neighbourhoods. \Vhilst the neighbourhoods are shifted randomly from their regular 

grid layout the positioning of the random subimages could be in any location, and so 

the neighbourhoods lie over different features. 

The MCCV algorithm outperforms all the others ann would perhaps have performed 

better, if not for some anomaly t hat appeared in t he results. I\ICCV scores highly. yet 

almost half of the correct images are ranked at third, 1l01le nt secolld and only four ill 

first. The same is also true for the ot her results. alt hough to a lesser extent. This would 

appear to indicate that there \\"1:1S something wrong \yit h the test harness that produced 

the results, however closer inspection of the test data indicates that the results are illdeed 

correct, and that another unknO\\"ll factor seems to han' cilusl,d t he anomaly. 

These results show that whilst using the QMNS inverted index cloes not create improved 

subimage retrieval it does provide dfective retrieval. A disappointing result is that CPR2 

does not outperform the other CPR algorithms as it was intended to. 

5.6.4 Results Analysis 

In the testing it was demonstrated that CPR2, an algorithm specifically designed for 

subimage retrieval, was not as good at subimage retrieval as CPR3, an algorithm de

signed for scale independent full image retrieval. 

The algorithms for each of the CPR algorithms are shown in section 5.3.4. All of these 

scoring techniques share a COlllmon procedure. which is t he process that determines the 

intersection of the two image's term sets. Given the illtersectioll, CPR 1 awards 1 for 

each shared term, a simple technique that ,yas designed to be equiyalent to the MNS 

scoring process (5.2). CPR2 was designed to award a high score to an image that is a 

subimage of another target image. It was assumed that the intersection between the two 

image's term sets would correspond to the set of terms for the whole <jl1ery sl1bimage 

and the set of terms that lay in the area of the target imagl' that corresponded to the 

query. 

CPR3 on the other hand was designed to award a high score to an image that contailled 

proportionally (in terms of area) the same number of terlllS as a target illlage. As such 

the target image could have been a different scale to the query since the normalisation 

applied to the term frequencies removed the physical size constraints. There was an 

underlying assumption that two images identical apart from scale would have similar 

normalised term frequencies. To ensure that the best score was awarded each term was 

weighted so that the closer the frequencies of the query and target, the higher the score. 

CPR4 is based on research from the text information retrieyal commullity and weights 

terms according to how common they are throughout a corpus. Common terms are 

deemed to have a low informational content and are given low weightings. A rare term 
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that occurs in both a quer~' and allot her document is giyen a yer)r high weighting, since 

the two documents share something in common t ha t few at hers do. 

The results from a thorough eyaluation of these techniques showed that CPR2 was ill 

fact worse than CPR3 at sub image retrieyal and also that for full scale image retrieyal 

CPR2 was better than CPR3. 'Whilst CPR4 was better than CPR2 at subimage and 

better than both CPR2 and CPR3 at full image retrieyal. the two key algorithms we 

designed performed against our expectations. 

5.6.4.1 Analysis 

In order to test the full image retrieyoJ capabilities of the algorithms it was necessary 

to use an image collection that had images at different scales. As such each image 

was scaled up by a factor of two and down by a factor of a half. Ollly the normal 

sized collection was used for queries and the images for the subimage testing were also 

extracted from this collection. The images were all scaled using the bicubic resampling 

algorithm provided with Adobe Photoshop. 

"\Vhilst this initially appeared to be sufficient further analysis has shown that lllerel)' 

resampling images does not proyide ideal test collectiolls. In an end user application a 

CBIR system may be required to retrie\'e images that have been c:reatl'cl from difi'erenl 

capture sources, such as digital cameras, scanners or at her S01ll'CC:S. The aetnal levd of 

semantic detail between two images of the same object, or scene will be clifi·ercnt. anel 

indeed greater for the image that has a higher resolution. Using software to resillllple an 

image acquired from a single sourc'e does not proyide an accurate representation of scale 

change. Using a bicubic filter to increase the size of an image ]'(~sults in t he blurring of 

pixels and when decreasing the size artifacts that would not 1)(' presellt in an origillal 

small scale image are introduced. 

The effect of image reduction is not as seriolls as enlargemellt since information is being 

removed, and there is no way that any algorithm can add illfonnation to an illlagp 

without knowledge of the object, or scene that the image represents. The :---1NS algorithm 

suffers badly from the blurring effect of enlarged images very ]mclly, since the patch size 

used is constant. As the image is enlarged colour boundaries and t.extures are blnrred 

and once the image is scaled by a factor equal to t he pixel widt h, or height, of a patch, 

every patch in the image will become unimodal. 

In MNS the RGB2 features will gradually separat.e and become more sparse, but when 

quantised into Q:---1KS terms such artifact.s begin to cause problems. Since terms in 

QMNS are not associated to one another once a feature in HG B2 space moves over a 

bin partition it becomes a new unrelated term. \Vhilst t.here will oft.en be enough terms 

in an image to mask this effect it is the terms that occur infrequent ly that carry a high 

discriminatory power that are affected the most. 
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Expected Term Sets Actual Term Sets 

Case 1: Exact image match 

Q 0 Q 0 0 

Case 2: Images match, query is smaller 

Q Q) 0 Q cQ) 0 

Case 3: Images match, query is larger 

Q @ 0 Q 0 0 

Case 4: Exac1 Sub-image ma1ch 

Q Q) 0 Q 0 0 

Case 5: Sub-image match, query scale is smaller 

Q 0 0 Q 0 0 

Case 6: Sub-image match, query scale is larger 

Q CD 0 Q @ 0 

FIGURE 5.11: Ql\1NS Term Intersections - Correct Query Cases 

Diagram 5.11 presents the six cases for a query and correct target image for sub-image 

and full-image retrieyal together with Venn diagram representations of the QMNS term 

sets. It is the intersection of the two sets that. is considered in the scoring process. The 

left hand column giyes example images, the central coluIYm shows the ideal sets that 

might be expected and the right hand column giYes the sets as they are more likely to 

be. 

The overall effect of this is that the actual intersection of t he two Sf'ts dops Dot necessarily 

correspond to the image area shared by both images. Boill illlages lIlay have tcrllls that 

aren't present in the other, and for subimagc queries the shared terms might not just 

be from the common area, but could be from anywhere in ilw image. Diagram !i.12 

illustrates how terms from the image could be located in ilw sets. 

The the location of the subimage within the target will change the effectiveness of the 

query. The example shown in figure 5.12 shows a subimage that does not encompass 

an entire segment of an image. Figure 5.13 shows a subimage where an entire object is 

within the subimage. The terms that form the main object area are not present in the 

area outside the subimage, making this image very well suited to the CPR2 algorithm, 

but far less so for CPR3. CPR3 picks out another very similar image before the correct 

target because it has more of the green colour in it. 
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A part icularly important factor in the success of subimage retrieval wit ll CPR2 is t hat 

t he number of terms present in the query subimage should be fairly low , and that they 

do not occur in t he large majori ty of images in the collection. If t here are a large number 

of terms then it is highly likely that there will be a large number of images that share 

at least some of t hem in common. 

Another general problem that exists is t he file format used to store images . As a lossy 

image storage algorithm the JPEG encoding system modifies changes the informat ion in 

an image so that it is compressed more. JPEG uses a DCT (Discrete Cosine Transfonna

tion) operation on pixel blocks that are 8x8 pixels - the same as IVINS neighbourhoods. 

Figure 5. 14 shows an extract of an image and the same image enlarged and enhanced , 

clearly showing the ar tifacts introduced through encoding. The image collect ion used in 

test ing QIVINS has been encoded us ing JPEG . 

5.6.4.2 Solutions 

The scoring mechanism could itself be altered to allow for better retr ieval by introducing 

penalties for images that do not match all of the terms in a query image . The IVINS 
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F IGU RE 5 .14 : JPEG Art ifacts 

scoring algorithm adds a fixed penalty for every query feature not matched to a targe t 

image feature (within a certain distance in RGB2 space), and adding a fixed penalty 

for every QMNS term not matched in query is equivalent . Terms that do occ ur In 

both images may also be penalised if the fi:·equencies are not valid for the query. A 

subimage should not have more of a particular term than a correct target image and 

so CPRl and CPR2 could also penalise excessively large query frequencies when the 

term is also present (in lower frequencies) in the target image. ·Whilst so me correct , a nd 

relevant, images would be penalised because of the sensitivity of the QMNS quantisatiol1 

procedure to slightly differences in the position of patches (as described in t he previous 

section) non-relevant images would be penalised even more. 

A system where spatial information was recorded together with t he QMNS term s wo uld 

considerably help subimage retrieval by indicating which terms shou ld occ ur together ill 

an image and which shouldn 't. This , however , would be a very diffi cul t tFl sk to approach 

and would result in an equally difficult implementation. 

Ultimately the end application should be considered further. T he su bimage tes ts run 

for the QMNS evaluation used subimages that were selected a t random from the tes t 

collection , and whilst this was still a valid approach many of the subimages were not of 

high level (semantic) objects in t he or iginal image . Many were from areas of images t hat 

contained little detail , and did not correspond to salient regions, or objects . A subimage 

of an object in a scene is far more likely to contain feat ures tha t are not present elsewhere 

in the image than a randomly selected subimage. Since CPR2 is sensit ive to regions in 

images that are homogenous future subimage queries should be designed to better reflec t 

the needs of the user. 

A typical users subimage query would be of an object in an image, and the purpose of 

a query would be to retrieve images in which that object occurred - for example the 

original image. A subimage query might also be to ret rieve images in which a part icular 

texture occurs, in which case the query might be of a homogenous region . 
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5.6.5 Test Conclusion 

There are many tests that could have been nUl, howe\'er the original aim of this work 

\vas to show that retrieval performed using a Q~E\S feature stored in an inverted index 

and retrieved using a CPR algorithm was as good as using a standardized technique 

such as an RGB Histogram, or a CCV. 

The first test was to determine indexing times and shows that \yhilst 1\1N8 is a slow 

algorithm for signature generation, there are improvements tlwt can be made that de

crease the indexing time without affecting retrieval effectiwllcsS. and that significantly 

increase the retrieval effectiveness 'without affecting indexing time. Interpolated rccall 

and precision graphs for overall test results ami graphs for individual queries are shown 

with explanations for the particular responses. 

The second test introduces tlw Q~I;\S CPR algorithms and also the two differellt wrsiOllS 

of the index. A QMNS index based on the Enhanced M:,\S anel the Rapid I\IN8 (rU) 

variations are introduced to see whether the results achieved in the first test are carried 

through to the second test. The comparison was against an RGB Histogram, a CCV 

and a Multiscale CCV. All versions of QMNS perform better than just the Base IVINS 

variation, and offer retrieval that is approximately equal to the other three algorithms. 

The test demonstrated that CPR3 is not as well suited to scale invariant full image 

retrieval as CPRI and CPR2. but that CPR4 is the best. 

The final test compares the same algorithms as the second. usillg one ll1lmlred rallclomly 

selected subimages. Algorithms are rated according to how lllallY of the COIT('ct images 

are retrieved at high level rankings. The results arc disappointing since the CPR2 

retrieval algorithm was intended to be hetter at subimagc lllatching than the others, 

and the difference between all Q~lI\S versions is negligible. 

Overall the tests do demonstrate that the QI\1l\S and CPR algorithms do achic\'(~ the 

same and better levels of retrieval accuracy, as measured using recall amI precisiol1 

metrics. The scale invariancy of the algorithms appears to be good, although the ('xtel1t 

of the scale testing was not rigorous. A particular aspect that was not examined in these 

tests was how well the inverted index managed with difi'erillg sizes of image collectiol1 

in terms of retrieval speed. This needs to be tested in the future, since it is a key 

requirement of the index that it scales well. 

5.7 Multimodal Patch Retrieval 

After testing the configurations possible with bi-modal patches, we extended QI\1l\8 to 

accept uni- and tri-modal patches, where the modality refers to colour. Implementation

ally this was a matter of adjusting the rules which determine what the clusters found 
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by the mean-shift. The binary signature was already capable of storing multiple modes 

for each feature, which left only the modifications to the qU<lntisatioll process. For each 

mode the term label was generated b~' concatenating the relevant 2 digit bin number 

from each colour a.-xis together, resulting in an integer of the form RRGGBB. The label 

for each mode was t hen concatenated forming a 6. 12. or 18 digit label. The frequenc~' 

for each bin was incremented for every feature present in the bin of that modality. Sillce 

the algorithm no longer just retrieYed colour pairs, the CPR (Colour Pair Retrie\'al) 

name \vas dropped in favour of Cl\fR - Colour l\Iode Retrieval. 

5.7.1 IVlultimodal Patch Retrieval Testing 

Two types of test were performed for t his component of the research: Full and sub-image 

retrieval. Both types of testing included onl~' the origillal scale image set with the same 

image categories as before. 

\Ve chose to test the effectiveness of our algorithms at subimage retrieval by creating a 

set of subimages selected by potential users from the image collection. By using people 

to select the subimages, rat her than extracting random regions from random images. 

the test set created contains objects that are representative of t)'pical queries - in almost 

all cases the selection bounds an object in the image. Ten sllbjects were selected amI 

asked to choose 9 images from t he complete image collection at random, and one fmt her 

image was provided from the categories for each of the subjccts. The subjects were then 

able to select a region in each of the images at random (carc \\"as taken to t'nsnre that 

no two subjects selected the same objPct in an image) which formed the subimage. 

\Ve compared our algorithms, and each of the parameter \'aria tions, against a G4 hill 

RGB colour histogram, a 64 bin CCV amI a G4 bin multiscalar CCV [25]. Two of the 

parameter sets v,'ere selected from the analysis prescnted in t he previous sect ion. The 

first used 8x8 pixel patches with a minimum mode size of G pixels and a mean shift 

window of 22. The secolld useu IGxlG pixel patches with a minimulll mode sizc of 10 

pixels and a mean shift willdow of 22. For both of these configurations indexes were 

generated that contained the following combinations of modalities: uni-, bi-, tri-, uni

and bi-, bi- and tri-, and uni-,bi- and tri-modal, resulting in 12 different configurations. 

Each of these variations was tested with each of the four CMR retrieval algorithms, 

forming a complete test set of 48 QMNS tests and 3 histogram tests. 

5.7.2 Analysis of Multimodal Terms 

In text retrieval, word terms carry a great deal of semantics on their own, unlike our 

colour feature terms. However, both types of term share the notion that a term that 
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Algorithm 
RGB 
CCV 

l\lCCV 

Tillle(s) 
0.109 
0.426 
1.001 

Algorit hlll 
Ql\lNS. 8x8. modes: 1 

Q1\l1\'S. 8x8. modes: 1.2 
Ql\1!\S, 8x8. modes: 1.2.3 

Algorithm Time(s) 
Ql\Il\'S, l(ix16, modes: 1 4.55G 

Ql\lNS, 16x16. modes:1,2 4.()39 
Q1\lNS. 16x16. l1lodes:1.2.3 4.872 

TABLE 5.G: Awrage Illlage Indexing Tillles 

Time( s) 
1.207 
1.318 
1.324 

9G 

occurs infrequently throughout a corpus as a whole, yet occurs many times in one par

ticular document, is very likely to be of importance to the information content of that 

document. That term is said to have a high discriminatory power. 

In QMNS the modalities of the terms directly affect their discriminatory power. \Vhen 

a quantisation factor of 4 is used with the 3 channels of RGB there are onl)' G4 (43 ) 

possible uni-modal terms, but 409G (46 ) bi-modal and 262144 (4D) tri-modal terms. The 

higher the modality the higher the information content and the more discriminating the 

term. However, there will also be far fewer of these high-modality terms. 

There are only a fixed number of patches, and hence indi\'idual terms, III an Image. 

and so it is desirable to maximise the number of high-modalit)· terms that are created 

by the I\1I\S algorithm and also the qU<Lntisation procedure. Q!\ll\'S has a 111ll1lber of 

parameters that directly affect generation of the ,\1:\8 features: The size of a patch 

controls the maximum number of patches and hence features in an image, t he size of the 

mean shift window controls the colour clustering of pixels within a patch, and an integer 

parameter determines the minimum number of pixels t hat must belong to a cluster for 

it to be classed as a mode. 

By increasing the window size the size, and separation. of the mode clusters will increase. 

This should result in an increase in the lllllnber of patches that have a low number of 

modes, and to a point, the number of different terms anel their frequencies will increa,c;f' 

before decreasing as the mean shift blurs the patches - nltilllateiy resnlting in 100% 

unimodal patches. 

Once all 1\1:'\S features have been generated the qualltisation factor will determine the 

number of unique terms (the vocabulary) of an image. It is desirable to have a vocabulary 

where each term has the best balance of discrimination and occurrence, and if, by using 

a high factor, there are too many terms, each term may be highly discriminatory but 

may only occur a few times across an entire corpus. A low factor would lead to a small 

vocabulary of terms that would occur many times in all images. Either situation will 

lead to poor retrie\'al results, and so the best balance needs to be determined. 
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Quantisation U ni-l\lodal Bi-l\Jodal Tri-l\Jodal Proportion 
Factor l\laximum Actual l\Jaxilllulll Actual l\1iuinl\llll Actual 

3 27 23 729 211 196K) 1517 0.OtlS7 
4 64 52 4096 561 2G2L14 271 0.0033 
5 125 93 15625 1222 105:3125 423 0.0008 

TABLE 5.7: Vocabulary Sizes for Diflering Quant isa t ion Factors. Parameters used were 
8x8 pixel patches, 22 ",illdo\\' size and lllillimum 6 pixels per mode. 

The remainder of this sect.ion presents an anal~'sis of Ql\Il\S parameter changes. and the 

effect this has on the distribution of terms in the corpus. Inckxes were generated using 

the collection of 769 photographic images known as t he 'general' collection. 

The generation of Ql\1l\S feature terms is not as fast as the generation of any of the 

three histogram algorithms, however it is still a relatively fast procedure. as shown in 

table 5.6. The index times for the larger 16x16 pixel patches are slower because the 

mean shift algorithm (an O(N2) algorithm) is slow when used with a large llUll1ber of 

data points. 

In total 43 different parameter changes v,'ere made. 23 of the yuriations used 8x8 pixel 

patches, and the other 20 used 16x16 pixel patches. In the 8x8 group the minilllum 

mode size was varied from 5 to 8 and the mean shift window size from 11 to 55 (in steps 

of 11), and additionally the quantisation factor was te:;ted at 2.3 and 5 diyisions. The 

16x16 group had a minimum mode size yariation from 10 to 25 in steps of 5, and the 

same mean shift window changes. 

Table 5.7 shows the maximum number of terms created by difi'ering fact.ors. and also 

the actual number generated in the index. As the qm1lltisation factor inCl'eases the 

proportion of terms actually present drops exponelltially, as expected. 

The two graphs in figure 5.15 illustrate how changing the two main parameter::; afi'ed::; 

the distribution of terms in the index. In both graphs the left axis correspollcis to ullique 

terms - the vocabulary - and the axis on t he right correspollCls to the actual Illullber of 

terms, both values as generated in our image collectioll. As the window size is increased 

the number of unique terms increases across all modes, up to a __ alue of 33, where it 

starts to recede again. The number of ulli-modal patc:hc::; cOlltinually increases due to 

the blurring effects of the mean shift, coupled by a reduction ill the nurnber of bi-modal 

and tri-modal patches. Ultimately all patches in the image would become uni-modal. 

Increasing the minimum pixels per mode has the effect of reducing the number of different 

terms in the index, which occurs as the number of pixel::; required for a cluster to be 

classed as a mode increases. At yalues of 7 and 8 there are no tri-modal features, however 

at lower __ alues their numbers increase rapidly, and become more abundant t han the 

unique uni- and bi-modal patches. The total number of tri-rnodal features in t he index 

doesn't increase as rapidly, and at its greatest, peaks at 15687, representing just 1% of 

all the features in the index. This indicates that there are too lIlany different tri-moclal 
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features in the index. and they occur too infrequently to have a high discriminatory 

power in retrieval. 

\Vhen the terms from a complete index are ranked by frequency and plotted on log scales 

they form nearly straight curves, indicating that they fit to a Zipfian distribution [148], 

as do other collections such as the frequency of words. This distribution of text terms 

led to the use of a log weighting in the TF jIDF weighting algorithm, and the presence 

of such a distribution in our feature terms indicates that Cl\lRi should be well suited 

to feature term retrieval. 

Our approach in this analysis has been to take a starting point. namely the parameter 

set of 8x8patches, shift winduw of 22 and 8 minimum pixels per mode, and vary the 

parameters in order to determine the best distribution of feature terms. Our aim was to 

achieve a balance of uni-, bi-, and tri-modal terms, such that the discriminatory power 

of each was highest. A tradeoff that took into account the blurring effect of the mean 

shift at large patch sizes and large ,vindow sizes, the increased level of noise added by a 

low minimum pixel count per mode and a suitable quantisation factor led us to adopt 

the following two parameters sets for the evaluation: 
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FIGURE 5.15: Top: Effect of I\lodifying t.he Size of the Mean Shift Window. lVlinimum 
pixels per mode fixed at 6. Bottom: Effect of I\10difying the Size of the l\linimum Pixels 

per Mode. Mean shift window size fixed at 22. 
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• SxS pixel patches, 22 mean shift ,yindow, G minimum pixels per mode 

• 16x16 pixel patches, 22 mean shift window, 10 minimum pixels per mode 

Due to the large number of tests run, not all results will be shown in this section. Instead 

the most important comparisons are presented. These include comparisons between the 

Cl\1R retrieval algorithms. the modes used in retrievaL and the size of patch used. 

5.7.3 Full Image Tests 

Figure 5.17 shows an example of a full image query. Along the top of the figure are the 

6 images ii'om the Sea Vlodd category, the image on the far left being the query. Below 

them are t he top S images returned by 5 of the algorit hms tested. The parameters for 

the QMNS examples \vere SxS pixel patches wit h a window size of 22. All three modes 

were used in the retrievaL 

Figure 5.1S shows recall and precision CUl'\'es for a single query (shown in figure 5.17). 

averaged values for all queries in a category and averaged \'alnes for all catpgories. The 

further to the top right that a recall-precision cmw ext-em]s, the better t hp retric\'al. 

In the example all of the algorithms perform very welL with C~lR4 just possessing the 

most area under the cun'e. The category average shows how the differcnt algorithms 

start to separate out, with C~\'lR4 as the clear best. Graph(c) shows the an~raged ('\ll'VCS 

for all queries over all image catpgories, and how the CCV algorithm is t he on~rall best. 

In figure 5.19, chart (a) shm\'s that using uni-, bi- and tri- modal patchps in an image 

provides significantly better retrieval results than tri-modal patches alone. \\Then RxR 

pixel patches are used very few tri-modal patches are extmctr~d from an image, resulting 

in the very low score for the first variation. This is also shown in chart(b), where a full 

comparison of modes is given. Each of the tests was run using 8x8 patches and a window 

size of 22. The use of uni- and bi-modal patches alone provides very good retrieval 

capabilities, and when combined together the results are better still. As expected from 
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FIGuRE 5.16: Frequency Distribution of Terms Across a Corpus 
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Full Image Retrieva l Example 

Algorithm Resul ts 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RGB Histogram 

CCV 
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OMNS CM R3 

OMNS CM R4 

F IGU RE 5.17: F\IlI Image Q uery Exa mple 

the analysis of term distribut ion , using tri-modal patches makes no difference to the 

results at all , only slowing down t he retrieval t ime by adding more feat ure terms to the 

query. 

5.7.4 Subimage Tests 

Figure 5.20 presents an example of a sub-image query in the same mallner as the full

image query example. At the top is the sub-image used as the qllery and its parent 

image. The RGB histogram and ClVIR3 both attempt to match the image signat ures 

based on the propor t ion of t he image that contains a cer tain feat ure. As such both 

retrieve images that cont ain a large proportion of features present in the query as well 

as other unrelated features. The MCCV performs in a similar fashion, but has retrieved 

the correct image first due to the use of multiple CCV histograms from the parent image . 

Both CMR2 and CMR4 retrieve images that contain the query feat ures a t any frequency, 

including images that have a substantial number of other feat ures . 

Whilst t he MCCV is the best algorithm for retrieving the correct parent image at t he top 

rank (42% of the images , compared with 31 % for CMR2 and CMR4 and 19% for CMR3) 

the overall effectiveness of each algorit hm at retrieval is measured using equat ion 5.8 and 

by plotting the percentage of images retrieved to rank N. F igure 5.21 shows ret rieval 

curves for each algorithm. Similar to recall and precision curves, the area under the cm ve 

indicates overall effectiveness with a larger value corresponding to a better algorithm. 

MCCV is the best up to rank 10 after which the number of images correct ly retrieved 

star ts to drop , whereas for CMR2 and CMR4 this drop off is more grad ual. By rank 20 

CMR4 has retrieved 4% more correct Images than MCCV and 3% more than CMR2. 
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::\Ieasuremellts such as this are yer~' useful since a typical user ma~' not wish to new 

more than 20 images before deciding their qlJer~' has not been successfully. 

Test results between different parameter sets appear similar to the full image results. 

Retrieyal using onl~' tri-modal patches proves to be poor. especially when using 8x8 

pixel patches, due to the low number of terms. As before, \\"hen comparing aCTOSS olle 

parameter set and only yarying the modalities of patches retrieyed, the use of both llni

and bi-modal patches is the best combination. The characteristics of C:t\IR2 ensure that 

it performs better than the other CI\IR algor it hms. alt hOllgh this is by a small margill. 

Cl\1R3 performs \vorst, confirming the need to restrict its use to full-image retricyal. 

Of the four Cl\1R algorithms C::\IR-1 is the owrall best, being equivalent to C:t\1R2 at 

subimage retrieval, a task for which it was purposely designeci. It is also better thall 

both C::\·IR2 and Cl\1R3 at full image retrieyal, but due to changes in the parameters 

Gt'l'lR3 is often not the best algorithm at this task. The results for CMR-1 compare to 

text retrieval results that show that 'IF /IDF is suited to both sub-documellt queries 

(such as keywords) and full document comparisons. 
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FIGURE 5.18: Full Image Recall and Precision Curves: The recall and precision 
data shown was taken from the tests for Ql\1I'\S when t.he parameters were as follows: 

8x8 pixel patches, modes: 1,2 and 3, window size:22 
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FIGU RE 5 ,20: Subimage Query Example 
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On the use of different colour modes for retrieval, table 5.8 shows a qu ick cornparison of 

one parameter set which is consistent wi th others. Tri-modal patches are of li tt le use 0 11 

their own, and when combined with others do nothing to enhance performance. Using 

bi-modal patches alone is bet ter than just uni-modal patches, but when combined there 

is a distinct improvement . 

This section has presented an analysis of the distribution of colour feat ure terms stored 

in an inverted index . Parameters that directly affect the distribut ion weI' varied and the 

effects measured. The aim of the analysis was to determine t he parameter set t hat would 

provide a balanced distribut ion of feature terms between the modali ties of the colour 

features . In order to be effective in retrieval, features must be selected that have a high 
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Modes Used Sub image score Full image score 
C~IR2 C~IR3 C~IIi.4 C:\lH2 Cl\IR3 Cl\IR4 

1.2 0.S05 0.737 0.0 0.412 0.:{S9 0.457 
1, 2, 3 0.805 0.737 0.79D 0.413 0.389 0.457 

2 0.720 0.558 O.7()(i 0.:)04 0.338 0.397 
2, 3 0.719 O.5S8 0.706 0.3Gcl CU38 0.397 

1 0.608 0.661 O.GlS 0.324 (1.33"1 0.36 
3 0.010 0.01 0.01 O.OHi 0.013 0.011 

TABLE 5.S: Retrieval Effectiveness of :\Iodes. Full illlHge Illet ric t "ken frolll the result s 
for 8xS pixel patches using a window of22 Hlld lllinilllulll pixels per 1l1Ode of () ",hell 
using CMR4. Sub image metric taken from the smIle parallletl'r set whell using Cl\IR2. 

power of discrimination, and. based on the C111alysis. paramder sets were chosen. Four 

retrieval algorithms are compared, using two common t~'IWS of ('xiUnple ba.sed qucries -

the full image and sub image queries. Comparisons are also Illade betwcen the llse of 

uni-, bi- and tri-modal feature terms. The retrieval algorithllls Cl\IR2 and CI\IR3 were 

designed to be superior to the original C~IRl algorithm at s111) image and full image 

retrieval respectively. \Vhilst both are indeed 1Jetter than C\lR 1, in many cases Cl\IR;{ 

is not better than Cl\IR2 at full image retrieval. The fourth algorithm, CI\1R4, that is 

derived from work from the text retrieval community, proves to be equal to bot h Cl\IR 2 

and CI\1R3. An evaluation of the performance of some of the parameter sets has also 

demonstrated that using the more specific tri-modal terms is not as effective as using 

either uni- or bi-modal terms. The combinat.ion of the two lower order terms is showll 

to be more effective than either on their own, or when combined with the higher order 

term. 

5.8 Summary 

This chapter has introduced QJ\E\S - the Quantised Multimodal Neighbourhood Sig

nature. \iVe have extended the I\1I\S algorithm by first quantising the original feature 
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FIGURE 5.21: Sub Image Query Curves: For each algorithm the curve shows the 
percentage of the 100 subimages that were retrieved within rank N 
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space, and then by allowing different modali t ies of colour of the underlying RGB feature. 

Tests have been run to compare different types of retrieval algori thm including TF*IDF 

style scoring. 

The key findings in this chapter have been: 

• MNS Signature Generation: The number of neighbour pixe ls pa. 'sed to t il meatt 

shift can be reduced to 30% without a negative effect on the ret ri eval acc uracy, allCl 

if the mean shift window size is set at 11 the average precision is almost dOllbled . 

• Algorithm Comparison: The base form of MNS doe not perform a.8 well as either 

the RGB or CCV histograms, but with the modificatiolls stated in the previous 

point the results are equivalent. The four forms of QMNS retri eval are shown , 

and it is CPR4, which uses TF*IDF scor ing which is t he b st. Subimage retri eval 

for the QMNS algorithms is at bes t equivalent to re.· ul ts prov ided by an RGB 

histogram, although the normal MNS algori thm is better. T he MCCV is show n 

to be much bet ter than any of t he other algorithms. 

• QMNS Extension: Quantising multi-modal QMNS features lead -. to better perfor

mance when the uni- and bi-modal patch s are used . Tri-modal patches ori el' very 

poor performance due to their rareness in images . 



Chapter 6 

Generalised Feature Indexing 

6.1 Introduction 

The tradeoff between retrieval accuracy and retrieval response is one that needs to be 

considered carefully, and is highly dependant on the retrieval application. 'Where SOllle' 

systems may require very accurate retrieval (for example medical imaging) and real time 

queries are not an issue, others require very fast response times (for example internet 

search engines) but may not need to retrieve all relevant documents. 

Sequentially comparing the signatures of a small Dumber of documents is inexpcnsive, 

but the large number of documents that applications are reCjllired to search through, 

and the amount of information that we clesircc to search through, makes this approach 

redundant. A solution is to index documents in some manner, so that the am01111t of 

information that must be searched through is considerably less per document. Section 

2.7 introduced some of the techniques for indexing image signatures so that they may 

be retrieved more rapidly. The section following t his shows how the text retrieval l'Olll

munity (and indeed all of us) have been indexing text dOClllllcllts for celltnrics, aJl(1 how 

this has been translated into the ilwerted index which allows lllodern text retrieval to 

be so rapid for such large corpora. 

The previous chapter introduced the global, colour, image feature Q~1~S, that el1Jploys 

an inverted index in which to store image features. \~'hilst not the first feature indexed in 

such a manner, it is nonetheless novel in its use of colour patches. The conversion of the 

feature into a format that was acceptable by the index was a relatively straightforward 

process, and rather than showing a degradation in retrieval performance, the feature 

generally performed better. \Vhat were the processes involved in the indexing of this 

feature, and how can this be applied to other features? 

Inverted indexes store terms ., any distinct, countable, element of a document, be it a 

word in the English language or the RGB colour 255,0,0. The second section looks at 

105 
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the space in which features exist and categorises the differcnt techniques c1Ynilable for 

discretising this space so that feature terms can be generated. and stored in the illdex. 

Q:\1NS was quantised using a simple, regular. algorithm. but could it lU1\'e benefited 

from a different technique? '''hen populated by all the documents in a corpus, the 

feature space of a good feature will contain clusters of documents - slwwing that those 

documents share some form of content. 

Given a particular feature, quantisation algorithm and document collection there nrc 

still many changes that can be made to improY(~ retric\'al from an inverted index. In 

particular the coarseness of quantisation will change the lHlmher of unique terms that 

the feature space is divided into, The fomth section looks at the tradeoft· to be made 

between the number of terms (directly related to the retrieval :-;peed) alld the retri('\"al 

accuracy. 

In text information retrieval the terms specificity and exhaustivity refer to the power 

of discrimination of the index. An index can be said to be specific if users are able t.o 

retrieve those few documents that are highly relevant, whilst an exhaustive index will 

contain many more less relevant topics. This relates directly to the recall and prcci:-;ion 

metrics discussed in chapter 2.8. 

6.2 Term Distribution Tests Index Generation 

The previous chapter examines a large number of QM;'\S configurations, which allJOllgst 

other variables, look how the modes are extracted from patches, and what constitutes a 

mode as opposed to noise. This showed clearly that the Enhanced l\1NS version, which 

produces a larger number of modes due to a small mean-shift willdow size, is w~ry guod. 

This section extends the testing of mode creation by introducing another variable - the 

threshold pixel value that determines whether a cluster forms a mode. 

For this test set the window size was varied from G to ::l;) in steps of 5, the mode pixd 

threshold from 2 to 10 in steps of I, and the Cjuantisatiolll(~vel (bins) from 2 to 9 in steps 

of 1. This produced 504 indexes, all of \yhic:h were testeel witlJ the 5 image categories. 

In this set only the bi-modal patches are extracted. 

For each index the Zipfian distribution v,"as generated, ane! the logest (a function that 

determines the power-law coefficient), average precision, term count and vocabulary sizes 

collated. To many to present here, the results have becll reduced to illustrate the eft'ect 

on the retrie,"al performance and distribution that the variables have. 

The first comparison is between the minimum pixels per mode and the window SIze. 

The quantisation level is fixed at 8 bins Figure 6.1 shows this data set in two graphs, 

both have the minimum pixels on the x axis, and the window size as the series. The 

graph on the left shows the resulting average precision, and that on the right shows 
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the vocabulary size - the two measures directly relat ing to retrieval p rformance. In all 

window sizes the vocabulary size naturally drops as the number of pixels require I to 

form a cluster increases , however the average precision does not drop as dramatically. 

The second pair of graphs, in figure 6.2 holds the windows size a t 20 , and shows t he 

number of bins in the series. 'vVe see that t he higher the number of bins , th better the 

average precision , up to 8 bins. The higher quantisation fac tor has a direct effect on 

the vocabulary size, but the minimum pixels per mode has an interesting effect on this 

measure, causing peaks and troughs in the curve. 

The last pair of graphs in figure 6.3 also shows that the qu antisation level alone docs not 

have a huge effect on the average precision , but does on the vocabulary size. T he la.rge 

peaks in the vocabulary at high and low window as the quant isat ion level increases size 

demonstrate a particular sensitivity in the clustering process . 

The data shown in this section serves to underline the need for qu antitat ive analysis of 

features when quant ising. The changes in the variables show definite t rends, however 

there are many local maxima and minima occmring irregularly that might d isru pt at

tempts to model t he performance or vocabulary size. A key unknown variable that will 

influence this data is the pixel colour distribution of the image collec tion as a whole; 

given a different set of images the overall curve t rends may be similar, but wit h a difFerent 

local structure. 

An overall view of t he tests is presented in the following four graphs. F igure 6.4 shows 

the Logest and the to tal number of terms plotted again t t he average prec ision for a ll 

504 indexes. Both graphs show a strong positive correla tion, as docs the right halld 

graph in figure 6.5 for vocabulary. On the left of t his figure is a p lot of vocablli ary 

against the Logest of the distribution which , apart from a few outliers , shows a very 

clear correlation between the two measures . 
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10 

The second chapter int roduced the fact that t he English language, and indee 1 a llY 

natural language , has an interesting distribution of terms. T here are on ly a few words 

which occur very frequently, yet a great number which occur very in frequent ly. 

Such Zipfian distributions have a natural compatibili ty with inver ted indexe .. T his is 

because those terms which occur very frequent ly are not good cl iscrim inato rs, and are 

unable to distinguish between documents - which m akes the index effi cient to li se, since 

there the less frequent terms will have much shorter posting li sts, and allows tenlls to be 

removed completely from the index. Exactly why the Zipfian distribu tion is important 

will be explained in the next sect ion. P resented here is an analysis of the d ist ributi on of 

feature t erms, which will allow a par t icular featme to be engineered to fi t into an index 

such t hat the trade-off between retrieval speed and retr ieval accuracy is balauced . 

Like text indexes , inverted indexes that store feat m e terms can be pr un d so that term. ' 

that are not good discriminators are not stored. T his is very important for inverted 

indexes since each query term involves a relat ively expensive index lookup . The stop

words in text indexes are noted in a negat ive dict ionary, and are not stored in t he ma ill 

index, nor are t hey used in queries. They are both words that are very common - A, OR, 
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IF (function words) - and words that are very rare - PH ENo rvI EN O LOG ICA L . T hese words 

lie at either end of the rank-frequency term graph (see section 2.7.1 for a discussioll 

on Zipf and rank-frequency graphs) and have feat ure based coun terpar ts - for exa mp le 

very bright (near whi t ) and very dark (near black) pixel colours tend to occur 111 st 

fr equently and in all images, yet colours such as spring gTeen (in RGB va lues t his is 

ROOOG255B127) occur very rarely. 

Words in natural language conform to the Zipfian distribution , which means that the 

stop-word list can b e genera ted automatically by looking at t he ten n dist ribu t ion of a 

corpus . The frequency distribution of the terms (bins) of a some histogram features may 

not be Zipfian, which makes this procedure more difficul t. Histogram fea ture:,; hav a raw 

count of features in feature space. For the RGB his togram t his is t he count for each of 

the different 16 ,581,375 R ,G ,B values from each image. For QMNS th is is a combina t ion 

of uni-modal , bi-modal and tri-modal patch co unts, resul t ing in a discrete feat ur 'pace 

of approximately 4.55.1021 possible points. These feat ure spaces are qllant ised iu to billS, 

resulting in a set of feature terms representing an image, or an ent ire corp us. Cha nging 

t he method of quantising the feature space will res ult in a different set of feat ure term s, 

and a different distribution . 

Throughout t his discussion three simple image feat ures sha ll be used - t he RGB colour 

histogram , the CCV colour histogram and the QM S a lgori thm . All t hree of t hese 

algori thms have simple feature spaces where t he effects of changes can be seen eas ily in 
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the distributions. For each algorithm a set of indexes were created, with each sub-index 

differing in yocabulary size. For each index rank-frequenc~' data was generated, and all 

category tests were run, resulting in the data analysed in the following section. 

6.3.1 Effect of the Vocabulary Size on Feature Term Distributions 

\Vhen the number of diyisions along each quanti sa ble axis is illcreased, the term vocal)

ulary - the number of different, unique. feature terms - naturally increases. The lilllit 

to the number of di\·isions that may be made is set olll)· h)' the representation (the 

datatype) of the feature space. As such, the integer RGB colour space used in the CCV 

and RGB Histogram is limited to 255 divisions, providing over IG million different terms. 

QI\lNS also uses RGB colour space. howen~L the integtT valu('s haw been clustered awl 

averaged using the mean shift algorithm. and each point ill this space is recorded as a 

triple of doubles. Having 8 bytes, a double provides a resolutioll of 1.8 . WEll alld a 

potential vocabulary of approximately 1.0 . lOG,,! III realit)· there is no need to go to 

this resolution, or anywhere near it, and t he useful nmge is actually below 10 divisiolls, 

providing a more realistic vocabulary size of 1 billion terms or less. 

This peak was determined by adjusting the divisions parameter for QI\1.\'S. ranging frOlll 

2 divisions up to 10 in steps of 1 and from 10 divisions to l()O ill steps of [j, as well as 

an additional division at the limit - 255. Both of the RGB features were also tested, 

with the RGB histogram ranging from 3 to 200 (in llllC'V(,ll steps) divisions awl the 

CCV ranging from 1 to 8 'divisions'. The use of quotes here is clue to the 1l0tiOll of a 

division in the CCV algorithm: Rather than being elefilH,d as the number of partitiolls 

created along each axis, the CCV 'divisions' define the llllllllwr of bits that each colonr 

channel will be reduced into. 3 bits would result in 2:3 = 8 divisions per axis, resulting 

in a total yocabulary of (23 ).3 ·2 = 128. The factor of 2 at the clId is because the CCV 

contains two histograms - the cohCTent anel the 'lncohcn:nt COlIl]lOllents. The set of values 

assigned to the division parameter for the histogram and the CCV is lilllit<~d by each 

algorithm's implementations, alld ill these tests each featmc spa('e was Cjualltised beyolld 

useful limits in order to gather data about the nature of the terlll distrilJutiolls. In SOlllP 

cases the size of the image signature was bigger than the illlage itself, and a single index 

query took minutes. 

Table 6.1 gives outline data from the tests, showing the changes in each indexes term 

distribution according to the vocabulary size. For clarity the data in this table has been 

kept brief, refer to table E.1 for the complete data. Note that the average precision 

value for the histogram at 255 divisions is absent: The histogram comparison function 

was unable to cope with the number of bins. The columns should be read as follows: 

1 Since floating point arithmetic is performed using a 48bit mantissa and a Wbit exponent the actual 
accuracy of the number is less than this value suggests. 
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Histogram 4 64 56 0.875 17062 22.2 0.8080 0.2:n 
10 1000 689 0.689 93486 121.6 0.9847 0.441 
60 216000 102567 0.475 3Ci94780 4804.7 0.9994 0.53S 

127 2048383 754151 0.368 12818258 ] CiCi83.4 1.0000 0.5·1:3 
255 16581375 1317793 0.079 18033G73 2:~450.8 1.0000 

CCV 1 16 16 1. 000 7431 9.66 0.7408 0.137 
2 128 100 0.781 210GG 27.39 0.9051 0.331 
4 8192 3151 0.385 248145 :i22.74 0.9954 0.4.'15 
6 524288 120182 0.229 3:{03475 540G.Ci7 0.99.'10 O.fiS·j 
8 33554432 1365400 0.041 lS()G94G9 23497.36 0.9976 0.57·1 

QMNS 5 1.97E+06 3173 1.61E-03 65.'181 87.39 0.9952 0.471 
10 l.OOE+09 19762 1.97E-05 149916 194.95 0.9991 O.51:i 
20 5.12E+11 72771 1.42£-07 279745 3G3.78 O.99GG 0.521 

100 1.00E+ 18 371008 3.7lE-13 748441 973.27 1. 0000 O.:~59 

255 4.56E+21 716195 1.57E-16 998235 B01.48 1.0000 0.2JCi 

TABLE G.1: Feature Vocabulary Sizes. 

• Divisions The value of the parameter that directly determines the qllHntisation 

of the algorithm's feature space. 

• Vocabulary The total number of terms possible given the number of divisions. 

The total number of bins that feature space is partitioned into. 

• Used Vocabulary The number of unique terms actually present in the collection. 

• Vocabulary Usage The ratio of used to total vocabulary. 

• Total Postings The number of index entries - a posting for each unique term 

that occurred in each image. A direct indicator of index size. 

• Average Terms The average number of terms per image. An indicator of retrieval 

time and index size. 

• Curve Slope The estimated slope of the rank-frequency curve, calculated by 

logarithmic regression (the Logest function in the MS Excel package. 

• Average Precision The average precision achieved by the index for the 'standard' 

test. 

This table is accompanied by the rank-frequency data presented in graphs 6.7 to G.g, 

and a comparison of some of the metric:s from the table above, shown in graphs 6.10 and 

6.11. 
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The rank-frequency curves for each algorithm can be broken down into four distinct 

regions, illustrated in figure 6.6. These are related to the regions identified by Chen in 

[27], although in these curves there is an additional region, c. Region a (corresponding to 

Chen's region I), where the rank and density of data points are low, is characterised b!' 

a jagged appearance, and was identified by Chen as either cOIl('aYely decreasing, linearly 

decreasing, or convexly decreasing. In the case of bot.h the histogram and CCV there 

is a slight concave curve, whereas the ('\ll'ves for Q~INS appear linear. Regions b ,mel 

d (corresponding to Chen's regions II and III) are linear. Hov,:ever. between t hest' two 

lies region c which is convexly decreasing. The histogram and the CCV share curves 

that are of a similar shape, and also undergo a similar transformation as the feature 

vocabulary is increased. 

Vvhen the number of divisions along each feature axis is increased the term vocabulary -

the number of different, unique, feature terms - increases. Table (i. 1 shows the changes in 

term distribution according to the vocabulary size, showing the llsage of the vocahulary, 

averages for indexing time and number of feature terms per illlage and the overall average 

precision for the complete category test. 

For each of the features as term vocabulary IS increased by changing the llUlllber of 

divisions in feature space the rank-frequency term curve moves towards an approximate 

slope of l.0 in the log-log domain (the curve slope column). The distribution also 

becomes more linear, and as such becomes Zipfian. Both the histogram and the CCV 

show a continual increase in the retrieval accuracy, as shown by the average precision, 

whilst the QMN'S algorithm peaks at 8 divisions (refer back to figure 6.1). This peak is 

the point at which the feature terms start to become too rare, each occurring in fewer 

documents, and hence becoming too specific for general ret.rieval purposes. 

A measure of specificity in the terms is the vocab'UiaTY 'usage. This is defined as the ratio 

of distinct terms present in a corpus to the total possible vocabulary. This is hard to 
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define in text since the vocabularies of natural languages nre not strictly defined anel 

continually change as new words are constructed. \\'ith feature terms the vocabulary 

is defined by the extent of feature space and how it is discretised. Consider a set of 

documents of an arbitrary medium. A feature space for t hose documents that contains 

few, sparse, features is highly specific, and if that feature is unable to extract saliellt 

features that are common to the documents then it will be a poor feature for retrievnl. 

On the other hand a feature space that is highl~" populnted alld contains mallY clusters 

that are common to all documents will also be a poor feature for retrie\"<1L since it is too 

general. 

In all three feature types the average precision is higher when t he vocalmlar~' usage is 

low, and both the CCV and QM~S peak at a certain value (0.220 and D * 10- 5 ), the 

limit of the feature's specificity. The RGB histogram data doesll't show this peak since 

the algorithm is limited to the number of divisions that can be lllade, howen'r the cm've 

shown in figure 6.10 indicates that the precision will start to drop at a higher vocalmlm)" 

sIze. 

As the vocabulary size increases the average lllunber of different terms in documents will 

naturally increase as the term specificity rises. At the sallle time the average Il1llll1wr 

of documents per term, that is the number of documents that contain at least OlJe 

occurrence of a term, will decrease. These metrics are t he most important for optilllising 

an inverted index for use v,ith features. The total postings illelicates the size of the 

database - the number of records stored in it. The larger it is. the longer it will take 

an index algoritlun to finel the location of all the appropriate postings for a terlll. Ollce 

a term is found it is the average number of dOClllnents per terlll - the postings It'llgt h -

that becomes important. 

The RGB and CCV histogram features are less specific than those of the QMNS algo

rithm, which is shown by QMI\S' very low vocabulary usage. This means that whilst the 

histograms may out perform Ql\H\S in retrieval accuracy, their retrieval speeds rapidly 

degrade. At its best average precision, Ql\1NS is retrieving all average of l:~2 terms for 

12 documents for a query, resulting in 1,584 index postings retrieved. For the same 

precision, the histograms are retrieving 173,052 and 75.205 postings for RGB and CCV 

respectively. 

The RG B Histogram 

Eleven values of RGB space quantisation were tried for the RGB Histogram, rangmg 

from 3 divisions up to 255 divisions. The lowest yalue creates a very small vocabulary 

of only 27 terms, which is only slightly less than the typical configuration of a histogram 

where 4 diyisions are used providing 64 terms. Both of these configurations have a very 

high vocabulary usage, showing that most of the bins in featnre space contained an 

RGB feature point hom an image. Both of these curyes do not reach the bottom of the 

rank-frequency graph (where the frequency is equal to 1) highlighting this further by 
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showing that all the bins contained more t han one point , and resulting in the absence 

of region b , and a near vertical region d . The low number of terms causes the t tal 

number of postings in the collection and the average numb er of t erms per image to be 

low. Because the feature points are evenly spread between t he terms the graph has an 

approximate slope t hat is not near -1. The average precision for these two configurations 

is very low, a clear indication that t he terms generated are not very good for using in 

retrieval. 

As the vocabulary size is increased t he average gradient of the slope becomes shallower 

and the different regions become more apparent . Region a t ends towards a concave 

curve , but only marginally. Region b extends, and its gradient moves away from -1 , 

becoming shallower, before entering into region c, which becomes less convex as the 

vocabulary increases. Region d , initially almost vertical, becomes more shallow , and 

the whole curve b egins to approximate linearity. At the limit , of 255 divisions (where 

the vocabulary contains a term for every possible 24bit RGB combinat ion) , the curve is 

fl atter still , but region c is still convex. 

The CCV 

The curves b elonging to the CCV appear very similar to the RGB histogram's . Like 

the RGB histogram the lowest number of divisions leads to curves that do not reach the 

rank axis. \iVhen compared with an RGB histogram index that has approximately the 

same vocabulary usage, the CCV has both a lower average number of terms per image, 

and images per term. A key reason for this lies in t he colour reduction used in the 

segmentation algorithm, which creates t he coherent and non-coherent segments. Rather 

than counting the raw RGB value for the pixel the colour value t hat the whole segment 

was merged to is counted . 

QMNS 
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The curves for QMNS are somewhat different to both the histogram and the CCV, 

staying closely packed even t hough the associated vocabulary size is up to 1012 t imes 

greater than t he used vocabulary, and never passing beyond 1,000 ,000 in either t l1 rank 

or frequency. Graph 6.9 shows the curves for t he QMNS indexes generated from 10 -

100 divisions (in steps of 10) and at the limi t of 255. 

At 10 divisions the distribution starts in a smooth convex curve, before moving into a 

very linear section t hat has a slope close to -1. The final section , d , of this distribu tion 

does not become steeper as t he other two algori t hms showed , but becomes shallower , 

remaining linear. As t he divisions are increased section b b ecomes apparent , and ext nds 

to cover more of the distribution. T he curved sect ion moves diagonally down and to 

t he right of the graph, and the shallow ' tail ' at the end becomes more prominent. At 
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the limit, the c:urYe of section c has disappeared completely and the whole distribution 

adopts a concave appearance. 

6.3.1.1 Analysis of Distributions 

Section a in all three of the distribution graphs appears as quite ragged and uneven due 

to the low density of data points and greater separation of units at the low end of the 

log scale. For most of the indexes it appears as approximately linear. This shows that 

the number of terms which are rare decreases at a regular exponential rate. '\Then it is 

apparent section b is also nearly linear, and at low vocabular)· sizes (low divisions) is of 

approximately the same slope as section a. '\Then the vocabulary size is high it tends to 

be shallower than when it is lower. 

The curved section c first appears towards the high rank (rare) end of the distrilllltiOlL 

obscuring section b, and moving tmnlrds the low rank(common) end as the vocabulary 

size increases. Always a convex curve. it shows a gradual challge in the rate of dwngc 

of the frequency of terms of a particular count. This change shows that the llllllllJt'r 

of terms \vhich occur very frequently begins to drop - that is to sa? that the comlllOll 

terms become more common, wit h the number of t enns at each !'i\llking becoming ra pidl)· 

fewer. This section is followed by another linear section, showing that this rate of change 

has ended and the frequency returns to changillg exponentially. 

The exception to this is Ql\1KS. where section d does not Clllltillue on from s(,ct-ion c 

smoothly, but instead contains a kink. 'Vhilst this artefact dews result in the complete 

loss of the curved section c at the limit of the voca bulary sizE', it displays a sudclell change 

in the terms. From the gradual decrease in the rate of change of term fn~quencies we see 

a sudden increase in the count of the most comlllon terms. Looking at the data points 

for the distribution it can be seen that this is caused by one value - the most COllll1l0n 

term. This term occurs, in most cases, far more times throughout the collection than 

any other. It is a unimodal patch which is a \'('l'y light gn~y, !Jut contains sliglltly lIlore~ 

red than blue or green. 

Quite naturally the distribution will show changes according to t.he colours that are in 

the collection. Since the algorithms that have been used are global colour features the 

distributions have similar shapes, with Ql\1NS being the least similar due to the inclusion 

of higher order global colour features (the bi- and tri-modal patches). The curve in the 

distributions shows that there tend to be more common terms than rare, and this moves 

and becomes less marked as the vocabulary is increased clue to the increased quantisation 

of feature space. 
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F ,GURE 6 .10: Vocab ula ry Size and Usage versus Avera.ge Prec is io ll 

6.3.1.2 The Distribution and Retrieval Performance 

As the number of divisions and hence vocabulary size is increased , t he vocabul ary usage 

increases - but not at the same rate. This is due to the fixed number or feat ure POillLs 

and the increased partitioning of feature space. This leads to a 1110re regular distr ibut ioll 

of the feature points between the availa ble terms, which is displayed by t he slope of the 

curve, which approaches -1 as the vocabulary increases . If the origilla l feat ure space 

contained uniqu ly random points , of a continuous, rather than discrete, nat ure, and 

the resolut ion of the quantisation was smaller t han the small es t distanc betweell two 

points, the distribution of the terms would reduce to a single point . T his wo uld happen 

because every single occurrence of a feature point would be binned and wo uld become a 

term in its own right. Since every term would have an occurrence frequency (count) of 

I , the single point on the rank-frequency graph would be located at rank 12, and at a 

frequency equal to the total numb er of feature points in t he entire co llec tion . T his would 

be a highly undesirable situation , since a query term could only ever match one image 

at most. It is also a situation that would be very unlikely to occur , since feature space 

is not typically continuous3 , and so any quantisation finer than the or iginal resolu t ion 

of the discrete data wi ll have no effect . 

2Ra nk 1 here does no t refer to th e frequency of each term , t he poin t is t he only poin t a nd so must be 
ranked first . The frequency on these cur ves indi cates the number of terms whi ch occ ur with a pa rt icula r 
count , i. e. t he fa r left of the grap h shows te rms that have a low coun t, yet there a re ma ny of t lie lll , a ll d 
vice-versa on t he far ri ght . 

3 Again t he d igita l nat ure of Hoat ing point numbers is apparent , but can be ignored due to t li e 
precis ion of double accuracy Hoating poin t number. 
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Graph 6.10 shows how the vocabulary size of the algori thms compared to the r sulting 

average precision . Average precision is a meaningful metric to use for comparing t he 

difl:'erent feature's distributions because of its common grounding - th image collect ion 

and categories used in the tes t. In the diagram there are two sets of curves - thosc t hat 

are solid , which how the corpus vocabulary size (the number of unique terms in the 

collection) and those that are dashed , which show the average number of unique terms 

per Image. 

Both the histogram and the CCV exhibi t a high vocabulary usage, shown on this graph 

by the proximity of solid and dashed curves. Q 11 S has a significant ly lower usagc, 

especially when the vocabulary is at its larg st. 'Whilst both the CCV and the co lour 

histogram surpass QMNS in greatest average precision , QMNS doc.' achieve a peak 

precision of 0.52 at a significantly lower vocabulary usage. More significantly, it is for 

QMNS that the average number of terms per document at tains a higher p rccision at lowcr 

values. It is this metric that is the most important for considering the effect iveness of a 

particular combination of a feature extraction and quantisation algori thm. T he posit ion 

of the curve will determine the overall wor th of this st rategy - a curve that fits high into 

the top left will have a very good retrieval rate wi th a very low number of terms - a 

good combination of accuracy and speed. 

The three curves shown for each of the algori thms approximately follow a log- lincar 

curve, before peaking at a high vocabulary size. In the case of bot h thc RGB histogra l1l 

and the CCV the end of the graph indicates the end of the workablc limit of both algo

ri thms, since the quantisation parameters cannot be adjusted to incrcasc t hc vocabul ary 

size further. QMNS, however , contains a clear peak ind icat ing its useful limit , a ftcr 

which it begins to drop down . All three of t he curve contain uncl1 dat ions, rcsul ting in 

some local maxima and minima, the cause of which has not b en asccrtailled. Graph 

6.1l shows the average terms graph for just QIVINS , where thc uud ulations are more 

apparent . The solid section of the graph contains da ta points takcn at a rcso lu t ion of 1 

quantisation division , and the dashed sect ion contains poill ts taken at a resolut ioll of 5 

divisions. Since the resolution of the curves is determined by the quant isat ion parameter 

(which for the histogram and CCV is integer) li tt le more iuformat ion a bout these peaks 
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can be determined. A possible explanation for these undulatiolls lies in tllP qualltisation 

procedure itself, which may be subject to a form of 'I7/.O'ln} as the already discrete features 

are discretised further. 

The results presented in this section demonstrate the affect on t he index of a change in 

yocabulary size. The size of the yocabulary directly affects index size and retrieval speed 

and also changes the quality of retrieyal. By generating the distribution data (which 

fits, in general, a Zipfian cune) for different vocalmlar~' sizes. t he size of the index can 

be configured to proyide 11 suitable balance between retrie\'al time and quality. 

6.4 Specificity, Exhaustivity and Discrilllination 

So far in this chapter we have looked at how an index transforms informatiOll from 

a document into a form that may be stored and querieci rapidly. These notions of 

information are however, not suitable for measuring the utilit~, of an indexed feature -

in high level, semantic, terms. V/e would like to know how good a particular term, or 

set of terms are at discriminating relevant documents from non-releYClllt. "\iVe would like 

to be able to choose between a specific index on the one hand, which would allow us 

to focus on a particular topic, and an exhaustive index, where we can search for mallY 

different topics. 

A highly specific feature is a one that fits into a narrow information domain, one the is 

not very specific into the broad domain. Of the metrics shown so far there are a some 

which have an obvious correlation with specificity, aml some wit h discrimination. 

6.4.1 Vocabulary Usage 

A measure of specificity of terms is the vocabulary usage. This is defined as the ratio 

of distinct terms present in a corpus to the total possible vocalmlary. This is hard to 

define in text since the vocabularies of natural languages arc llot strictly defined and 

continually change as new 'words are constructed. \Vith featuHc terms the vocabulary 

is defined by the extent of feature space and how it is cliscrehsed. Consider a set of 

documents of an arbitrary medium. A feature space for those documents that contains 

few, sparse, features is highly specific, and if that feature is unable to extract salient 

features that are common to the documents then it will be a poor feature for retrieval. 

On the other hand a feature space that is highly populated but contains many clusters 

that are common to all documents will also be a poor feature for retrieval, since it is too 

general. 
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F IGURE 6.13: Term D iscriminat ion 

The term distribut ion shows a lot of inform ation about 

the power of discrimination of terms for the purpose of re

t rieval. Terms that occur at the far ends of the distri bu tion 

are either too rare, or too common4
. 

Typically common words are removed from many text in-

dexes by means of a predetermined stop-list , chosen be- rare lenns 

cause they are functional words. Removing these terms 

which don 't cont ribute much to (typical) queries red uces 

the size of the index and the retrieval time. 

Most feature terms, however , cannot have any form of im

portance (in semantic terms) assigned to t hem - the relat ive 

worth of them is determined by t he number of times they 

occur in a corpus of documents. F igure 6.13 shows a rank

frequency graph, annotated by a curve t hat denotes the 

power of discrimination (or resolving power) . 
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To date t here is no analytical method for determining this 

curve, and therefore t he levels at which to remove from the 

index terms that are too common or too rare. Removing 

terms from the index is often complemented by weighting 

the terms left in the index - again based on t his notion of 

discriminat ion. Some of these algorit hms, such as TF*IDF , 

opt for modelling only one side of this curve - by adversely 

weight ing terms which are very common. Again a t radeoff 

has occurred - removing terms makes t he index faster , b ut 

less precise . 

F IGURE 6 .1 2: T erm 

WeighLing Cur ves 

Depending on the application of t he index we can make 

assumpt ions about t he shape of t his curve, and the locat ion 

4Qui te often t he li t erature gets t he ends mjxed - t he order is determ ined by whet her Lhe graph is 

rank-frequency or rank-count 
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of potential cut off levels. The diagrams III figure G.12 present some of the potential 

weightings and cut off points: 

The linear weighting exclusively concentrates on the central area of the graph - terms 

that are neither too rare nor too common. Such a weighting would benefit a broad 

category retrie,"al application that maintains a large lllunlwr of documents, since the 

cut-off points are at the end of the high linear section. The location of the cut-off points 

minimises the number of terms in the index. allowing for rapid retrieval. 

The gaussian 'weighting is again targeted at the broad categor)". however it makes us(' 

of more terms and weights them rather than simply dropping them from the index .. 

The cut-off points remove some of the rare alld comlllOll terms, those that are left 

in are weighted appropriatel~". Such a scheme could provide slower retrieval t hall the 

linear weighting due to the additional effort of weighting the tenns, but provides better 

precision. 

The log ,veighting, used commollly in text retrieval, favours rare terms for retrieval. 

This scheme is used in conjunction with the document freqllCllcy of the term - that is 

the number of documents in which the term occurs - such that a rare term that occurs 

many times in one document but very little throughout the elltire corpus is weighted 

favourably. 

The sigmoid weighting adopts a similar approach, only altering the weighting so that 

the balance is shifted back towards the centre of the distribution. 

The approach used will depends on the terms that are important to the application, and 

the number of terms that can realistically be dropped from the index without aflecting 

retrieval quality too much. 

6.4.2 Index Pruning 

In order to determine the amount that terlllS contrihute to thc eii"ectivcllcSS of all ill

dex different sections of the distribution may be extracted, aml inserted into a separate 

index, then tested. Since each term contributes towards the query similarity score in

dependently, the sections tested do not need any overlap. Rather than dividing the 

distribution equally from the log perspective, each section lllay contain the sallle l1mn

ber of unique terms. This will result in sections like in figure G.14. If the graph was 

of a rank-count distribution, as opposed to the rank-frequency distributions used here, 

or if the distribution were divided so that each section contained the same number of 

features (occurrences of terms), then the divisions would appear largest on the left of 

the log-log scale. 

The manner in which the sections are divided has implications for how each section 

will perform. Using the equal term approach will create sections that contain very few 
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features at the rare end (low ranking) of the distribution (since each individual term is 

rare and has a low count there are many of them, giving it a low rank). and sections 

that contain the same number of terms yet each at a very high count. The equal feature 

approach will mean that sections contain approximatel)' the same llllllllwr of features 

(equal to the sum of the count of each term). 

The sub-indexes were generated by listing all terms in the index in ascending frequency 

order and then splitting and extracting all the terms for each scction and inserting thelll 

directly into a the new index. For the eCJual term approach the last section will be 

smaller than the others if the number of sections doesn't divide exactly into the IllllllJwr 

of terms. For the equal count approach terms are added to t he section until the SUlll 

of the term counts exceeds the maximulll CCllll1t size of the sect ion. This means t hat in 

sections at the common (high ranking) end of the clistrilmticlll lllay exceed this value 

quite considerably, due to the very large term count of COlllmon terms, and also that 

additional sections may be required. 

Section Equal Terms Equal C01lllt 
Terms Count Hi Terllls Count Hi 

0 1977 1977 1 19164 117966 102 
1 1977 1977 1 407 118242 397 
2 1977 1977 1 98 118836 512 
3 1977 1977 1 39 122089 1141 
4 1977 1977 1 21 119478 812 
5 1977 3913 2 14 121880 895 
6 1977 5158 3 10 130761 654 
7 1977 9034 6 6 151257 1033 
8 1977 21805 15 3 177928 1365 
9 1969 1128642 1365 0 0 

TABLE 6.2: Size of the Sub-Indexes in Both Approaches 
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The indexes from which t he sub-indexes \"ere generated were for the Ql\l:;\S algorit hm. 

using the same parameters as the distribution tests in the previous section. Retrieval 

was performed using the Cl\IR4 algorithm. Four indexes were used. with qUllntisation 

divisions of 5,10.15 and 20. Each equal term index was split exactly into 10 sub-indexes, 

and each equal count index was measured to split into 10 sub-indexes. but did in fact 

split into 9, 14, 15 and 10 sub-indexes respective to the quantisation divisions. Table 

6.2 shows the sections for the two t~'I)eS of sub-index when the ql\L''\S feature space is 

quantised by 5 divisions. The tenns column shows the ll11mlwr of terlllS in t he section. 

the count column shows how man~' individual features (the Slllll of the counts for all 

the terms) are in the section and t he hi colullln shows the high('st count of an~' term in 

the section. l\ote how the terms \'alue stays constant ill the {'CJual terms illdex. allel how 

the count stays approximately the sallle in tIlt' equal COllllt inde'x. 

The results for the two differellt approaches. Shm\'11 in graphs a alld b of figure n.1;) 

appear to be at opposites. yet \"it h further analysis the~' COllClll'. The first S('CtiOll 

(section 0) for the equal terms approach shows a dear separation for each of the four 

sub-indexes, with the sub-index with the largest vocabulary (the largest qllalltisatioll 

'value) performing better than the others. which come below it anel in desc('llding order 

of quantisation value. Since the oHTall vocabulary is bigger the ll11ml)('r of terms in 

each section will be bigger, which provides better retrieval performance (at least for the 

first two sections). From sections 0 until section :3 there is an owrall dowmval'll tr('11(1 in 

the average precision, which without further anal~'sis cannot easily be explained. From 

the third section onwards the average precisioll continually illCTeases ami as t hl' t('rms 

become more common. 

Graphs a and b appear to indicate that rare Ql\I::\,S terms arc not llseful to rctrie\·al. 

and that the more common terms are. Closer illspcction n'Ycals t ha t sections 0-4 con

tain almost exclusively rare terms which each occur only Olj('e 1hroughout the' corpus. 

Such terms are not ever useful for retrieval, and can be safely igllored. As each term's 

individual count increases, so does the ll\llllber of dOClll11ellts it is likely to occur in. At 

the common end of the graph the terms are OCCUlTing ill lWlllY l110re eloclllllcnts, and so 

the probability that a query anel a releyant document \vill share COlllmon tenns is high. 

The second graph, in figure G.15.b for the equal count approach shows a difi'erellt result. 

In the graph the left hand graph shows the equal term approach and the right the equal 

count approach. Here it is the sections at the rare enel of the graph that prm'ide better 

retrieval performance. Table G.2 shows this is because the first section of the graph 

contains over 96% of the terms in the index. The remaining sections are effectively 

sub-indexes of the last sub-index of the eqnal term approach, and show a decline as the 

number of terms in the index drops to just a few terms. 

From these two views of the distribution it could be concluded that for QMr\S it is the 

com.m.on terms that are the most important to retrieval. The tradeoff between retrieyal 
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time and performance for the image collect ion tested , and th e ground tr uth known a bout 

it , has a balance that would enable just section 9 from the equal terms group to be used. 

T his would provide retrieval accuracy that was just slightly less than Ilsing the entire 

set of terms, but only using a tenth of the term '. 

Looking at the distribution of terms as a 'bag of features ' is useful in provid ing a lot of 

information about the algorithm and the image collect ion it is applied to , but we lose a 

lot of informat ion regarding the documents from which the term ' are deri ved . A te rm 

that occurs regularly (has an average count in the distribution) may be spread evenly 

throughout the documents of t he collection, or it may be concentrated in a few . In 2.4.3.2 

we saw that a good weighting system for text is TF*IDF, a weight that ackn owledges 

terms which occur infrequently throughout most of the collect ion, yet are frequ ent in 

some do cuments, must be important to tho e do cuments . vVe can use this as another 

approach to analysing the distribution , and spli t it up according to the reg'uiarity of the 

terms. 
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\Vhen the terms are ranked according to the TF*IDFo weight and diyidecl into equal 

term sections the results are ollly slight I~" different from the first equal term test. A 

quick comparison of graphs G.15.a and .d makes this apparent. This demonstrates that 

the document frequency is highl? correlated with the corpus frequency, and that the 

same sections in the two equal term approaches containeclnearly identical sets of terms. 

The equal term graphs show that the commonest 10% of the terms in the index nH1~" be 

used reliably for full image, general. retrieyal. Graph G.lfl.c shows that within this lO(!t 

it is still possible to create eyell smaller sul)-im\cxes (("()]ltainillg 17tl of the terllls of the 

original index) which still achieye an m"erage precision of ow'!" (lA. 

The tests presented in this section hm"e demonstrated that the size of a Ql\E\S index 

can reduced by remoying terms which are llot good discrimillators. It has been shown 

that the global Q~fl\S colour algorit hm is, for t he selected illlage collection and ground 

truth images, effectiye in the 'common' part of the index ()lll~". aml that a signifinlllt 

proportion of the other 'rarer' terms can be remoy('d 'wit hout degraciing rdricyal quality. 

Since the quality ofretrieyal is measured by the ground truth allother set of categories ill 

the collection might prm"ide different results. A categor~" of illlages that contaills colours 

not present often in the other images in the collection would proyide the best retricYClI 

results when used with a sub-index containing rarer terms. Such a specific index would 

then only work well a small number of images. and would pl'O\"ide good recall anel poor 

precision. 

Alternativel:)", an exhaustive index can be generated that (,Ollt nins all t he terms, h\lt 

which may be weighted to favour some part of the distribution (such as the COllllnon 

terms). The index would be better at retrievillg different types of images, amI wOllld 

have a poor recall due to the and high precision due to the extra features being retrieved. 

6.5 Summary 

This chapter introduces techniques which can be used to optimise a feature term for 

inclusion in an inverted index. An extensiye set of indexes was generated for Ql\ll\'S by 

modifying signature generation parameters. providing an excellent comparison of term 

distributions, The feature term distributions of Ql\1l\S, and two other features, an RGB 

and a CCV histogram, are analysed. 

The key findings in this chapter have been: 

• QMNS Vocabulary: The clustering performed by the mean shift on neighbourhood 

pixels can be controlled, which has a great effect on the distribution of terms 

produced. Testing then shows which type of distribution is the best for retriend. 

5Here TF indicates the corpus frequency of the term, whereas it is t.he query term frequency when 
used in a query 
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• Degree of Quantisation: The amOllllt b~' which the feature space is Cjualltiscd 

directly effects the size of a feature's vocabulary. The effect it has on differellt 

features will depend on the nature of the feature itself - the average lllllnber of 

terms per image is significantly less in Ql\I:;\S than in the RGB or CCV histograms. 

• Term Distribution: The distribution of terms approaches linear in the log-log 

domain as the yocabulary is iucreased - which makes it easier to model as a Zipfian 

distribution. 

• QMNS Term Specificity: It has been found that rare QMXS terms me too specific 

and are not useful for retrieyal, whilst the most common terms are the best. 

• Index Optimisation: It is possible to remove a significant llumber of terms from a 

QMNS index because they are poor discriminators, as demonstrated by a test of 

different portions of the index. There are a number of different ways in which the 

index can be partitioned. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

7.1 Overview of Thesis 

7.1.1 Background Material and Literature Review 

This thesis begins with an overview of the field of content based retrieval, where it is 

introduced as a primarily cognitive activity. An important distinction that is made is 

that content based retrieval is about t he retrieval of doculllents - defined as an ordered, 

coherent, collection of information with a comlllon concept, that may be composed of 

multiple forms of media 2.2. 

The focus is then moved to the applications of com])nt0'r \"lSIOn allCI CBR 2.2.1, il

lustrating their role in medical systems. web retrie\'al. digital archives. maJHlfacturing 

inspection and autonomous systems. It is shown that there are fOllr key stages in CBR 

- acquisition, analysis, storage and retriend. The last stage is t hat which is exposccl to 

the user (be it a human or machine), for which there are a IHlllll)(T of paradigllls - <jncry 

by example, query by sketch, browsing anc! navigation. 

The next section returns to the idea of document retrieval, discussing the struC't1ll'C of 

media within docUInents, and then introdncing the CCJll('('pt of fcat1ll'es 2.:~.2. The feature 

is described broadly as an entity which is a representatioll of SOllle salient aspect of the 

document - a statement intended to highlight the potential range and scope of features. 

The role of a document's signature as a container for features is given, and a series of 

metrics for comparing feature points in Euclidean space are described - the Minkowsky 

metrics, correlation metrics, and three vector set comparison metrics. 

Since feature comparison is essentially an exercise in classification, sections 2.3.5 to 2.3.G 

provide examples of clustering techniques such as the spanning algorithm, K-meaus and 

the mean shift (which is used by the QM~S algorithm). Approaches to combining the 

127 
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results from classifiers is gin'n: the use of knowledge rules and fuzzy logic. probabilisti(, 

and belief approaches, and neural networks. 

Section 2.4 introduces the field of text retrieyal. beginning with the descriptions of the 

inter-document parsing process, ,yhich is part of the acquisition and st.orage stages. 

and the intra-document parsing which involves the lexical anal)"sis of text corpora. The 

analysis is formed of a number of stages: text parsing (token extraction). token handling 

(manipulation and transformation, such as morpholog~') and the token indexing. 

The indexing of text is the area in t he field of text IR \1" hich t his research has dnlwll 

from the most. Three types of index are listed: The illYerted index. which is the most 

commonly used, and has excellent retrieyal performance at the loss of update speed. tile 

signature file, a system based on hashing to determine tll(' probability that a term exists 

in a document, and bitmap files which h<1I"e excellent dO("lllll('llt-docmnent comparison 

speeds, but are very large. 

Retrieval of terms from the index is presented in section 2.4.:3 in the three forms of 

boolean, weighted, and vector space model retrie,·al. This is followed by some notes 

on advanced topics, including releyance feedback spatial aile! adaptive retrievaL ami 

content based navigation. 

Image features are considered m section 2.5, which briefly discusses types of colour. 

textural, shape and hybrid features, with citatiolls to releY<1llt research. After this 

some approaches to the problem of indexing mu]ji-climellsiclllal data, such as that of 

features, are given. GRID files ane! R-Trees are two such techniques which may be 

used in conjunction with dimensionality recluction algorithms like principle COmpOlH'llt 

analysis or the K-L transform. The Kohonen self organising Ileural network offers a 

useful alternative from the artificial intelligence conlIllllllity. 

In section 2.7 the inverted index is examined in more detail. starting with a look at the 

Zipfian distribution found in the terms of natural language wllich is provides a useful 

model for the index. The structure of these illclex(~s is ('xplo)"(~d, aJl(1 attentioll giwll to 

optimisations that can speed up the process of retri(-~villg data. 

This background chapter concludes with notes Oil the flltUl"C' of content based Image 

retrieval. 

The third chapter explores the applications in which computer vision is employed. The 

requirements of the multimedia information system are split into two groups: The source 

of the information that is to be stored, analysed and retrieved, and the target users 

from whom queries are issued ancl responses returned. The information source will 

have cert.ain domain, scope, and volume, which must be considered when designing the 

architecture of the syst.em and the features which ""ill be required. User consideratiolls 

include the response time, query scope, and retrieval accuracy. 
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FiYe types of l\US architecture are giwn: The medical PACS s~'stems (which ma~' haw 

sources such as l\IRL CAT and PET scanners). digital libraries (archives of existing 

material), web retrieyal. life recording (continuos storage and quer~' requirements), and 

content delivery s~·stems. 

The second section of this chapter is a review of smallnlllnber of image retrieval systems 

(section 3.3.1 to 3.3.7). QBIC, the first commelTial available content based retrieyal s~'s

tem is described in detail. The media anal~'sis subsystem performs histogram extraction. 

object segmentation. video shot detection and motion allnlysis. The features are then 

stored by the modular indexing component, for which an R * -tree experimental index 

was tested. The user interface offers the ability to query by example or sketch, and 

provides palettes for the user to select prototype features from. 

The academically highly successful ~IARS project is architednrally and hlllctiOlWlly 

very similar to QBIC, howewr the scope of work accomplislll'd in this later projed is 

far greater. Extensiye work was done on video indexing and multidimensional feature 

indexing. 

The two systems that are described next (VisualSEEk and VideoQ) both offer novel 

query interfaces: The ability to diagram queries visually associating featnre prototypes 

with objects in the former, and a system for sketching the motion of a desired video 

object in the latter. 

The MAVIS systems include support for Illultimedia navigation, with the sec:olld project 

of the same name offering generic multimedia links and a concept thesaurus. The Artiste 

and Sculpteur systems offer image and 3D retrieval capabilities for museum artifacts. 

The last system described is from the Viper group who developed l\lRML, the nl1lltime

dia markup language, and created the GiFT (G:\U image finding tool). 

7.1.2 Core Research 

Chapters 4 to 6 form the core of the thesis. The first of these chapters introduu~s the 

architecture and applications llsed to perform the research. C()ll(~ctiveb' titled InyistoL 

the system comprises three main components. 

Section 4.3 deals with the CBIR image indexer. This component encapsulates all four 

stages of CBR (section 2.2.1). A relation database is used to store image metadata, 

binary signatures and the term features, which are generated using image analysis mod

ules written for the Artiste project. Image indexing can be performed in parallel by 

running multiple instances of the application. The output of queries is in the form of 

HTl\lL and a simple hit list file. 
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The next component described is the index anal~'sis module. This small ]ewa COlll

ponent will connect to a feature term index and will generate its Zipfian distribution 

automatically. 

The last component is the results analysis module that is designed to nm sequences of 

queries using the CBIR indexer, and produce precision and recall data and the ayerage 

precision metric for ground truth categories which haw been defined. It is also capable 

of executing sub image queries and caleula ting the sub image retrient! metric (section 

5.4.2). 

QJ\1NS, the Quantised l\1 ultilllodal 1\ eighbourhood Signature. is presented in chapter 5 

which is broken down into the follm,'ing sections: A desniptioll of how the originall\1I\S 

algorithm functions and the extensions iyritten to form Q~E\'S (sectiolls 5.2 and 5.3), 

the test enyironmenL image collection, and test scripts followcd by an analysis of the 

results (section 5.4 and 5.G), finally presentillg the testing of QI\INS when it is used to 

generate multimodal signatures 5.7. 

The l\E\S signature is extracted by di\'iding the image into regular patches, or neigh

bourhoods. The pixels from each neighbonrhood are clustered using the mean shift 

algorithm to find the colour modes. Information on hi-modal pntc:hes is then clustered 

using the mean shift to produce the signature points. COlllparison is performed using a. 

form of stable marriage matching. 

Ql\1l\S quantises the bi-modal features that are extracted from each neighbourllOod, 

labelling them as terms. The frequency of each quantisecl bi-Illodal terlll is inserteci into 

the index with the document ID. 

After the descriptions of the signature generation the chapter moves int·o describing 

the three index operations supported - term insertion, deletioll, retrieval - including 

descriptions of the four retrieval techniques. CPR 1 awards 1 to a target image for 

each term that it shares in COlllmon with the query, whilst CPR2 adds the query terlll 

frequency in an attempt to return target images where the qlHTV is a subirnagc. CPR:~ 

is intended for full image retrieval and Llses weighted nonnaliscd frequenc.ies, as does 

CPR4 but with a TF*IDF scoring method. 

Section 5.4 presents the image collection llsed for testillg, eWe! the ground truth cat

egories used for the precision and recall statistics. Section S.S details the three tests 

that are initially executed: Variations of parameters in ~E\S (designed to find the best 

configuration for retrieval), QMl\'S full image testing and Ql\1;,\S subimage t.esting. 

After this the results are presented, and from the testing of the different configurations 

of our implementation of I\E\S, we have found an optimal set of parameters. A key 

addition to the originall\1::\S algorithm is the reduction in the number of pixels required 

to find the modes of a neighbourhood. 'Ve have shown t hat by using 30% of the pixels 

in each neighbourhood we are able to achieve better retrieval results than when using all 
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of them. Reducing the number of points which are clustered using the mean shift also 

leads to much faster feature generation times. Another parameter which proved to be 

very influential on retrieval accurac~- is the window size of the lllean shift. By makillg 

this smaller, and therefore increasing the lHlmber of clusters per neighbourhood. we have 

increased the number of different features present in all image. This has in tum ll'd to 

better results. 

The first series of Q~L'\S tests show that the indexing tillles for Ql\ll\S are much slow('r 

than the RGB histogram and the CCV. The rapid wrsion of Q:'IE\S (using a r('ducl'd 

number of neighbourhood pixels) is shown to be as fast as the lllultiscale CCV feaiuH' 

generation. The average precision of the diffen'nt CPR rctrin-al algorit hms is ml1Ch 

better than the normal l\lI\S featme. and equivakllt to the RGB histogram and thl' 

eev. Improvements are seen in Ql\I::\S results \\'hell qmllltising llsing [j divisiollS (billS) 

per feature axis. Retrieval speed for Q~l:\,S is slow, 1mt is 10 times faster whell llsing 

the rapid index - due to the reduced llUlllber of tenns which nl11st be retril'H'd. 

Section 5.G.3 presents the subimage retrieval results which show that there is little dif

ference between the CPR algorithms in this test. Again illlProvements are se('n when 

5 bins are used. The :'IIeeV prunes to be snperior to all other tested algorithms at 

subimage retrieval. 

The next section provides an analysis of the findings from the tests described above. 

It is theorised that the l\1I\S features used sufi'er when illlages are scalPel, bec<1nsp the 

neighbourhood sizes stay the same. and that a possible sOll1tiCJll w0111d he to 11S(, a 

hierarchical series of different sized neighbourhoods to generate features. 

The original version of 1\1.:\S only uses bi-lllodal patches. which is addressed by the work 

in section 5.7_ In multimodal retrie,-al the uni-modal alld tri-lllodalneighbourhoods an~ 

kept in the signature, and quantised into RGB and RGB:1 space respectively. Larger 

sized neighbourhoods of IGxlG pixels are also tested. The illdexing times for such patches 

is naturally longer even when a reduced nlllll1wr of pix(~ls is clustered by the meall shift. 

43 test indexes were generated, the parameter changes being tlle neighbourhood size, 

minimum mode (cluster) size, mean shift window size and Cj11<llltisation factor. As the 

bin size is increased the number of uni and bi-moclal terms in the index increases, 

however the tri-modal terms decreases. Using the indexes a optimum set of parameters 

for multimodal retrieval are found. 

The full image and sub image tests from earlier in the chapter are repeated for the 

multimodal indexes (section 5.7.3 and 5.7.4). It is found that the use of tri-modal terms 

alone leads to very poor retrieval, and that the best combination is offered by uni- and 

bi-modal terms. 

The last chapter discusses generalised feature indexing, and introduces indexes contain

ing terms from the RGB histogram and the eev. The testing of Ql\1NS configuratiolls 
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are extended to cover a far wider range of the parameters, resulting iu GO.:! indexes. 

The effect on the term vocabular~r and the index size is examined in detail when the 

minimum mode size, the mean shift window and the bin size is changed. 

Correlations between the Logest of the index distribution and the vocabulary versus the 

average precision are seen showing that a larger number of terms offers better retrieval. 

It is noted, hO\\'eve1', that the best configuration will be oue which does actuall~T han' a 

small vocabulary. and hence the i:l\"erage lllunber of krms pn image will be lower leadiug 

to faster retrieval. 

Section 6.3 presents results for the indexing of Q~E\S. the RGB histogram, and the 

CCV at different levels of quantisation up to the mi:l..ximum lcwl possible. All three of 

the algorithms haw a peak where retrieval is best. This data is HccOlnpanied by graphs 

of the Zipfian distributions of the indexes. which are seen to hecome mort' linear in 

the log-log domain as the voc:abular)' illlTeases. Four sections in the distribution arc 

observed and discussed for each of the three feature algorithms. 

The terms of Q~Il\'S are deemed to be more specific: beca usC' far fewer of them than 

for either the RGB histogram or the CCV are required to produce a particular average 

precision. This is also seen in the aw:rage lllimber of postings retrieved, where the CCV 

must retrieve approximately 50 times more terms thml Q:\I1\8. and the RGB histogram 

must retrieve 100 times more. Even though the Q!\I1\S is outperformed in most caSt'S 

by the histogram and the CCV in terms of average precisiun it is considerabl)' faster to 

retrieve. 

The final section of this chapter looks in furt her detail at the specificity of tIl(' terms ill the 

Q1\11\S indexes. The merits of four different weightillgs are dis('11ssed - Iillear. gllassiall, 

log and sigmoid \veighting. The premise behind these w('ightill,l',s is that certain terms 

in the distribution - those that are \'ery rare, and those that are very COlnmon, arc not 

useful for retrieval because they are not good discriminators. This \vas demollstrated by 

the poor retrieval ability of the tri-modal patches which were very few ill I1ll1nbcr. 

To test whether certain sections of the distrilmticlll arc illCiced good discriminators the 

index was pruned. Section GA.2 describes how these lest ill(lexes were formed. Two 

approaches to dividing the term distribution are given - equal term sections, where 

each section contains the same number of terms from the vocabulary, and equal count 

sections, where the sum of the term frequencies in each section are approximately equal. 

Four Q1\11\S indexes (with different bin sizes and hellce vocabularies) were split using 

the two techniques and the standard category retrieval tests executed against them. Vve 

see that the rare terms are not good for retrieval, and find t hat it possible to prune 90% 

of these terms from the index without degrading retrieval performance. It is noted that 

this is only demonstrated for the ground truth categories and image collection used ill 

the testing and might not be true for other collections. 
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The chapter is summarised b~' cOllsidering the exhaustivit~, of an illdex. One that is 

exhaustive will contain all possible terms. which means that recall is improved at the 

cost of the size of the index and hence retrieval speeds. The configuration of the index is 

very important for retrieyal, and the steps taken to optimise it will alwa)"s result. in less 

information - but. it is possible to determine which terms are actually good discriminators 

for a particular image collection. 

7.2 Contribution to the Field 

The aims and objectives of this thesis, listed in section 1.2 have been fulfilled, and are 

present.ed here with a summary of the work accomplished: 

• To demonstrate that sub-second content based Image retrieval IS possible from 

massive image collections: 

Use available feature extraction algorithms, or develop a novel 

global colour feature extraction algorithm: The l\1l\'S feature ext.rac

tion algorithm was adapted and improved. and three histogram algorithms 

were used for investigating retrieval techniques. 

Develop a technique for t.ransforming image features int.o a form 

storable in an invert.ed index: The Q~l::\S algorithm was clesiglled ('X

plicit.ly to quantise multi-climellsional featme spac(' illto labelled billS with 

their associated frequencies (c:ollecti\'(~l~" called feal lln' terllls). 

• To provide techniques that allow analysis of the distrilllltioll of the feature space 

of different features: 

Identify how changing a feat.ure extraction algorit.hm's parameters 

change the distribut.ion of point.s in feat.ure space: Rigorolls work 

was performed in chapter [) to find both I he lllost df('d ive ]laralllct(~r set fur 

retrieval (measured using recall and precision data) of four image features, 

and the dist.ributions analysed. 

Investigat.e t.he effects of different techniques of feature space quan

tisation: The degree of quantisation of feature space was varied and t.he 

result.s presented in chapters 5 and G. 

Present optimisat.ions for indexed feature descriptors: Using data 

from the analysis of different parameter sets it was found that a significant 

proportion of image feature terms could be excluded without reducing re

trieval performance. 

• To demonstrate whether feature t.erm retrieval is flexible and extensible. 
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Show the potential for heterogeneous feature storage: An index was 

populated with feature terms from three different image features, and retrieval 

against this index performed successfully. 

• To develop a novel global colour feature: The Quantised Multimodal Neigh

bourhood Signature is a nowl extension to a global colour algorithm, which is 

flexible, fast, and has highly specific features. 

• To investigate the distribution of this algorithm's feature space: Ex

tensiye testing was performed on the QTvIl\S algorithm, involving varying feature 

generation parameters, producing a large number of indexes for which the term 

distributions were analysed. 

• To develop techniques for optimising image features for use with an 

inverted index: The pruning of term distributions has demonstrated that not 

all feature terms produced by a feature algorithms are useful, resulting in a more 

compact and concise index, 

• To demonstrate such techniques are applicable to any multimedia fea

ture: The RGB histogram and CCV were shown to operate well when stored in 

an inverted index. 

7.3 Future Work 

There is a significant amount of work ,,,. hich can be done to extend the research presented 

in this thesis. This can be split into three primary categories: Techniques for feature 

generation and term extraction, evaluation of retrieval, and indexing technologies. 

7.3.1 Term Generation 

The work on QM~S itself is quite comprehensive, however there are still certain areas 

which could be given attention. In terms of implementation there is many impron~ments 

which could be made to the algorithm. In particular the use of the mean shift could 

be considered a disadvantage because of its inherently slow processing. There has been 

some work on fast mean shift algorithms [14J which could prove useful, or a different 

clustering algorithm could be used. 

A significant modification discussed m section 5.6.4.2 would be to introduce multiple 

levels of hierarchical neighbourhoods. Cluster the large sized neighbourhoods might 

prove very time consuming so it might be useful to resample them to the scune size. 

This use of different neighbourhoods would help in making Q~ll\S more scale invariant. 
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QT\lNS holds no spatial information. and it could be that the addition of a spatinl 

variable into the feature \"ould help certain t~'pes of retrieyal. This could be achieved b~' 

extending the feature space to include two spatial axes, which would be qmllltised with 

the colour data. This yariable would need to be quantised. or clustered, very roughl~'. 

otherwise the terms generated would be too specific - although there might be certaill 

applications where this was desirable. 

Some work was done on creating a col0111' illYariant \'('rslOn of QMKS, which would 

reflect the work by the original authors of T\Il\S. The;) dilllensiollal chrolllillallce featmc 

proved to be worse than the RGB feature. and with a higher dilllellsionality was slower 

to generate and compare. The use of an HSV colour space could result in feature that 

was less susceptible to colour challge. 

Chapter 6 includes some work on the RGB and CCV histograms amI the distributiolls 

that their term indexes have when different len'ls of Cjuantisatioll are used. It. would be 

very worthwhile examining not only these features. but ot her features in greater detail. 

Other features were written for the Artiste image processing library, including a P\VT 

(pyramid wavelet transform) [44]. could easily be modified by adding a quantisatic)]J 

routine so that they would generate feature ttTIllS. 

Multimedia features could also be explored, and comparisons between them found. This 

would help extend the available information on feature term distributiolls and would 

help lead to a generalised model of feature terms. Illitial in\'t~stigatiolls illtO t he storage 

of feature terms was investigated, and this avenue would be all exciting one to cOlltillue 

on. Retrieval of postings from an invert.ed index does not require a specific comparison 

algorithm for individual feature t~'pes - only a model of the distribution of the terms 

- which means that this approach could be very flexible and portable. Keeding 1lO 

knowledge of the underlying features makes query processors and clients far simpler, 

and with appropriate labelling of terms it would be possible to weight the different 

feature individually. 

7.3.2 Evaluation of Retrieval 

\Vithout good evaluation techniques it is very difficult to determine the worth of any 

retrieval algorithm, leaving results susceptible to subjective analysis. Section 3.3.7 looks 

at the work of the Viper image retrieval group who have had influence in the organisation 

of a content based image retrieval evaluation group - known as Benchathlon [96]. This 

aims to provide tools and techniques for assessing retrieval performance. 

The use of only one image collection in this research has meant that results are very 

limited. If the tests were t.o be executed using a stanclardised image collection, with 

accepted grouncl truth categories then the data produced would help to further establish 
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the theories presented in this research. In particular the scalability of the system "ms 

never tested ".'ith a large image collection (see forward. to the next section). 

7.3.3 Indexing Systems 

The inverted index is central to the work presented here. The implementation (described 

in section 4.3) was only intended for proof of concept, and did. not have an efficiellt 

retrieval engine. Much work could be done on imprm·ing the index itself, to provide a 

better postings structure. The postings could be compressed and maintained in blocks 

[111] or it could be distributed across multiple machines. The understanding of term 

distributions would be very valuaole in such situations, allowing the most often retrievcd 

terms to be separated. 

The CMR algorithms used to rank documents in the index would bCllefit from a bet

ter implementation - in particular the inclusion of a system for dynamic:all~· weightillg 

terms would be highly beneficial. Gi,oen the knowledge gained from an allal~osis of t lw 

term distributions and their pruning (sections 5.6.4, 6.4.2) a better TF*IDF weightillg 

algorithm could be developed. 

Inverted indexes are not the only type index that might oe applicable to feature term 

retrieval. The signature and bitmap techniques (section 2.4.2) could both prove to he 

suitable. Like text retrieval (except boolean), image feature term retrieval does llot 

have to have all terms present to match documents, making t he probabilistic approach 

of signature files attractive. Bitmap files would be less likely to be worthwhile clue to 

their large size - which would be compoullded by the large vocabularies sizes of S01ne 

feature terms. 

Other techniques that have been developed for text retrieval are Latent Semantic Index

ing [38] which has already been inn~stigatecl in the image domain in [109]. Relevance 

feedback is another area which it would provide worthwhile illvcstigation, although there 

is a large amount of research which has already been dOlle in this area. 

7.4 Summary 

This thesis has presented a novel global colour algorithm, Ql\1l\S, which is indexed using 

techniques adopted from the text retrieyal community. It is shown that the QMNS 

algorithm has features which are more specific than those of an RGB histogram, and a 

CCV, allmving retrieval to be performed with a relatively low number of features. The 

term distributions of the three algorithms is sho-wn t.o be Zipfian in nature which provides 

a good model and allows the index to be optimised. Analysis of the distributions has 
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shown it is possible to optimise the index by pruning of feature tenus, making the index 

more compact and concise. 
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Technique II Signature Generation 
Nalne 11 MNS Feflture I Np.ighbollrhood DcHnition 

Locntion PixC'ls 
X Y Alias('d RC'<illct.ion 

GeneralDatabase Groups ---= 
RGB MNS Group 
Base l\INS HGB2 8 TRUE NOlle 
Fixed l\INS HGB2 8 R FALSE NOlle 
Rig ~INS HGB2 16 16 TIlUE None 
Bigger f\INS HGB2 32 32 THllE None 
Hnpirl I\rNS 0 . .5 IlGB2 8 8 TilliE PH(,lH\O 

Hapid r-.IN~ 0.:3 HGB2 8 8 THUE PsC'udo 
Rapid t\[NS 0.1 HGH2 8 8 TRUE Pseudo 
Hapid t\iNS Halldolll O.S HGB2 8 8 THIJE Random 
Hnpid Big t\iNS 0 .. 1 [{GR2 :U 32 TRUE Rnndom 
EnJwllcrd t\lNS HC;B2 8 8 THUE NOlle 
Rrdllcrd t\lNS [{G1l2 TIlUE NOlle 
Lmge I\lodr j\INS IH;H2 8 8 TlllJE NOlle 
Small I\[odr t\INS RGH2 8 8 THUE None 
High Thresh t\INS HG£l2 8 8 THUE None 
Low Thrrsh !\INS HGB2 8 TilliE None 
Cit;.' j\INS nGB'2 8 TRUE NOlle 

ChromillHllcc l\1NS Group 
Base Ct\INS Chrominatlcc 8 THUE Nonr 
Hnpid Big Ct\[NS 0.3 Chromillnnrr :J2 32 THUE Hnndolll 

QfvlNS Group 
Q~INS ('PH I RGB:2 - 4x-ixl 8 TH\lE Nonf' 
Q~INS C:PH2 HGB2 - 4x4xl R THIJE Nonr 
Q~INS CPR~ HGB2 - 4xhl 8 8 THUE None 
Q~INS CPH4 HG 82 - 4x4x4 8 8 THUE None 
3 Bin Q~INS CPR4 RGB2 - 3x3x3 8 8 TRUE None 
5 Bin QI\INS Cf!R4 RGB2 - Sx.l)x5 8 8 TRUE None 
Hapid Q~INS 0.3 (,PH4 RGB2 - 4x4x4 8 8 TRUE None 
Eniwllccd Qf..INS CPR.! HGB2 - h·lx4 8 TRUE NotlC' 

TABLE A.l: 

Mean Shift 
Neighhour hood Signat.ll!C' 

Factor % l\lodc Size ThlC'sh Siz(' ThrC'sh 

100.00% 12.50 ri{ 22 0.,0 44 
100.00% 12 .. 50% 2'2 O.S 4 I 
100.00% 12 .. 50% 22 0 . .5 44 
100.00% 12.S07t. 22 O.S 41 
.SO.OO';;: 12 . .t"iO% 22 D.S ,14 
30.00)t, 12 .. r;oi>,{, 22 O.S 41 
10.00"/f. 12 .. I)O\'{, 22 0 .. 1) 41 
50.00~, 12.r,O(;.{, 22 0.5 41 
:30.00A, 12 .. 507c· 22 O .. S 41 
100.00% 12.007< 11 O.S 22 
lOO.OO'/,(, 12 .. ,)0% 44 0.5 88 
100.00';{, ] S.QO%, 22 0.5 44 
100.00(1., 10.00'7, 22 0.5 41 
lOa.OOIi{, 12.S0S{ 22 0.5 44 
lOO.OOS{ 12.S0% 22 0.5 41 
100.00% l2.!')0% 22 0.5 ,14 

100.00% ] 2.50% 22 O.S 41 
30.00'7c, 12.:'i07r 22 O.S H 

lOO.OO7r l2.!)0';.{ 22 0." 41 
101l.007C 12.S0';.{ 22 O .. S JI 
100.OO';{, 12 . .')07r 22 O.!) 4,1 
100.00% 12.50'/(, 22 0.5 4J 
100.00?; 12.50% 22 0.5 44 
100.00% 12.50% 22 0.·5 44 
~O.OO% 12.507r. 22 0.5 44 
30.00?; 12.50% 11 0.5 22 

I\lNS Configuration Parameters 

Signature Comparison 
Technique Mp.flsl1re Thresh 

50ft Stohle {\Inn iagc Euclidean 20 
Seq Stahle t-.Ian iago Eurlidcan 20 
SC'q Stahle l\Ian iagc Euclidean 20 
Seq Stahle 1\1<1n iog<' Eudidran 20 
Srq Stahle l\laJ I iag£: Ellt.lidcan 20 
SC'q Stnbk 1\lan ingc Euriiclran 20 
Seq Stnhlr t\lnn ingc EIlC\ideilll 20 
Seq Stahle t\ian iag,e Ellclidcnll 20 
Seq Stahle t\iml iage Euclidean 20 
S('q S1.ah1r I\I<1l1 ing(' Ell,lidenn 20 
Seq St"hle t\ 1m t iilgC ElIr.iidenn 20 
Sr,! St.ahlr i\lan iag,e Euclidcnn 20 
Srq Stable tdull ingr Euclidenn 20 
Seq Stahle !\ianinge Euclitlc-an 30 
Scq Stahle !\Iarriag(' E1Iclidean 10 
Seq Stahle i\lnrringc City 20 

Srq Stahle f..[nr I ingc Euclidean 20 
Seq Stnhlc I\lnn inge Euclidean 20 

I nvet ted Index n/a n/a 
Invertrd In(kx n/a n/n 
Invert('(i Index n/a n/a 
I nvcrted Index n/a ilia 
Inverted Index n/a n/a 
Inverted Index n/a n/a 
Inverted Inrlrx n/n n/a 
Inverted Index n/a n/a 
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Appendix A j'INS Configuration Pal"alllt'ters 1-10 

Variation Name 
Base 1\1:\8 
Fixed 1\INS 

Big 1\1;\,S 
Bigger 1\I1\S 
Rapid 1\1NS 0,5 

Rapid 1\1]\S 0.3 

Rapid MN8 0.1 

Rapid MNS Random 0.3 

Enhnaced 1\1NS 

Reduced 1\1N3 

Description 
Baseline parameters. defined by Koubaroulis in [73]. 
As for Base 1\l:\S, but each neighlxmrhood is fixed in position and 
not randoml)' shift.ed. 
As for Base 1\1]\S, but the neighbourhood size is 16x16 pixels, 
As for Base 1\1:\S. but the neighbourhood size is 32x32 pixels, 
As for Base 1\1:\S. but a pseudo random grid is used to selpct. only 
0,5 of the pixels in t he neighbourhood. 
As for Base :\1;'\S. bllt a pSl'lldo ],(ll](1om grid is used to s('led onl)' 
0.3 of t he pixels in the ll<:'ighho\ll'hooc\. 
As for Base 1\1:\8. but. a pst'llcio rand()1ll grid is uspd to select onl)' 
0.1 of the pix pis in t.he neighbulll'huud, 
As for Base 1\1]\'8. but a only l'illlc\OIll 0.:-1 of t he pixels are selected in 
the neighbourhood, 
As for Base 1\1]\'8. but the radius of the shift window in Ill(' lllean shin 
operat ion at bot h neighbourhood a]](1 signat Hre clustering st clges is 
halved, 
As for Base 1\1:\8. but t he radius of t hp shift window in the Illeall shift 
operation at. bot h neighhollrhood imd signat.ure clustering st ages is 
doubled. 

Large l\iode .MNS As for Base 1\1:\S. but a larger proport ion of til<:' pixc·ls ill a llcigh
bOUl'hood must be homogenous for lllodes t.o to qua.lif\. 

Small Mode 1\1NS As for Base l\'I1\S, but a smaller l)l'oport iun of I he pixels ill a lleigh
bOUl'hood must be homogenous for modes 10 to qualif\, 

High Thresh MNS Signature generated as for Base I'd 1\ 8. hut Ilw t hreshuld dista Il<'P 
between \\VO RG'B 2 features is increased. 

Low Thresh MNS Signature generat.ed as for Base 1\INS, hut. thp t hresholcl dis\illH'(' 
between two RG' B2 features is reduced. 

City MNS Signature generated as for Base 1\ INS. hut t.hl' dist allCP 1II('ilSU\'(' be
tween two RG'B 2 features is tl1<:' Ll. or City Block clistill\(,p. 

Base C1\IN8 As for Base 1\1;\'S, but t.he featUl'P u::;ed is not nGB~ hut H 5 dinl('n
sional c:hrominanc:e feature. 

Rapid Big C1\1]';'S 0.3 As for Rapic\ Big Ml'iS 0.:-1, but the fl'ilture used i:-; not /1G13 2 Illlt il 
5 dinwllsiOlwl chrol1linance feilt me. 

QMNS CPRl As for Base l\1]'.JS, but the ::;iglHlture is qllantised and l.rilnsliltet! into 
feature t.erms, The CPR 1 ret riev,t\ ,ilg;orithlll is used t.o ca\cu\;1t e 
image similarity, 

QMNS CPR2 As for Base 1\11\8. but the sigmlture is qllant.isec\ and translat.ed into 
feature terms. The CPR2 ret riend a Ig;oritlllll is used to calC'ltliite 
image similarity, 

QMNS CPR3 As for Base 1\1NS. but. the signatme is qllallt.iscd nnd translilte<! int.o 
feature terms. The CPR3 retrieved algorithm is u::;ed to calculat.e 
image similarity, 

QMNS CPR4 As for Base MNS, but the sign at life is qUFtntised and t.ranslated into 
feature terms. The CPR4 retrieved algorithm is used t.o ca.\cuiat.e 
image similarity. 

3Bin QMNS CPR4 As for QMNS CPR4, but the sigllature is quant.ised using 3 part.itions 
per axis (equiva.\ent to 3G = 729 pos::;ihle t,erms). The CPR4 retrieval 
algorithm is used to calculate inlClge similarit)" 

5Bin QMNS CPR4 As for QMNS CPR4, but the sigllature is quantised usillg ~-I pmti
hons per axis (equivalent to 56 = l5G25 possible t.erms). The CPR/[ 
retrieval algorithm is used to calculat.(' image similarity. 

Rapid Q1\E\S 0,3 CPR4 As for Rapid 1\l1\S 0,3, but the sigllature is qualltised amI translated 
into feature terms. The CPR4 retrieval algorithm is used to calculate 
image similarity. 

Enhanced Ql\1;--;S CPR4 As for Enhancecl1\1l\'S, but. the sigllat me is qualltised and tnmslflled 
into feature t.erms. The CPR4 ret rieval algorithm is used to ca\cuiat e 
image similarity. 

TABLE A.2: MNS Variatio]]s Descriptions 



Appendix B 

Example Query 

B.1 Query Image and Image Category 

F IGURE B. 1: Example Query I III age 

This query image is taken from the Pink Flowers category. Shown below are a ll t he 

other images in this category: 

F IGURE B. 2: Images in t he Pink F lowers caLegory 
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Algorithm 

Base MNS 

Fixed MNS 

Big MNS 

Rapid MNS 0.3 

Enhanced MNS 

Large Mode MNS 

High Thresh MNS 

QMNS CPR1 

QMNS CPR2 

QMNS CPR3 

QMNS CPR4 

Results 
1 2 3 4 5 

FIGURE B .3: Query Results 
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Appendix C 

Test Results Tables 

C.l Test Group 1 - MNS Variations 

Algorithm Indexing Time ('I 
Half Scale Normal Scale Double Scale 
min o\'g max min [I\,g min flvg max 

Base 1\11\S 1.3~ti 3.092 4.:~75 S.944 12.3D;) 2U.~J .. HJ HI.3.:J4 51.02G HtI..:2·1L 
Fixed IvINS 1.354 3.138 4.GGI 5.724 12.2G:1 19.130 18.z)44 50.(WO 102.88'1 
Big IvINS 6.700 15.095 23.673 23.13G 55.251 ~);3.89fi Gl.[J49 14G.919 294.0!'"d 
Bigger MNS 26.420 77.865 156.787 104.155 276.0(iO 521.919 2G8.298 700.809 1972.1:Hl 
Rapid MNS (0.5) 0.421 0.795 1.125 1.G48 3.488 6.G12 [).r,riO 17.~45 [,ti.tJ2D 
Rapid MNS (0.3) 0.132 0.348 Q.G;-{2 0.704 1.808 4.[)4[) 2.:HJ4 13.37S [ltJ.931 
Rapid MNS (0.1) O.3tJO 0.774 1.225 1.612 3.299 5.00:3 5.(W2 lf3.268 G2.(jG 1 
Rapid IVINS (BandoIn a.S) 1.448 3.159 4.47:3 5./·Hi 12.303 lD.7(;7 19.5fd 50.793 10G.71-12 
Enhanced MNS 1.442 2.77:3 3.488 S.742 11.091 15.327 Ig,fin9 4~.820 85.277 
Reduced MNS 1.501 2.067 4.G49 ;) . .s[)(i 1l.230 10.70t:; 19.771 42.{)H2 91.9:W 
Large Mode MNS 1.402 3.165 4.S09 5.74t-: 12.564 20.124 1 H.G;)O G2.:{;J5 111. ~J 12 
Small l\lode MNS 1.004 3.lf)2 4.491 5. 7:~2 12.4G4 20.;J~lfj 20.074 49. 7~J8 on.o;~;~ 

Bal-ic Chrominfl.nc(' l\INS 1.401 .,.143 4.4K4 5.752 12.b2!) 19.1-11 I n. ().s~l 4840;J H:{,r)(i 1 
RGB Histogl all) 0.010 O.UHI (lU-1O 0.Ou4 (1.072 (J. 1 :~:2 U.172 O.;JJ 1 tl.;IHb 
CCV 0.219 0.818 1.081 Q.G29 O.H2~ 0.OH7 0.448 O.R2H 1.499 
MCCV 0.113 0.2Gz) O.5S7 0.034 0.986 l.UJr, 2.992 [1.()H[j 10.17:1 

TABLE C.1: l\11\'S Variations - l\Iinilllul11, Average and l\Iaxillllllll Indexing Tillles 

Algorithm Features 
Half Normal Doublf' 
min fl.vg min avg IllnX min ilvg 

Base MI'S 8.40{ 34 1O.8U8 57 10.bti3 {i:~ 

Fixed MNS 8.363 ~~ 7 10.718 54 10,;184 55 
Big MNS 6.316 20 9.2RG 41 11..108 6ti 
Bigger MNS 3.702 11 6.540 22 0.;;]4 iJG 
Rapid MNS (0.5) ~.1:17 32 10.574 52 I().lSS 54 
Rapid MI'S (0.3) 9.155 3:1 11.046 55 10.957 57 
Rapid MNS (0.1) 6.049 17 8.283 34 G.f:i18 32 
Rapid l'vINS (Raudom 0.5) 8.481 3.'1 10.743 56 10.044 55 
Enhanced MNS 26.814 72 45.628 179 G9.;)23 33:J 
Reduced IviNS 2.192 2.239 11 1.8] 7 9 
Large Mode MNS 9.027 33 11.403 G4 11. 7[)2 68 
Small Mode MNS 7.3D[J 25 9.849 49 9.299 48 
Bn~c Chrominnnce MN S 14.140 46 22.917 82 26.613 108 

TABLE C.2: MNS Variations - Feature Statistics 

C.2 Test Group 2 - Full Image Tests 
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A ppendix C Test R.es ul ts Tables 144 

A lgori t hm T e st C a t egory a nd Image Size 
Pi nk Flowers BcochScc ll cs Bu ild in g.:, At N ight 
Ha lf Norm n l Do uble Ho lf N o rm n l Do ubl(' I-Ia lf Not lnol D ouhle 

B" e ~ I KS 0 .194 0 .29 1 0 .342 0 .2U4 0 .13 7 0 . 1 :.:!O 0 .34 Y 0 .-106 0 .392 
Fixed !\ I NS 0 .2 75 0 .3 5,1 0 .3 18 0 . J67 0 .159 0 . J 3 0 .30 5 0 .·123 0 .367 
B ig M NS 0 .1 0 .16 7 0 . 18 7 0 .08 6 0 .175 0 .21 J 0 . ] 58 0 .2 19 0 .3 J 8 
B igger ~ I K S 0 .088 0 .13 2 0 .118 0 .0 6 9 O.OY J 0 .08 -1 O. J J 6 0 .2 08 0 .252 
Ra pid M NS (0 .5 ) 0 .2 0 .382 0 .3 J 8 0 . 13 1 0 . 15 0 .12'1 0 .349 O.-.l1 7 0.4 2 
R apid !v! i': (0 .3 ) 0 .262 0 .2 76 0 .295 D. IGi 0 .18 '1 0 . ] 22 0 .·125 DAiS 0.4 4 1 
Rapid MNS (0 .1 ) 0 .284 0 .223 0 .257 0 . 127 0 .148 0 . J 32 0 .·128 0 .50-1 0 .393 
Rap id !\ l NS (Ra nd om 0 .5) 0 .198 O.2lJ 0 .32 0 . 149 0 . 177 0 . 128 0 .2 94 0 .38'1 0 .38 7 
En hanced MNS 0 .462 0 .666 0 .639 0 .202 0 .24 3 0 .30 7 0 . 18 3 0 .457 0 .535 
Red uced M NS 0 .0 96 0 .0 77 0 .107 0. 0 3 0 .0 28 0 .043 0 .10 4 0 . J 8-1 0 .12 7 
Lorge Mo d e MN S 0 .234 0 .26 0 .325 0 .102 0 .202 0 . 16 2 0 .254 0 .38 1 0 .3 73 
S m o ll JVlo d c tvt NS 0. 2 72 0 .274 0 .29 1 0 . J 9 0 .13 7 0 . J 2 J 0 .35 0 .:383 0 .3'11 
Hi g h T h re"h MNS 0 .327 0 .29 1 0 .[; 23 0 .178 0 . 137 0 . 108 0.4 2 1 0 .·16 6 0.55 1 
Low Th es h Ivi NS 0. 053 0 .29 1 0 .199 0 .107 0 .137 0 .09 1 0 .1-16 0.466 0 .17--1 
C it )' MNS 0. 0 35 0 .109 0 .0 74 0 .024 0.025 0 .009 0 .266 0 .323 0 .278 
Base C hromin ance }\Il 's 0.308 0. 3 94 0.4 18 0 .043 0.06 1 0 .0 7 0 .0 67 0 .1 1 1 0 . 12 2 
A lg o ri t hnl T e st Cat e g o r y a n d hnage S iz e 

Sco A nd S ky Scn \ Vor lci Te~t Ave r age 
!-I a lf No rm n l Do ubl e !-I a lf N o rm a l D o ub le !-I a lf No rl1l o 1 DO llh lc O v e n dl 

Bu::;e rV! f\S 0.U 88 0 .100 0 .105 (J .22 ~1 0 .227 O. l D'2 0 .2 12 U.2:.J u 0 .232 0 .22000 7 
F ixed tvl NS 0 .103 0 .118 0. 10 3 0. 161 0.179 0 .25 0 .20 2 0 .247 0 .234 0 .22 7007 
B ig M NS 0 .099 0 .1'18 0 .162 0 . 146 0 .2 0 2 0 .:i45 0 . 1 18 0 . 1 2 0 .2 ·15 0 .1 8 1(10 7 
B igger MNS 0 .0 6 1 0 .12 0 .12 7 0 . 160 0.06 7 0 .265 0 .09 9 0 . 124 0 . 16 9 0 .1 3 0007 
Ra p id MN S ( 0. 5 ) 0 .0 8'1 0 . 10 3 0 .108 0 .148 0 .129 0 .087 0 . 182 0 .2 3 6 0 .2 11 0. 2 0 9 00 7 
R a pid M NS ( 0. 3 ) 0 .099 0 .137 0 .08 9 0 .233 0 .30 3 0 .2 0 9 0 .237 0 .276 0 .23 1 0 .248 
Rap id MN S (0. 1 ) 0 .102 0.107 0 . 105 0 .158 0 .13 2 0 .099 0 . ~2 O . ~23 0 .19 7 0 .2 13333 
R apid MNS (R a nd om 0 .5 ) 0 .096 0 .11 6 0. 0 94 0 .08 9 0 .1'19 0 .12 -1 0. l G5 0 .21 3 0 .2 112 0.l D0 4 
En han ced l'vINS 0 .075 0 .123 0.117 0 .49 1 0 .6 19 0 .688 0. 283 OA2 1 OA [i 7 0 .a 8 7 
Red uced r-.'INS 0 .155 0 .2 0 3 0 .135 0.115 0. 18 2 0 .125 0 .1 0 . ]35 0 . 107 0.114 
Lnrg,e M o d e M NS 0 .113 0 .143 0 . 134 0 .132 0 .38 2 0 .236 0 . 167 0 .2 7.,1 0 .2 46 0 .22 9 
S m a ll i\ lode MNS 0 .0 96 0 .11 3 0 .11 0 . ] 59 0 .08 6 0 . l J 9 0 .2 1'1 0 . 19 9 0 .196 0 .203 
Hig b T hrc!ih MNS 0 . 12 0 .10 3 0 .129 0 .232 0 .22 7 0 .3 07 0.256 0 .2·15 0 .33 0 .2 77 
Lo w T he::; h MNS 0 .074 4 0 .103 0 .08 0 .09 7 0.227 0.1 :15 0 .0 96 0 .245 0 .138 0 . 1 5 UO O7 
C ity rvINS 0 .01 5 0.00 7 0 .009 0 .OlJ5 0 .05 0 .06-1 0.077 0 . 102 0 .0 8 7 0 .08806 7 
Ba::;e C h ro m ino nce MNS 0 . 12 0 .138 0 .152 0 .35 0.44 3 OA 29 O. IT; 0 .23 0 .238 0 .2 1 5 

T AB LE C .3: IVINS Variations - Average P recision for Catego rie. 

A lgor ithn1 R.e t ri eva I Time (8) 
Ha lf Scale Norl1l o l Scu le Dou b le SCHIe' 
m in fl\' g: m nx mi n av g m ux JIlin n \'~ 111 11 X 

B a::;e IVINS 9.5 ] 6 1 1. ti2~ l '1.0ti6 0 .212 0 .3U2 0 .::HJ5 !J .5[j8 I I. ~ -I ~ 1'1.1 22 
F ixed tvINS 9.479 11. 772 14 . 124 0 .2 1 1 0.28 0 0 .33 1 9 .52G 1 1 . ~ 08 14 . 168 
Big MNS 40 .607 5 ] .2 19 62 .690 0 .198 0 .234 0 .2 75 40 .681 5 1.2R5 62. 780 
Bigger MN S 198 .599 ~53 . 926 331.6 1'1 0 . 178 0. 19 3 0 .2 29 198.6'11 253 .n68 3:1 1. 6G9 
Rap id M NS ( 0 .5 ) 2 . 777 3.52 7 4. 37.11 0 .2 10 0 .2 70 0 .330 2 .822 3 .55 7 4 .408 
Ra p id M NS ( 0 .3 ) 1.487 1. 946 2 .773 0 . 2 :~ 0 0.353 0 .543 1. 536 1.9 78 2 .8 08 
Rap id MNS ( 0 .1 ) 2.588 3. 273 3 .8 70 0 . 179 0 .204 0 .230 2 .593 3.279 3 .8 7 5 
R ap id MN S ( Random 0. 5) 9. 49fi ]] .777 14.0 7 7 0 .2 15 0 .293 0 309 9 .548 11.8 1'1 14. 125 
Enh a nced rvl NS 10 .073 12.276 14.064 1.459 2 .89 I 3 .95 7 13. 18 0 1[i .255 18. 288 
Red uced NINS 9. 180 10.762 13 .0 0 7 0 .132 0 . ] 3 [; 0 . 138 9 . 178 10 .7GO 13 .0 0G 
Larg e Mod e MNS 9.554 11 .9[j5 14 .530 0 .22 7 0 .309 0 .375 9.6 18 12. 001 It1 .59 J 
Sm a ll ~ I ode M NS 9 .3 9 2 11 .694 13.970 0 .20 1 0 .2 '19 0 .285 9 .43 1 J 1. 720 14 .00 3 
Bu::;c C h ro m in a nce tvl 's 9 .727 11.909 13. 899 0.596 0 .734 0 .8 77 10. 198 12 .285 14 . 177 
Hig h T hr c!:i h l'vl N S 9 .483 11 .76 6 14. 067 0 .2 14 0 .285 0 .35 1 9.536 11 .8 0'1 14 . 11 6 
Lo w Th c::; h f\·l t"S 9 .4 98 11 .78 3 14 .08 4 0.2 14 0.285 0.:i5 1 9.552 11.82 1 14 . 1:J I 
C it )' MNS 9 .479 1 1 .759 14 .056 0 . 197 0 .2G8 0 .33:1 9 .529 11. 798 1 4 . J 03 

T ABLE C.4 : MNS Vari a t ions - Min imum , Average and Max imum Ret. rieva l T imes 

D ata b a s e In d ex ing Ti rn e (s) F ea t u r e S t a t is ti cs (N a n n a l) 
Ha lf Sca le Norm u i Scal e D o ubl e Sca le Pe ul,u J e ti U Jl iq u T e rll1 ::; 
!vl in A\' g Max Mi n A \'g Max f\ l in A\'g Mn x M in A\' ~ Mu x M ill A\'~ f\ l ux 

Q~·I NS 1. 39 3. U7 4.35 5 .Y6 13 .1 6 20 .8G 18. YU lJ~ . 4 7 04 .01 34 n U.2 6 8 1 (; oS A 115 
E nh a nced Q M NS 1.4 0 2 .70 3.34 6 .19 1 1.97 18.55 18. 79 4 1.94 54 .09 16 37:3.9 641 (; 42. 7 105 
3 Bi n QMNS 1. 4 7 3 .17 4.92 5.70 12.37 19 .10 19 .6 8 44 .99 66 .8 0 36 3 19 .8 662 3 2 4 .0 65 
5 B in QMNS 1.45 3 .18 4 .5 0 5. 85 14 .12 33.40 18.87 44 _12 64 .72 36 32 0 .2 68 1 4 53.6 178 
R a p id QM NS 0 .17 0 .29 0 .36 0 .6 G 1.11 1 .4 0 2.36 4 .20 5.30 27 377 .5 692 6 41. 9 123 
Ba !:ic MNS 1. 38 3 .09 ~J. ::S7 5 .94 12 .39 20.94 ) 9 .::1 :1 5 J .0 2 98 .2 4 
R GB Hi::; \, og rum 0 .01 0 .01 0 .04 0 .06 0 .07 0 .13 0 .17 0 .3 1 0 .59 , CCV 0 .2 1 0 .8 1 1.08 0 .62 0 .8 2 0 .98 0 .44 0. 82 1.49 I·' 
MCCV 0 .1 1 0.26 0 .55 0 .63 0 .98 1. 19 2 .99 5 .08 10 .17 , 

TABLE C. 5 : QMNS Variations - ]Vl inim ulll , Average and Maxim um Indexing T imes 
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Algo l-ithrn Database T e st Cate gory a ll d Inl s g e S iz e 
Pi Ilk F lower s BcochScc ll cs B uildi ngs At N ight 
Ho lf N or m a l Do uble H olf N or lll o l Double Hulf o llll o l Doubl e 

C PRI QMN S 0.45 7 0 .40 7 0 .333 O.OU2 0. 13 7 0 .1·19 0 . J7b 0 . 2~9 0 .-I :i8 
C PR2 Q M NS 0. 529 0 .488 0 .409 0 .096 0. 196 0 .20 7 0 .239 0 .307 o . ..J :n 
C PR3 Q~I N S 0 .288 O.3l 15 O. l S6 0 .131 0 .208 0 .2 11 0 .283 0 .3·15 0.366 
CP R4 QM]\; S 0 .4 82 0 .5-13 0. 500 0 .1 19 0 .18 9 0 .166 0 .30·1 0 .393 0.555 
C PR4 Enh a nc('d QrvIN S 0 .492 0 .63 7 0.253 0 .136 0 .150 0 . 111 0 . 15 --1 0 .283 O.-I :JO 
CP R4 3 B in Qlvl NS 0.41 6 0 .63 2 0. 5 13 0 .074 0 .0 73 0 .0 79 0 .307 0 .390 0 .-1 62 
C PR4 5 B in Q IVIN S 0 .43 7 0 .526 0 .467 0 .209 0 .224 0 .208 0 .369 0 .·127 O.5GB 
C PR4 Ra p id QMNS 0 .5 10 0 .585 0.4 77 a. I t,D 0 .18 1 0 . ] 17 0 .38'1 0 .4 39 O. tiOO 
Ba,e MNS Bose :r." I NS 0 .194 0 .291 0 .3'12 0 .204 0 . 137 0 .129 U.3 4U 0 .·166 U.3Y2 
R G B H i::; t ogra m R G B H istogr am 0 .393 0 .390 0 .394 0 .154 0 .138 0 . J 43 0 .632 0 .6 :l3 O . ti 3~ 

CC V CCV 0.41 5 0 .42 1 0 .430 0 .164 0 . 158 0.1'J9 O . fi ~13 0 .6 ·16 0 .G119 
MCCV MCCV 0.274 0 .088 0 .159 0 .16 6 0 .459 0 .536 
Algorit h m D a t a base T es. t C a t e g o ry and 11l1s ge S iz e 

SeaA nd S ky Sco \o\'OI ld T e s. t A v e nlge 
Ha lf Norm a l Do uble Holf N or m nl Douhle Ho lf Non nni Do uh le' Ove n) 11 

C PRI Q~I NS 0 . ! 44 0 . J0 7 0 .096 0 .558 0.000 U.72J O.2tiL 0 .320 0 .3'18 0. 3 H I 
C PR2 QMNS 0 . 1 ~4 0 .137 0 .127 0 .377 0 .590 0 .G67 0 .285 0 .3,14 0 .:J69 0 .a3 3 
CP R 3 QMNS 0 .178 0 . I G8 0. 154 0 .5 13 0 .582 0 .6 17 0 .2 79 0 .330 0 .30 1 0.<10 3 
C PR4 QMNS 0 .23 1 0 .Ji6 0.1 42 0.4 6 1 0 .68 2 0 .69 6 0 .3 J9 0 .397 0 .4 12 0.370 
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Appendix D 

Categorisation of Features 

The QMKS algorithm, as a general purpose global colour feature. produces three modes 

of RGB colour feature, corresponding to patches in the image that contain one, two 

or three dominant colours. These result in feature tuples that contain three, six and 

nine floating point "alues. Both QM~S and the Candida cell feature have variable sized 

signatures that are composed of multiple features, \vhereas other features define only 

one fixed length feature. The RGB histogram defines a \'ector in which the yalue of each 

component is the number of pixels that occur in one particular region of RGB space. 

Typically these regions are created by evenly dividing the space into regular cubes -

as in figure D. This process is known by a number of different names - qm1l1tisation. 

discretisation and binning. 

The CCV histogram contains two vectors, which count the colicTcnt and the 'incohc'/,

entpixels, by quantising both RGB feature spaces according to the same parameters. All 

three algorithms can be c:lassed as global colour features. They are global in the sense 

that the resultant signature contains no reference to the location ,vit hin the image of 

the features. \Vhilst QM;'\S diyides the image into patches whilst processing and so may 

seem to perform localisation functions this is <lnalagolls to the histogram opera tiOIl of a 

histogram as it scans across the image. CCV also scgements the image, but again the 

spatial information recorded is lost when the two parts of the image are histogrammed. 

The degree to which a feature is narrow, or broad, is important. when generating 11 

suitable signature for storage, and when retrieving documents from a collection, however 

all features carry a certain amount of information and have a certain size. This needs 

to be considered when determining t.he size of the index for a collection and t.he speed 

in which documents can be indexed and ret.rieved. 

FIGURE D.1: Simple quantisat.ion of RGB space 
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FIGURE D.2: Information Coding: n. A discrete, noiseless. channel. b. A discrete 
channel with noise. c. A document retrie\'a] system as (l filtered information channel. 

a and b adapted jTOm (128) 

D.l The Information Transforrnation of Features 
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\Ve have determined that of all the clifferellt types of feature::; (be they extracted from 

images or other media) some proyide very specific illformatioll that can be used ollly ill a 

certain context, or domain, alld others provide \'ery gelleral illformation that call be llsed 

in very broad domains. This leads us to examille the illformatioll transformations that 

occur hom document to feature, from an illformation theoretic point of yiew. Chapter 

3.1 introduced the concepts of multimedia infonnatioll systeJlls as a system for storing 

and retrieving documents according to a particular inforlllatioll reqllirclllent. The ar

chitecture of a typical 1\l1S was presented in section 4.2, fignre 4.2, showing the flow 

of information through the system. This high level semalltic description of information 

flow can be reduced into a very simple description by using illfonnation theory. 

Shannon's seminal work on the mathematical theory of c:omn11lnicatioIl, [123], defines 

the simplest form of discrete communication as a system where information is encoded, 

transmitted and decoded. Figure D .l.a and b shows this diagrammatically. In the 

channel, over which the information is transmitted, an additional factor is taken into 

account - noise. Shannon's work was written in the 1940s, when digital electronics 

were just starting to appear, and transmission over noisy communication media wa::; an 

important factor of their work. The noise corrupts the information so that when rec:oded 
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at the end of the channel it is incorrect in SOllle way. The noise effectiyely filters the 

information randomly 1 transforming the information. 

\Vhen we wish to find information in the form of a document from a collection of doc

uments we are doing two things (phrase this better). Firstly we are looking at each 

document to determine its information content, and then we are eYaluating, according 

to some query criterion, whether that document satisfies our information needs. \\'e are 

encoding each document in some manner2 - perhaps simply reading the tit Ie, or anot her 

proxysuch as the abstract, to determine the significant concepts contained wit hilL and 

then filtering it according to its relation with the quer~T concepts. Figre D.l.c enhances 

Shannon's notion of information trawlling across a ph~'sical lll('dium to that of infor

mation retrieyal. The information source of the original schematic is now a corpus of 

documents, which are encoded (and stored) by feature extraction and indexing algo

rithms. A query document is also encoded in the same manner. and acts as a filter on 

the indexed documents, selecting those that are desirable. This lllay seem to oppose the 

notion of noise since that is considered to be a bad thing, yet in reality noise is merel~T * 
the entropy of the channeL and other external systems, transforming the signal. and can 

be managed and dealt with effectiyely. The filtered, encoded, document information is 

then decoded to form complete documents again. \Vhilst t his may be as simple as USillg 

each document identifier to retrieye the document from a database, conceptually there 

is a form of decoding occuring. The resultant information then is t he set of documC'nts 

that, hopefully, will be semantically coherent with the query. 

The questions that Shannon was asking about communication are also perfectl~T applica

ble in this context (this excerpt taken from \Veaver's section in [123]: 

• How does one measure an amount of 'in jar mati on? 

• How does one measure the capacity of a communication channel? 

• The action of the transmitter in changing the message into the signal often involves 

a coding process. \Vhat are the characteristics of an efficient coding process. And 

when the coding is as efficient as possible, at what rate can the channel convey 

information? 

D.1.l The Size of a Document 

In discrete information theory the base unit is the bit, able only to indicate the pre

sense or absense of one symbol. In communications one symbol is useless, however when 

lThis is not entirely true, since much of the noise is in a pseudorandom form, created by the entropy 
of the channel and from other transmissions that are picked up in the electrical (or whichever medium) 
characteristics, f\luch of this noise was shown to be in a fractal form by lvIandelbrot and later (?) Cantor. 

2There is also an inberent form of decoding - that of transforming the symbols that lie on the page 
into words and in turn into concepts within our brain 
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bits are combined together to form a sequence that represents other symbols they haw 

meaning. The internal organisation and operation of all modern computer and commu

nication systems can be reduced down to bits. which allows us to calculate the amount 

of information stored in documents. 

In order to determine the size of a particular document in a particular medium we must 

not look at the size of t he file on the computer - this is alread~" an encoded form of the 

information, possibly ah'ead~" compressed, possibl~" cont aining much redundant informa

tion. Instead we must consider the different combinations of s~'mbols ,wailable in the 

document. A text document contains man~r s~'mbols - the alphanumerics. punctuation. 

parentheses, currenc~" symbols and nl<lll~" more. The alphabet used creates a partic1l1ar 

problem since we must consider whether or not we are counting lIpper <lndlower case as 

different symbols. This will depend on whether or not the tht' recipient of the docunwnt 

at the destination needs to have the symbols or not. Old teletype and telegraph systems 

encoded one alphabet and used a shift :"ymbol to indicate that the following character 

would be in upper case. In the ASCII symbol set both lIpper (\1\(1 lower case characters 

are included, as well as ,"arious punctuation, international and mathematical symbols. 

ASCII also includes 32 symbols to control the channel and t he cursor, although lllany 

of these are now redundant. 

A typical document retrieval system will not h<1\"e to eyer try to decode the cncoded 

information held in the index because it will alwa~'s haw~ direct (leces:" to the original 

document, and so we only need to encode. This has a distinct advalltage ill that. we 

can afford to lose more information than would be possible across a traditionalchaIlnpl. 

Section 2.4.2 describes in detail how the indexing process from text document to COIll

plete index works, and so the final representation of individual words stored in the index 

is the only important factor. It should be noted that this disclIssion considers only the 

simplest text index - at the expense of those that index all combinations of symbols. 

The raw size of a document in bits will be equivalent to the number of :"ymbols in the 

document multiplied by the number of bits required to encode those symbols. 

(D.1) 

An ASCII text document with 6000 symbols will therefore have a raw size of 6000io92 10i28 = 

768,OOObits. 

Whilst images may not seem to be composed of symbols there is a discrete set of the 

different possible colours that any pixel may assume, and it is these that form the 

information stream*. An image of dimensions 1024 by 7G8 pixels, in 24bit RGB (8 bits 

for each colour channel) would have a raw size of 102476824 = 18,874, 368/J'its. 
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D.1.2 The Encoding of Documents 

The process of extracting features from a document. whether they be text based, or of 

some other form, is a process of encoding. It is a form of loss:" encoding designed not to 

allow transmission of the document oYer a channeL but to proyide a succiut version of 

the information in the document for retrieval purposes. 

Like calculating the amount of information in an a document, measuring the amount of 

information in a signature is a matter of looking at the different possible combinations of 

data that can be stored. In a vector based signature there must be limits to the range of 

values that each component may assume, otherwise the number of choices is effectively 

unlimited. If the signature contains integer ,'a lues then its size in bits is equal to the 

product of the difference of each component's range: 

Sbits = IT cornponenillpper; - cOl7lpone'lltlo'ILleTi 
;=L; 

(D.2) 

If the signature contains continuous values, or near continuolls ,'alues such as floating 

point representations, the size can not be calculated in terms of bits without first SOllle 

form of discretisation. It might seem tempting to simply use the bitwise size of a float 

value, which is typically Xbits, however a float is already in an encoded format and 

wouldn't represent the raw data properly. By quantising each component at the highest 

resolution that will ever be required then the amount of information in the signature can 

be calculated. Alternatively this value could be calculated using Shannon's continuolls 

measurements of information[123j, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. These two 

expressions allow us to calculate the amount by which a document is compressed by 

the indexing process. Equation D.3 shows this ratio in the case where multiple features 

(denoted by the subscript i) are used: 

d 01, _ Li=l..i Shit'" 
'camp /0 -

chils 
(D.3) 

D.1.3 The Capacity of a Document Retrieval System 

Communication theory defines capacity as the amount of 1:njorm.ation transmitted per 

second, in b'its per second, along a com.munication channel. Capacity is important since 

it allows us to measure the number of symbols (not just bits) that can be transmitted per 

second. Taken from \\ieaver's contribution to [123], the follO\ving paragraph describes a 

fundamental theorem for a noiseless channel transmitting discrete symbols: 

This theorem relates to a communication channel which has a capacity of C 

bits per second, accepting signals from a source of entropy (or information) 
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of H bits per second. The theorem states that b)' de\'ising 11 proper coding 

procedures for the transmitter it is possible to transmit symbols over the 

channel at an average rate 3 which is nearly C / H, but which, no matter how 

clever the coding, can never be made to exceed C / H. 

151 

The capacity of a document retrie\'al s)'stem is therefore equivalent to the average re

trieval time for a query, which concerns the number of documents that can be retrieved 

from the index per second. The relevancy of retrieved documents is not an issue here 

since we are not measuring the indexes ability to discriminate between documents based 

on the query. 

3Pootnote from [123]: We remember that the capacity C involves the idea of information transmitted 
per second, and is thus measured in bits per second. The entropy H here measures information per 
symbol, so that the ratio of C to H measures symbols per second. 
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Glossary 

A 

ACI acronym Autonomous Citation Indexing. The extraction of citation (bib

liographic) information from academic documents. 

agent 

Artiste 

ASCII 

B 

An instance of the agent computing software paradigm. An agent is typified 

by its ability to communicate and exist in heterogenous enyironments, its 

social behaviour and its artificial intelligence, with which it seeks to achieve 

certain preordained goals. 

project A european project to develop a digital library for archiving, analy

sis and retrieval of paintings. 

acronym American Standard Code for Information Interchange. A 7 hit 

code. 

bin A single, contiguous, volume in feature space partitioned by some manner 

of quantisation. 

bio-metric Some element of people which can be used to ll11iquely identify them: Fin

gerprints, irises, gait. 

bit 1. In/oTmation TheoTY A binaTY digit can indicate the presence or absence 

of just one symbol. 

bitvector 

2. ElectTOnics An electric signal that is typically either a high voltage - 1, 

or a low voltage - O. 

blog abbr. Weblog. An online, public, diary onto which is published the incon

sequencies of the lives of some individuals. 
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c 

capacity 

CBR 

centroid 

(bps) The amount of information transmitted per second by a communica

tions channel. 

acronym Content Based Retrieval. The process of retrieving documents 

based on the informational content that they contain. 

The centre of a cluster of points in n-spac:e, often defined as the point ob

tained by calculating the a\'erage \'alue for each component. 

cue Of the senses: a sparticular sign. Often accompanied by the sense - e.g. 

\'isual cues. 

D 

Dewey decimal A system invented by X Dewey in the latter 19th century for manual 

cataloging of books.s. 

document A ordered, coherent, collection of information with a common concept, most 

often considered as being in writing, but may be in any form of media, and 

is most often a combination of media. 

document frequency The number of documents in a corpus in which a particulcu term 

occurs. 

E 

exhaustivity The degree to which a term, document, or index is able to include a wide 

range of topics. 

F 

feature 1. A high level element of an image, as in global colour feature. 

2. The data produced by a feature extraction algorithm, as in feat-ure 1,n

dexing. 

finite state machine A mathematical model, where different states of execution can 

be entered and left according to predfined rules. 
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G 

generic link A type of hypermedia link which provides as targets a list of documents 

returned by a CBR search engine using the link anchor as a query. 

granularity A measure of the amount of detail stored in an index. A coarse index will 

merge terms and synonyms together using morphology, helping to reduce 

storage. A fine index will store all terms. 

H 

hitlist The ranked results of a query, normally ordered by similarity to the query 

item. A hit list will typically include a numerical similarity score. 

homogenous In computer vision, a property of a collection of . 

L 

linkbase 

M 

A database containing links from document to document, which avoids direct 

references in the documents themselves, helping to avoid broken links,. 

MIS Acronym Multimedia Information System. A complete system for multillle

dia document management and retrieval. \Vill typically contain integrated 

CBR components. 

morphology . See 2.4.1.3. 

N 

negative dictionary A list of noise, or stop-words. Also known as a stop-list. 

p 

PACS 

pixels 

Acronym Picture Archiving and Communication System. 1\lIS used in the 

medical industry. 

acronym A Picture element. The smallest individual component of an 

image. 

power of discrimination How well a term, or query, IS able to discriminate between 

documents of different topics. 
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proxy 

Q 

query 

A succint description of a document that provides a good description of the 

entire content. The terms in a text document proxy are typically weighted 

more than others in the document. 

In information retrieval, a question provided to a search engine that should 

return a hit list of similar documents. 

query by humming A audio query paradigm that allows a user to hum the pitch 

changes of a desired tune. Analogous to query by sketch in audio. 

query by sketch A image query paradigm that allows a user to sketch the outline of an 

object which is required from the database. Analogous to query b~· humming 

in audio. 

R 

registration The process of fitting a model to an acquired image source, used, for 

example, when overlaying a 3D model of a scene of a video of parts of the 

scene. 

RTF acronym Rich Text Format. A simple text markup language that allmvs 

limited control over fonts and layout. 

s 

Sculpteur acronym Semantic and content-based multimedia exploitation for European 

benefit. A three year European project to research and develop a system 

for multimedia information organisation, storage, and retrieval of items alld 

artifacts held in museums. www.sculpteurweb.org. 

segment The process of grouping homogenous regions in an image that are deemed 

to represent part, or the whole, of an object in the depicted scene. 

snake A visual segmentation device that uses a combination of heterogeneity con

strains on pixels and energy functions to iteratively adapt itself to an objects 

outline. 

specificity The degree to which a term, document or index IS able to focus? on a 

particular topic. 

stemming A particular application of morphology where syntactic pre- and post-fixes 

are removed to reveal the underlying root meaning of a word. 
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stop-list See stop-words. 

stop-words Terms in natural language that are functional words (i.e. A, THE, IT, OF 

ETC) with a correspondingly high frequency count, and as such have a low 

pmver of discrimination. Also stop-list. 

T 

template matching A simple, but useful, technique for identifying objects in images 

by moving a template of pixels over an image. At each location in the image 

the number of pixels matching the template are counted, and where the 

count exceeds a threshold the object is deemed to exist. 

TFxlDF 

v 

Term Frequency times Inverse Document Frequency A document 

vector similarity heuristic. 

vocabulary usage The ratio of distinct terms present in a corpus to the total possible 

vocabulary. In natural language the total vocabulary is taken from a fixed 

source, eg a dictionary contemporary to the corpus. 

z 

Zipfian A rank-frequency distribution that when plotted on a log-log scale has a 

log-linear slope that is near to -1.0. 

Mathematical Definitions 

dj Document j from the set of all documents, D in a corpus. 

dfi The document frequency - the number of documents in which term ti occurs 

at least once. 

qTi The relative term frequency given to term ti in the query. 

qWi The weight given to term t z in the query. 

Tij The relative term frequency given to term t'i in document dj . 

ti Term i from the set of all terms, T that are present in a corpus, or index. 

t Iij The frequency of ti in document dj . 

tnj The number of terms in document j. 
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V The set of all possible terms. 

Wij The weight given to term ti in document dj . 
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